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and so it all goes on in helpless darkness.”
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Abstract
This thesis explores the theoretical representation of localised electrons in mag-
netic systems, using Majorana fermions. A motivation is provided for the Majorana
fermion representation, which is then developed and applied as a mean-field theory
and in the path-integral formalism to the Ising model in transversal-field (TFIM)
in one, two and three dimensions, on an orthonormal lattice. In one dimension the
development of domain walls precludes long-range order in discrete systems; this is
as free energy savings due to entropy outweigh the energetic cost of a domain wall.
An argument due to Peierls exists in 2D which allows the formation of domains of
ordered spins amidst a disordered background, however, which may be extended
to 3D. The forms of the couplings to the bosons used in the Random Phase Ana-
lysis (RPA) are considered and an explanation for the non-existence of the phases
calculated in this thesis is discussed, in terms of spare degrees of freedom in the Ma-
jorana representation. This thesis contains the first known application of Majorana
fermions at the RPA level.
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Chapter 1
Introduction & Background
Material
This thesis is concerned with the development of the use of Majorana [1, 2, 3] fermions
as a representation of spin, for stationary spin-half electrons. The Majorana fermion is
a natural choice of operator for this task, since the commutation relations are preserved
both on and off-site and the magnitude of the spins is automatically reproduced [4, 5].
Despite Majorana fermions having a relatively long history [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], they have been
little-studied in this context, leaving them a well of possibilities. The problem of spin
representation is an important one, since many insulating systems may be described by
either Ising [11, 12] or Heisenberg-type spin interactions and neither of these models has
a general solution for arbitrary dimension; in fact, the solution by Onsager [13] of the two
dimensional Ising model in the limit of zero applied magnetic fields was a tour de force of
calculation which has increased our general understanding of seemingly simple magnetic
systems. In general, representation of spins as either fermions or bosons is of great benefit,
since it allows the use of Wick’s theorem [14] to contract quartic terms into bilinears of
fermions or bosons, allowing the relatively simple calculation of correlation functions.
The Majorana representation is another such method which, given the attention needed
to understand its nuances and develop it into a fully-fledged approach, will be a useful
addition to the theoretical physicist’s “toolbox”. To this end, calculations presented in
this thesis for the first time are done so in detail, so that they may be a useful reference for
others. The new calculations presented in this thesis take the form of mean-field theoretical
calculations constrained by the Bogoliubov inequality [15, 16] and a path-integral approach
[17, 18] which includes both saddle-point approximations and Gaussian corrections to
the mean-field path, calculated in the random phase approximation [19, 20, 21]. These
calculations are performed at finite temperature.
Before embarking on our discussion of Majorana fermions in the context of spin repres-
entation, we introduce the various conceptual and mathematical constructs relied upon in
this thesis: an introduction to some of the basic tenets of thermodynamics; the quantum
mechanical description of localised spin-half electrons; a survey of fermionic and bosonic
representations of localised spins; an introduction to quantum criticality mainly in the
context of the Ising model in transverse field; and an introduction to the path integral
1
representation, including the form of the path integral used for Majorana fermions. Fi-
nally, it should be pointed out that this thesis does not concern itself with the discussion
of Majorana zero modes [23], which are a recent and important development in the un-
derstanding of topological insulators; although for the sake of completeness a short list
of papers in this newly emerging field has been included below. A brief history of the
interesting life of Ettore Majorana is also given in [2, 3], along with further details of
other research areas related to Majorana fermions.
1.1 Motivation for Studying Magnetic Systems
Magnetism manifests itself in condensed matter systems through the collective behaviour
of magnetic moments. Each individual moment acts like a dipole, which classically may
be thought of as being generated by a tiny loop of current; in turn each of these loops of
current is a product of the motion of electrons through a medium.1 Unfortunately (insofar
as fortune plays a role!), the classical analogy must end at this point, since classical theory
predicts that the net magnetisation of a solid - proportional to the sums of the current
loops inside and along the inner boundary of the solid - must be zero! To provide a
satisfactory description of magnetic behaviour in solids we must therefore turn to quantum
mechanics, along with the commutation relations, quantum-mechanical path-integrals and
other formalisms that this necessitates [24]. Before beginning to introduce the methods we
shall employ in this thesis, a brief motivation in terms of materials to which these theories
could be applied will be useful. The cubic insulating magnet LiHoF4 [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30,
31, 32, 33] undergoes a phase transition from paramagnetic to ferromagnetic, acting as a
“model” three dimensional magnet. The quasi-2D lattice Cs2CuCl4 [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39]
is a triangular lattice, with additional Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya terms which induce out-
of-plane moments. The effect of doping this material with Bromine is also considered
in the last reference here. Materials which exhibit the Kondo and RKKY interactions
[40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47] are also candidates for studies of this sort, however in these
systems the presence of an itinerant electronic component must also be considered. This
was done with some success using the Majorana fermion formalism in [48, 49]. Finally,
Majorana fermions may also help provide insight into spin liquids [50, 51] since they allow
for multiple convenient decouplings of the same spin interactions in ways not obviously
permitted by conventional fermions. [52, 53]
1.2 The Partition Function & the Calculation of
Thermodynamic Quantities
All of the calculations presented in this thesis are performed in the thermodynamic limit
[54], such that N , the number of spins in the system, is large enough that spins on the
1We shall restrain our discussion of magnetism to the solid state, that is, materials which exhibit
resistance to an applied strain [22]. We shall specifically consider only crystalline solids in this
thesis, which also exhibit lattice periodicity.
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boundary play no distinguished role in calculations. Additionally, the particle number N
is always conserved such that for any Hamiltonian H we have
[H,N ] = 0. (1.1)
In this thermodynamic limit, we define an important quantity Z, the partition function;
which may be defined by its relation to the Hamiltonian via
Z = tr e−βH (1.2)
where the inverse temperature β = 1/T .2 This quantity encodes the thermally-weighted
energies of all the different states of a system as defined by the action of H on a state |ψ〉
defined for a wavefunction ψ. This is best expressed for time-independent spins by the
Schro¨dinger equation
H|ψ〉 = E|ψ〉. (1.3)
In this manner, it can be seen that the eigen-energies of H are derived from the diag-
onalised matrix elements of H in its matrix form, which is defined by the trace over the
exponential factor in equation (1.2). This equation therefore provides all of the thermal
and energetic information on the system necessary for a complete understanding of that
system’s behaviour. Furthermore, since the partition function takes the form of a sum of
exponential factors, it cannot be discontinuous as long as the sum has a finite number of
elements. In the thermodynamic limit, however, a discontinuous jump is possible which
gives rise to the possibility of phase transitions for infinite systems. Several other use-
ful quantities may be calculated from the partition function, such as the Helmholtz free
energy
F = − 1
β
lnZ = U − TS. (1.4)
Here we have defined the internal energy U , which describes the total energy required to
create the system; and the entropy S, which describes the disorder inherent in any state of
the system. The Helmholtz free energy is just one of several equivalent expressions for the
energy of the system, which highlight particular combinations of extrinsic and intrinsic
variables. The entropy S may be explicitly calculated from the free energy via
S = −dF
dT
(1.5)
and thence the specific heat C, which measures the rate of change of the entropy, is defined
by
C = T
dS
dT
. (1.6)
Other quantities, such as the magnetisation M for example, which is conjugate to the
applied magnetic field B, may be calculated by following a similar procedure.
2Here, and throughout this thesis, the Boltzmann constant kB is taken to be unity, such that
T has units of energy.
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1.3 The Quantum Mechanics of Spin
Since most of this thesis is devoted to the elucidation of the physics of spin-half models,
we begin with an introduction to the formalism for spin-half particles. A vector of spins
may be defined on a lattice site j such that
Sj =
(
Sxj , S
y
j , S
z
j
)
, S2j =
3
4
(1.7)
and the commutation relations [55] between the spin-components are[
Saj , S
b
j′
]
= iδjj′ǫ
abcScj ,
[
S2j , S
z
j
]
= 0. (1.8)
Equivalently, these operators may be expressed as the set of Pauli spin-matrices, which
are defined independently on each site. The quantity ~ has been set to unity here, and
will not appear in this thesis. The Pauli spin-matrices are of the form
Sx =
1
2
(
0 1
1 0
)
, Sy =
1
2
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, Sz =
1
2
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (1.9)
We note from equation (1.8) that it is possible to know just one of the spin-components
as well as the total spin on a given site, hence (in the basis of z) a general state |ψ〉 may
be written [56]
|ψ〉 = λ↑| ↑z〉+ λ↓| ↓z〉 (1.10)
where λl are complex numbers. This quantity may be normalised by the condition 〈ψ|ψ〉 =
1. In this basis the z-component of the spin, Sz, is a diagonal operator; hence for a single
site
Sz| ↑z〉 = 1
2
| ↑z〉, Sz| ↓z〉 = −1
2
| ↓z〉. (1.11)
Meanwhile the spin raising and lowering operators S±j = S
x
j ± iSyj may also be defined
on each site. The commutation relations of these spin raising (S+) and lowering (S−)
operators may be derived from the commutation relations presented above. For a single
site
S+| ↓z〉 = | ↑z〉, S+| ↑z〉 = 0 (1.12)
and
S−| ↓z〉 = 0, S−| ↑z〉 = | ↓z〉. (1.13)
hence the operation of a raising (lowering) operator on a spin-up (down) state is to anni-
hilate that state. Finally, since this spin-representation is site-local, the spin-state on each
site is independent. This may be illustrated by the example of an N site ferromagnet in
the basis of z (the z index has been suppressed for notational clarity), where we have
S−2 | ↑1↑2 · · · ↑N 〉 = S−2 | ↑1〉 ⊗ | ↑2〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ | ↑N 〉 = | ↑1〉 ⊗ | ↓2〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ | ↑N 〉. (1.14)
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1.4 Fermionic & Bosonic Spin Representations
This section gives a background to the representation of spins in terms of fermions or
bosons, which have simpler commutation/anticommutation relations and can further be
used to decompose quartic terms to quadratic ones by means of a Wick [14] decomposition.
1.4.1 Schwinger Bosons & Abrikosov Pseudo-fermions
The Schwinger boson [57] method of spin representation involves using bosonic operators
with a spin index (or equivalently two species of boson)
Saj =
∑
ττ ′
b†jτS
a
ττ ′bjτ ′ (1.15)
where Saττ ′ are elements of the Pauli spin-matrices defined above. The spin components
are labelled by the index a = x, y, z and may be explicitly written
Sxj =
1
2
(
b†j↑bj↓ + b
†
j↓bj↑
)
, Syj =
i
2
(
b†j↓bj↑ − b†j↑bj↓
)
, Szj =
1
2
(
b†j↑bj↑ − b†j↓bj↓
)
(1.16)
and alternatively using
S+j = b
†
j↑bj↓, S
−
j = b
†
j↓bj↑. (1.17)
This representation is true in general for spin S and preserves the spin commutation
relations. Each spin pointing up is represented by the existence of a spin-up boson and
vice versa. A weakness of this representation is that we are required to impose a secondary
constraint, which limits the number of bosons in the system to physical levels
b†j↑bj↑ + b
†
j↓bj↓ = 2S. (1.18)
The Abrikosov pseudo-fermion representation [58, 59, 60, 61] is of exactly the same form,
except that the bosons b are replaced by fermions f which are anticommuting instead of
commuting.
1.4.2 The Holstein-Primakoff Transformation
The Holstein-Primakoff [62] representation is an exact transformation which bears some
similarity to the Schwinger boson representation. Here, the bosons represent the deviation
of the spin from its maximum value of 1/2 on a given site. Using the secondary constraint
above, we write
Szj = b
†
j↑bj↑ − S. (1.19)
The spin raising and lowering operators become
S+j = b
†
j↑
√
2S − b†j↑bj↑, S−j =
√
2S − b†j↑bj↑bj↑. (1.20)
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This representation preserves the spin commutation relations, however the square root is
difficult to deal with and usually the approximation of large S is used in the first instance,
keeping terms of order S and above. It can be useful to study the case of small deviations
from the maximum value of spin, hence the utility of this latter approximation to the
Holstein-Primakoff transformation. The transformations up until this point have been
local, in that a spin on a given site is represented by fermions or bosons with the same
site index.
1.4.3 The Jordan-Wigner Transformation
The Jordan-Wigner [63, 64] transformation was first used in the solution of the transverse
field Ising model, by replacing spin-half operators by spin-less fermions in a non-local
form, which breaks SU(2) invariance. This transformation works exceedingly well for the
1D problem [65] and was more recently adjusted for the 2D problem [66], although in 3D
a mapping has not yet been determined which has been successfully applied. The basic
transformation is given by
S+j =

∏
i<j
(
1− 2c†i ci
) cj , S−j =

∏
i<j
(
1− 2c†i ci
) c†j (1.21)
meanwhile the z-component of the spin is represented in the same manner as e.g. the
Holstein-Primakoff transformation
Szj =
1
2
− c†jcj (1.22)
hence the existence of a fermion on site j implies a spin pointing down at that location.
This transformation has “broken the symmetry” of the lattice by choosing a starting-
point for the non-local spin-chain component. As an example calculation, we apply the
Jordan-Wigner transformation to the 1D transverse-field Ising model, which has an exact
solution.3 The ferromagnetic Hamiltonian (where we assume periodic boundary condi-
tions) is given by
H = −J
N∑
j
Sxj S
x
j+1 − h
N∑
j
Szj (1.23)
where the distance between neighbouring sites is set to unity & the interaction is nearest-
neighbour only. The convention
∑N
j is used to denote a chain of N spins indexed by
j. For convenience of notation, we have taken the Ising interaction to be between the
x-components of the spins. Before making the transformation, we determine the spin
component Sxj from the basic mapping above. This is
Sxj =
1
2
(
S+j + S
−
j
)
=
1
2

∏
i<j
(
1− 2c†i ci
)(cj + c†j) (1.24)
3The transverse-field Ising model in higher dimensions has no exact solution.
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Now substituting in the Jordan-Wigner fermions we obtain
H =− J
N∑
j
1
4

∏
i<j
(
1− 2c†i ci
)(cj + c†j)

 ∏
i<j+1
(
1− 2c†i ci
)(cj+1 + c†j+1)
− h
N∑
j
(
1
2
− c†jcj
)
. (1.25)
All of the components of the non-local chain with i < j + 1 commute with
(
cj + c
†
j
)
except the jth component. We note that
(
1− 2c†jcj
)2
= 1 and that different terms in the
non-local products all commute with one-another; hence the above simplifies to
H =− J
4
N∑
j
(
cj + c
†
j
)(
1− 2c†jcj
)(
cj+1 + c
†
j+1
)
− h
N∑
j
(
1
2
− c†jcj
)
=− J
4
N∑
j
(
c†jcj+1 + c
†
jc
†
j+1 − cjcj+1 − cjc†j+1
)
− h
N∑
j
(
1
2
− c†jcj
)
(1.26)
where the last line comes from the application of the fermionic anticommutation relations
cjc
†
j + c
†
jcj = 1. Noting the periodicity of the lattice, we apply a Fourier transform defined
by
cj =
1√
N
BZ∑
k
eijkck, c
†
j =
1√
N
BZ∑
k
e−ijkc†k (1.27)
where
∑BZ
k denotes a sum over all discrete components in the first Brillouin zone (BZ). For
clarity, we remind the reader that here and throughout, j is used as a site index and k as
a momentum index, with i being the imaginary unit. In Fourier space representation the
anticommutation relations become c†kck′ + ck′c
†
k = δkk′ . The new fermions ck are indexed
by the lattice momentum k. We also take the time to define
N∑
j
BZ∑
kk′
eij(k−k
′) = N
BZ∑
k
∑
G
δk−k′,G, (1.28)
where G = 0,±2π,±4π, . . . is a reciprocal lattice vector defined by the fact that equation
(1.28) is non-zero for all of these values of G. Applying this transformation gives
H = − J
4N
N∑
j
BZ∑
kk′
(
c†kck′e
ik′ei(k
′−k) + c†kc
†
k′e
−ik′e−i(k
′+k)
− ckck′eik′ei(k+k′) − ckc†k′e−ik
′
ei(k−k
′)
)
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+
h
N
N∑
j
BZ∑
kk′
c†kck′e
i(k′−k) − hN
2
(1.29)
which becomes
H =− J
4
∑
G
BZ∑
k
(
c†kck−Ge
i(k−G)δk,G+k′ + c
†
kc
†
G−ke
i(k−G)δk,G−k′
− ckcG−kei(G−k)δk,G−k′ − ckc†k−Gei(G−k)δk,G+k′
)
+ h
BZ∑
k
∑
G
c†kck+Gδk′−k,G −
hN
2
. (1.30)
We now consider the reciprocal lattice vectors G. Since each fermion may have a mo-
mentum from anywhere in the BZ, that is from −π ≤ k ≤ π, the number of terms which
satisfy, for example, k+ k′ = ±2π is non-extensive and we are at liberty to ignore them in
the thermodynamic limit. Hence we assume that only the G = 0 reciprocal lattice vector
plays a role and we are left with
H =− J
4
BZ∑
k
(
c†kcke
ik + c†kc
†
−ke
ik − ckc−ke−ik − ckc†ke−ik
)
+ h
BZ∑
k
c†kck −
hN
2
=− J
4
BZ∑
k
(
2c†kck cos(k) + c
†
kc
†
−ki sin(k) + ckc−ki sin(k)− e−ik
)
+ h
BZ∑
k
c†kck −
hN
2
=− J
4
BZ∑
k
[(
2 cos(k)− 4h
J
)
c†kck + i sin(k)
(
c†kc
†
−k + ckc−k
)]
− hN
2
(1.31)
where the exponential factor vanishes since its integral over the entire BZ is zero. We
are left with a Hamiltonian which contains both normal and “anomalous” terms which do
not conserve the total fermion number. The solution is to map into a new set of fermions
whose number operator commutes with this Hamiltonian. We introduce these Bogoliubov
fermions via
ck = ukωk + ivkω
†
−k c−k = −ukω−k − ivkω†k (1.32)
where uk, vk are real numbers which obey u−k = uk & vk = −v−k and satisfy the nor-
malisation u2k + v
2
k = 1. The anticommutation relations of the Bogoliubov fermions is
ωkω
†
k′ +ω
†
k′ωk = 1, the same as the original Jordan-Wigner fermions. We substitute these
expressions into the Hamiltonian with the intention of making a choice of uk & vk which
removes the terms which violate conservation of the Bogoliubov fermions. By making
the substitution above and assuming that the anomalous terms are zero, we derive the
condition
2ukvk
u2k − v2k
=
sin(k)
2h
J − cos(k)
. (1.33)
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Finally, we define
uk = cos(θk/2), vk = sin(θk/2) (1.34)
so that the LHS of equation (1.33) is equal to tan(θk). From this we may deduce that
sin(θk) = NJW sin(k), cos(θk) = NJW
(
2h
J
− cos(k)
)
(1.35)
where NJW is a normalisation function which may be determined by the identity sin
2(θk)+
cos2(θk) ≡ 1. Substituting NJW back into the Hamiltonian then gives the diagonalised
Hamiltonian
H =
BZ∑
k
εk
(
ω†kωk −
1
2
)
(1.36)
where the dispersion relation is
εk =
J
2
(
1 +
4h2
J2
− 4h
J
cos(k)
) 1
2
. (1.37)
The groundstate is the state which has no fermions populating any k-mode. At high
transverse-fields the square-root term becomes approximately linear in h, as the spins align
along the transverse-axis; meanwhile at h = J/2 there is a kink in the k = 0 dispersion
relation which marks the crossover between the two different groundstates. This should
be contrasted with the 2D case where a phase transition does exist at finite temperature.
Quantum criticality will be described in greater detail in Section 1.10.
1.5 Mean-Field Theory and the Bogoliubov In-
equality
A first approach to dealing with Hamiltonians with quartic terms is to assume the existence
of one (or more) of several possible mean-fields made up of pairs of the four operators found
in the quartic term. A formal way of expressing this procedure is via the Bogoliubov
inequality, which provides an upper bound for the free energy of the original Hamiltonian,
which is then minimised to give the form of the mean-field Hamiltonian which provides the
best bound for the free energy. Mean-field theories of this type always have free energies
greater than the Hamiltonians they seek to represent. We shall see from the derivation of
the Bogoliubov inequality presented here that the form of the mean-field Hamiltonian does
not change when considering spins represented in terms of Majorana fermions. First, we
define the Hamiltonian H = H0 + λH1 which is made up of an unperturbed Hamiltonian
H0 with known free energy Fλ=0 and a perturbation H1. The coefficient λ multiplying
H1 is defined on the interval [0, 1] and allows us to view H1 as a perturbation to H0. We
will later set λ = 1 to complete the derivation. We define the free energy of the complete
system as
9
F = − 1
β
ln tr e−βH = − 1
β
lnZ = − 1
β
ln tr e−β(H0+λH1) (1.38)
where we have used the definition of the partition function. Meanwhile the expectation
value of a quantity is given by
〈 · 〉 = 1
Z
tr ( · )e−βH . (1.39)
We take the first and second derivatives of the free energy with respect to our coefficient
λ, yielding
dF
dλ
=
tr H1e
−βH
tr e−βH
= 〈H1〉 (1.40)
d2F
dλ2
=− β
(
tr H21e
−βH
Z
− tr H1e
−βH tr H1e−βH
Z2
)
=− β (〈H21 〉 − 〈H1〉2) = −β(H1 − 〈H1〉)2 (1.41)
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 Λ
-2.5
-2.0
-1.5
-1.0
F
Figure 1.1: A simple example of the Bogoliubov Inequality with the concave function
F = −eλ (plotted in blue), which is bounded from above by the function Fλ=0 +
λ
(
dF
dλ
)
λ=0
= −1− λ (plotted in purple).
where this latter quantity is always less than zero. Since the second derivative of the free
energy is always less than zero, it must be a concave function which is exceeded at all
points by the straight line which is tangent at λ = 0, i.e.
F ≤ Fλ=0 + λ
(
dF
dλ
)
λ=0
= Fλ=0 + λ〈H1〉λ=0. (1.42)
Now, Fλ=0 = 〈H0〉λ=0 − TS0 and thus, setting λ = 1, we may write the above bound as
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F ≤ 〈H〉λ=0 − TS0. (1.43)
This contains the expectation of the full Hamiltonian evaluated in the state of H0, which
is given by 〈H〉λ=0; and the entropy evaluated in the state of H0, given by S0. This
expression may then be minimised with respect to the free parameters of the theory and
the result will give the best upper bound on the free energy of the complete system. An
example illustrating the Bogoliubov inequality is provided in Figure 1.1.
1.6 Properties of Grassmann Numbers
Prior to the discussion of path integrals in the proceeding sections, we shall define the
Grassmann algebra, which is used to describe fermions in the path integral language. A
Grassmann number χ with index j or j′ is defined via
χjχj′ + χj′χj = 0 (1.44)
from which we can see that χ2j = 0. Further to this most basic property, we may also
define integration on the Grassmann numbers, as
ˆ
dχj = 0,
ˆ
dχjχj = 1 (1.45)
where it should be noted that the measure anticommutes with the integrand and for
differentiation we have
∂χj′χj = δjj′ (1.46)
where again the differential operator itself is anticommuting.
1.7 The Path Integral Representation
An important and useful approach to dealing with quantum systems is the path-integral
formalism pioneered by Feynman [7, 17, 67, 68, 69], which expands upon the classical action
principle to allow the calculation of the partition function and correlators of quantum
systems. The action encodes the energetics and dynamics of the system and we start by
assuming that there are infinite possible paths between two points in configuration space,
which is represented by the integral of all degrees of freedom over the action S. The
weighting of each possible quantum path which may be traversed through configuration
space is given by e−S .4 Minimising this function, by means of a so-called stationary
phase analysis, with respect to a relevant degree of freedom will determine the mean-field
trajectory through configuration space. For a system with several degrees of freedom x
indexed by the subscript α, we have
4While the constant ~ has been suppressed here for notational clarity, it is of fundamental
importance since it supplies the scale on which paths may be considered to be relevant.
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∂S
∂xα
= 0, ∀ xα (1.47)
which gives the mean-field path as long as the stationary phase is correctly chosen. This
will be expounded upon further in Chapter 3. Since, generally, the full solution of an in-
teresting problem is impossible, this serves as a useful first approximation to the solution;
however the main benefit of the path-integral approach comes from the ease with which
quantum corrections are implemented. 5 We shall begin by deriving the path integral rep-
resentation for the cases of bosons and fermions, before considering how these corrections
are implemented.
1.7.1 Basic Derivation of the Path Integral
What follows is a basic derivation of the path integral for a single particle, which is
intended to give the flavour of the more complicated derivations presented later in this
thesis. For instance, the assumptions which follow are not permissible for the Hamiltonians
of localised spins discussed in this text, although a great deal of the theoretical framework
is the same. In the construction of the Feynman path integral, described by a time-
independent Hamiltonian H, we first write the Schro¨dinger equation
i
∂ψ(x, t)
∂t
= Hψ(x, t) (1.48)
which describes the evolution of a wavefunction ψ(x, t). For the sake of this derivation,
we restrict the motion of the particle to the x-coordinate. We shall work in the first-
quantised notation of position and momentum variables and write H = T + V , which
are the kinetic and potential energies of the system, respectively. This equation may be
formally integrated, yielding the state at time t′ > t
|ψ(t′)〉 = e−iH(t′−t)|ψ(t)〉. (1.49)
We may split the temporal difference t′ − t into Nt time intervals, each of width ∆t, so
that t′ − t = ∆tNt and we may write
e−iH(t
′−t) = e−iH∆tNt = e−iH∆t1e−iH∆t2 . . . e−iH∆tN (1.50)
where ∆t1 etc. are shorthand for the intervals between successive time-steps. To quadratic
order in the time-step ∆t, we are able to write e−iH∆tNt = e−iT∆tNte−iV∆tNt , which we
shall use later in this derivation. We now consider the matrix elements of a transition
between some initial and final points qi & qf . This is given by
〈qf |e−iH∆tNt |qi〉 = 〈qf |e−iH∆t1e−iH∆t2 . . . e−iH∆tN |qi〉 (1.51)
where in between each exponential factor we insert resolutions of the identity, given by
5These corrections are also known as Gaussian corrections, since they require only the solution
of Gaussian integrals to be computed.
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1 =
ˆ
dqn
ˆ
dpn |qn〉〈qn|pn〉〈pn|. (1.52)
This yields
〈qf |e−iH∆tNt |qi〉 =
ˆ N−1∏
n=1
q0=qi,qN=qf
dqn
N∏
n=1
dpn
2π
e
−i∆t∑N−1n=0
(
V (qn)+T (pn+1)−pn+1
(
qn+1−qn
∆t
))
(1.53)
to quadratic order in ∆t, where we have made use of 〈qn|pn〉 = eiqnpn/2π. In the limit of
infinite steps, where Nt → ∞, the elements of the time-evolution operator form smooth
curves through parameter space. For fixed t′ − t = ∆tNt we have
lim
∆t→0
∆t
N−1∑
n=0
=
ˆ t
0
dt′, lim
∆t→0
qn+1 − qn
∆t
= ∂tqn (1.54)
and we also note that T (pn+1) = T (pn) follows quite obviously in this limit. Therefore, in
the limit of infinite time-steps, we are left with the path integral
〈qf |e−iHt|qi〉 =
ˆ
q(t)=qf
q(0)=qi
Dxei
´ t
0
dt′(p∂tq−H(p,q)) (1.55)
where the innocuous Dx is a product of all the degrees of freedom of the system. In
this manner, the integral can be seen to be over the entirety of configuration space and
contains both classical and quantum mechanical effects. We note here the relation between
the Hamiltonian and Lagrangians of this first-quantised system, which is
H(p, q) = p∂tq − L(q, ∂tq) (1.56)
so we can see that, in general, the path integral consists of the integral over the time-period
of interest of the Lagrangian, which we define as the Minkowskian action
S = i
ˆ t
0
dt′L. (1.57)
The path integral calculations in this thesis will be presented in terms of the Euclidean
action, which we reach by performing a Wick rotation
t = −iβ (1.58)
into “imaginary time”, where we remind ourselves that ~ = 1 keeps the units consistent. In
this fashion, real time dynamics and quantum statistical mechanics can be treated equally.
Again, in the general case we have
〈qf |e−Hτ |qi〉 =
ˆ
Dxe−
´ β
0 dτL(q,∂tq). (1.59)
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This final form highlights a useful point, which is that at low temperatures β is large and
the integral over the Lagrangian is over a larger subspace. This reflects the point that at
low temperatures, quantum mechanical effects will be greater. Finally, we define the par-
tition function represented in the language of path integrals, which makes the connection
between the path integral above, thermodynamic quantities and response functions. The
partition function Z, represented in terms of the Euclidean action is
Z = tr
[
e−βH
]
=
ˆ
dψ〈ψ|e−βH |ψ〉 =
ˆ
Dxe−S[x]; (1.60)
both forms of the partition function described here will be used in this thesis. The deriv-
ation here has reproduced exactly the form of the partition function from e.g. [19].
1.7.2 The Path Integral for Bosons & Fermions
Here we perform a similar derivation for bosonic and fermionic systems and shall use
a second-quantised notation from the outset. We shall present the derivation for the
fermionic case and then quickly describe the differences in the bosonic case. Since the
fermionic derivation relies upon Grassmann [70, 71] algebra, we shall briefly present this
first. We shall also use the definition ξ = 1 for bosons and ξ = −1 for fermions in this
section, although later we shall use the same symbol to represent a different quantity. The
eigenvalues of the fermionic operators are Grassmann numbers rather than c-numbers
(classical numbers) for the bosonic operators. Grassmann numbers are numbers χ which
always anticommute with each other, hence they obey the relation (for some general indices
i, i′)
χiχi′ + χi′χi = 0 (1.61)
which of course implies that χ2i = 0. Therefore any function of Grassmann numbers may
only contain terms which are up to linear order in a given Grassmann number, which can
be seen by Taylor expansion. We define the coherent state |φ〉6 which diagonalises all
annihilation operators φi, so that
ψi|φ〉 =χi|φ〉, 〈φ|ψ†i = 〈φ|χ¯i (1.62)
and the conjugates of these equations may be calculated by using the definition of the
coherent states and performing a Taylor expansion. With this introduction of the coherent
states, we see that the construction of the path-integral is relatively straightforward. We
can write a resolution of the identity called the completeness relation
1 =
ˆ
D(χ, χ¯)e−
∑
i χ¯iχi |φ〉〈φ| (1.63)
which represents the fact that a particular wavefunction must exist somewhere in phase
space. We use this Grassmann integral to allow us to insert product states; in this case we
6 We shall use φ for both bosonic and fermionic annihilation operators throughout this section
and a coherent state is defined by |φ〉 = eξ
∑
i
χiφi |0〉, where |0〉 is the groundstate of the φ operators.
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have absorbed the normalisation into the measure of the integral. We define the partition
function
Z
Z0
=
1
Z0
tr e−βH =
ˆ
D(χ, χ¯)〈φ|e−βH |φ〉 (1.64)
where we have assumed that this integral is normalised to unity by a factor
Z0 =
´
D(χ, χ¯)e−S0 , where S0 is the action of the non-interacting system which is quad-
ratic in the bosons/fermions.
1.7.3 Gaussian Integration
In Chapter 3 of this thesis we shall make extensive use of Gaussian integration, both for
fermions and bosons; the basic ancestor of which is the integral
ˆ ∞
−∞
dxe−ax
2
=
√
π
a
(1.65)
for a a positive real number. This can be proved by, for example, conversion to a polar
coordinate system. Here, x is real-valued, although we may also solve the Gaussian integral
ˆ ∞
−∞
d(z, z¯)e−z¯az =
π
a
(1.66)
where z = x+iy is complex-valued. We may extend these basic cases to higher-dimensional
cases, for instance (dropping the limits on the integrals)
ˆ
DUe−U
TAU = (π)N/2(detA)−1/2 (1.67)
where U is an N -dimensional vector with transpose UT and A is an N ×N -dimensional
matrix which is positive-definite. Here j is a general index, not a site-index as used
elsewhere; and D in the measure denotes an integral over all the field components. Since
we shall generally be dealing with real valued matrices and vectors, we shall not state the
complex extension of these results - however they are easily deducible. We shall also require
several results for Gaussian integrals of Grassmann numbers, which were introduced in the
previous section. To derive these results, we shall use the fact that for a Grassmann field
χj we have
ˆ
dχj = 0,
ˆ
dχjχj = 1. (1.68)
Furthermore, since all functions of Grassmann numbers can be reduced to a constant term
plus multi-linear operators, we have in N dimensions
ˆ
DχDχ¯e−
∑
jk χ¯jAjkχk = detA (1.69)
which can see seen by expanding the sum in the exponent and considering the Taylor
expansion of the resulting functions of Grassmann numbers. This relation is true only for
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independent Grassmann numbers χ¯j & χk. Only terms under the integral which contain
one of each type of Grassmann number will contribute to the determinant. The above is
a useful identity for evaluating fermionic path integrals, however its usefulness is limited
in cases where we wish to construct non-independent vectors of Grassmann numbers. For
these cases, we must assume an even number of dimensions N and that the covariance
matrix is anti-symmetric. This suits our purposes, however, as the matrices we shall
construct in Chapter 3 can be engineered to be of this form. We call this antisymmetric
matrix M and write
ˆ
Dχe−χ
TMχ = 2N/2
√
detM (1.70)
where χ is a vector of Grassmann numbers. This last integral will be used in the majority
of cases in this thesis to integrate-out the fermionic terms in the action and we note that in
the case of N odd, this integral gives zero since it is impossible to form such terms without
having at least one Grassmann number squared, which of course makes that product equal
to zero. This is evident from the fact that only terms which are linear in all the Grassmann
numbers have a finite integral. Since it will be clear from context that U & M are vectors
and matrices, we shall not write them in bold-type in future.
1.8 Landau’s Domain Wall Argument
An argument exists due to Mermin & Wagner [72] for systems with continuous spin-
rotation symmetry, which states that order cannot exist at any temperature in 1D systems
and only at zero temperature in 2D systems. This argument has no analogue for discrete
systems such as the Ising model, however an argument in terms of domain walls does exist
[73]. Consider a 1D chain of N Ising spins with ferromagnetic spin interaction J , described
by the Hamiltonian
H = −J
N∑
j
SzjS
z
j+1. (1.71)
The free energy and entropy of such a spin chain are given by
F = U − TS, S = logW (1.72)
where W is the number of possible configurations of a state and U is the internal energy.
At zero temperature in the ground state the free energy is F0 = −(J/4)(N − 1). The
energy required to flip a single spin from the ground state is J , meanwhile the energy
required to flip half of the entire spin-chain, assuming no periodic boundary conditions,
to form a domain boundary is J/2. For an infinite system at finite temperatures, such
an excitation is always bound to occur since there are N possible locations for such an
excitation and the free energy difference between the ground state and such an excited
state is given by
∆F = ∆U − T∆S = J/2− T logN. (1.73)
For any finite temperature, an infinite system will therefore always develop domain walls
which prevent long range order.
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1.9 Peierls’ Domain Wall Argument
A similar argument was presented in 1936 by Peierls [74] for the 2D case. This argument
states that a “droplet” of spins with perimeter of length L which run counter to the ground
state direction contributes an increase to the internal energy
∆U = JL/2. (1.74)
On the other hand there are approximately cL configurations for such a droplet, where c
is some value greater than 2, so the change in free energy from the ground state is
∆F = ∆U − T∆S = JL/2− TL log c. (1.75)
If T < Tc = J/2 log c then this expression is minimised by L = 0 and if T > Tc = J/2 log c
this expression is minimised by large L. This demonstrates that, at higher temperatures,
again domains may form due to the large negative contribution to ∆F arising from the
entropic term meanwhile at lower temperatures an ordered phase may in principle exist.
From the Peierls argument, a phase transition exists between the ordered and disordered
phases in 2D, and the same argument can be extended to a 3D lattice. Order can be
detected in periodic lattices through calculation of the long-range correlator, which is
non-zero when order exists. The long-range correlator C between two sites j and j′, at a
distance approaching infinity, is given by
C = lim
j−j′→∞
〈SzjSzj′〉 (1.76)
and it is clear that this quantity is zero if domain walls are allowed to form throughout
the lattice. The statements in this section and the preceding one hold for general lattice
types.
1.10 Quantum Criticality
Since the majority of this thesis is involved with the discussion of the transverse field
Ising model, a model which supports a quantum critical point [60, 76, 83, 84, 85, 86], we
shall spend some time discussing the implications of this statement. In the most simple
sense, a quantum critical point (QCP) is a continuous zero temperature phase transition
which occurs purely due to quantum fluctuations, which from a mathematical perspective
exist due to the non-commutation of terms in the Hamiltonian describing that system.
A QCP usually exists between two ordered phases of differing natures,[87, 88] such as in
the transverse-field Ising model, which may be described in 1D by the ferromagnetic [74]
Hamiltonian
H = −J
N∑
j
SzjS
z
j+1 − h
N∑
j
Sxj . (1.77)
which has an exchange term between spins J and a transverse field h, which couples to the
x-component of the spins. Note that the form of this equation is different to that given
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in the Jordan-Wigner example, above, since the x and z labels are swapped. Overall,
this model has Z2 symmetry. Assuming that the transverse field term is set to zero, the
spins in this ferromagnetic system align, breaking the Z2 symmetry of the Ising model by
choosing a direction
| ↑z〉 =
N∏
j
| ↑z〉j (1.78)
in which all the spins align. Alternatively, when the interaction between spins is reduced
to zero, the spins will align along the direction of the transverse field
| →x〉 =
N∏
j
| →x〉j (1.79)
hence at zero temperature the two extreme limits of the phase diagram J ≫ h and J ≪ h
are ordered differently, so we expect that even at zero temperature a transition will occur
between these two ordered phases. Either a QCP or a crossover between these two phases
must therefore exist. A crossover is characterised by there being no change in the symmetry
of the system and no discontinuity in the free energy; it may occur over a region and not
a single point. A QCP exhibits scale invariance. A quantum critical point exists at the
critical field hc, where the symmetry of the Ising model changes, marking the continuous
phase transition between the two phases. This can be given a mathematical basis as well
as a physical one, since in the basis of z the state defined by this process is
| →x〉 ≡ 1√
2
(| ↑z〉+ | ↓z〉) (1.80)
we can see therefore that the inclusion of the transverse field term incorporates a term
which minimises its energy by causing spin-flips between the two eigenstates of the Ising
model. In 1D the exact solution of this model is known, due to the correspondence between
Ising spins and single fermionic operators, and the QCP is found to be located at hc = J/2.
This is the magnitude of transverse-field required to destabilise the ordered phase entirely.
The phase diagram of an example quantum critical system is plotted in Figure 1.2.
A QCP exists at a single point at zero-temperature in the phase diagram and is found
at a critical value of the tuning parameter gc. The zero-temperature energy scale of the
quantum fluctuations around this point are denoted by
∆ ∼ |g − gc|zν (1.81)
where z and ν are critical exponents defined in e.g. [75]. At the QCP we have g = gc and
the energy scale associated with quantum fluctuations is zero. At finite temperature, this
energy scale may be compared with the energy scale of thermal fluctuations. The phase
diagram may be broken down into different regimes based on the relationship between
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Figure 1.2: Phase diagram of a system exhibiting quantum critical behaviour. The
tunable parameter is denoted g. A QCP exists between the ordered and disordered
phases. A region of quantum criticality exists which is described in the text.
these two energy scales. Directly above the QCP lies a regime dominated by quantum
fluctuations, since
T ≫ ∆. (1.82)
On either side of this quantum critical regime there exists a crossover through a regime
where T ∼ ∆ (denoted in the figure by the light gray lines) to a regime where
T ≪ ∆. (1.83)
In this regime the dominant excitations are temperature dependent and a classical theory
is generally sufficient to capture the physics of these areas of the phase diagram. These
areas are known as classical ordered/disordered regimes. In the classical ordered regime,
Figure 1.2 shows a phase transition to an ordered phase as a solid black line surrounded
by a shaded region. In this shaded region of the phase diagram the physics of the system
are adequately modelled by the theory of phase transitions in classical systems driven by
thermal fluctuations.
1.11 The Stoner Criterion
Certain conductive materials containing itinerant electrons exhibit ferromagnetism which
is based on their density of states at the Fermi surface g(EF ) as well as being based on
the Coulomb interaction of localised electrons U . Stoner [55] investigated the answer to
the question: Can the system as a whole save energy by becoming ferromagnetic? The
approach he took was to consider the effect of moving a small number of electrons from
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near the Fermi surface EF from the spin-down band to the spin-up band. This leads to an
increase in the kinetic energy of the system but a decrease in the potential energy. If the
conditions are correct, the potential energy decrease outweighs the kinetic energy increase
and a ferromagnetic state arises. This paradigm is sometimes described as bootstrapping.
Assuming electrons were moved from within a range δE of the Fermi surface, the number
of electrons moved is therefore
g(EF )δE/2 (1.84)
where g(EF ) is the density of states at the Fermi energy. The factor of two arises from
the fact that only spin-down electrons are being moved. Multiplying this quantity by the
average energy required to move an electron in this manner, which is δE, the total kinetic
energy change is
∆EKE =
1
2
g(EF )(δE)
2. (1.85)
In order to pay the extra cost of such a configuration, the potential energy must decrease
sufficiently. For a magnetisation M = g(EF )δE, the potential energy is
∆EPE = −1
2
Ug(EF )
2δE2 (1.86)
where we have assumed that the magnetic dipole moment of an electron is one Bohr
magneton. Here, U is a measure of the Coulomb interaction between an electron and the
molecular field. Hence the total energy change is
∆E = ∆EKE +∆EPE =
1
2
g(EF )(δE)
2 (1− Ug(EF )) (1.87)
which yields the Stoner criterion for spontaneous bootstrapping into a ferromagnetic state.
The above criterion provides useful hints as to what drives spontaneous ferromagnetism,
since a large density of states near the Fermi surface and also a strong Coulomb interaction
are necessary for it to occur. Stoner-like criteria are also derived from the RPA corrections
presented in Chapter 3, which relate a critical temperature T to the interaction strength
J .
1.12 Introduction to Majorana Fermions
A Majorana fermion ηaj , of flavour a = x, y, z and defined on a site j, obeys the fermionic
anticommutation relations [89, 90, 91, 92][
ηaj , η
b
j′
]
+
= 2δjj′δ
ab (1.88)
for flavours a & b and sites j & j′; the form of this anticommutator is slightly different to
the standard fermionic relations, since a Majorana fermion also obeys the general relation
η = η† (1.89)
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for any given site or flavour. A Majorana fermion therefore anticommutes with similar
objects on different sites or of different flavours. The Majorana fermion was first introduced
by Ettore Majorana [6] as a particle equal to its own anti-particle, which was therefore
described by a real wavefunction. The hypothetical neutralino particles predicted by
supersymmetric theory are Majorana fermions; and also the neutrino may be a Majorana
fermion. The Majorana fermion was later reintroduced as a representation of localised
spin-half electrons and used in systems involving itinerant electrons [93, 94]. Majorana
fermions may be used as a local7 representation of spins via the transformation
Sxj = −
i
2
ηyj η
z
j , S
y
j = −
i
2
ηzj η
x
j , S
z
j = −
i
2
ηxj η
y
j (1.91)
which can be shown to preserve all the commutation relations of the spin operators.
Furthermore, by defining three operators per site we are giving rise8 to a fourth Majorana
fermion Φj defined ipso facto on site j by
Φj = −iηxj ηyj ηzj , Φ2j = 1. (1.92)
This object also squares to unity, as well as commuting with the other Majorana fermions
on that site; although it anticommutes with Majorana fermions on other sites. Further-
more, since this object can be shown to commute with any Hamiltonian written in terms
of its three constituent Majorana fermions, it is therefore a constant of the motion of those
fermions - although it is not a constant of the motion with respect to Majorana fermions on
different lattice sites. Finally, we consider the consequences of representing spins in terms
of Majorana fermions. It is useful to choose a particular set of Majorana fermions which
commute with one another and span the entire set of Majorana fermion operators used in
the representation - this is the maximal set of mutually commuting operators (MSMCO)
and by definition it contains the maximal number of operators which are independent and
which commute with one another. The MSMCO is useful as it specifies the complete list
of numbers that specifies a quantum state of the system in question. Considering the
interaction of two neighbouring spins, expressed in terms of Majorana fermions, we may
select the MSMCO to be
{iηx1ηy1 , iηx2ηy2 , iηz1ηz2}. (1.93)
7Non-local representations are also possible for specific lattices; for instance for three sites we
may write
Sx
1
= − i
2
ηy
3
ηz
1
, Sy
1
= − i
2
ηz
1
ηx
2
, Sz
1
=− i
2
ηx
2
ηy
3
Sx
2
= − i
2
ηy
1
ηz
2
, Sy
2
= − i
2
ηz
2
ηx
3
, Sz
2
=− i
2
ηx
3
ηy
1
Sx
3
= − i
2
ηy
2
ηz
3
, Sy
3
= − i
2
ηz
3
ηx
1
, Sz
3
=− i
2
ηx
1
ηy
2
(1.90)
which also preserves commutation relations.
8In general, defining N Majorana fermions per site gives rise to an (N + 1)th independent
Majorana fermion which is proportional to the product of the first N fermions.
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The eigenvalues of each of these operators are ±1. For instance, the ferromagnetic two
site Ising interaction
H = −JSz1Sz2 =
J
4
ηx1η
y
1η
x
2η
y
2 (1.94)
may be represented in terms of two operators from the MSMCO above. Since these
operators commute, the problem may be quickly solved, since the partition function is
diagonal the and the partition function can quickly be found to be equal to
Z = 2cosh
(
βJ
4
)
. (1.95)
By contrast, the Heisenberg interaction is represented by
H = −JS1 · S2 = J
4
(ηy1η
z
1η
y
2η
z
2 + η
z
1η
x
1η
z
2η
x
2 + η
x
1η
y
1η
x
2η
y
2) (1.96)
and it is not possible to represent this Hamiltonian in terms of operators from the MSMCO.
For an odd number of sites the form of the MSMCO is similar to above, although one
Majorana fermion remains unpaired. In general for N sites we have
||MSMCO|| =
{
3N
2 , N even
3N
2 +
1
2 , N odd
(1.97)
where ||MSMCO|| is the cardinality of the MSMCO. In general the dimension of the
Hilbert space of the Majorana fermions is higher than that of the original spins, as we
have introduced extra degrees of freedom with the Majorana fermion representation. The
number of states in the irreducible representation is 2||MSMCO||, as opposed to 2N for
the original spins. The Majorana fermion representation gives rise to 2||MSMCO||−N non-
physical states. Later in this thesis we shall determine the consequences of the Majorana
fermion representation and whether such non-physical states may be avoided practically.
We conclude this section with a brief mention of the relationship between the re-
sponse/correlation functions of spins and the correlation/response functions of Majorana
fermions. Since the relationship between a spin operator and Majorana fermions may be
written in terms of Φ and another Majorana fermion, the former of which is a constant
of motion9, this allows us to draw a simple parallel between these functions. A single
Majorana fermion of flavour x may be expressed as
ηx(t1)/2 = η
x(t1)η
y(t1)η
y(t1)η
z(t1)η
z(t1)/2 = Φ(t1)S
x(t1). (1.98)
The relationship demonstrated here can also be written for the y and z Majorana fermion
flavours/components of spin. Since Φ(t1)Φ(t2) = 1 for arbitrary times t1, t2, the correlation
function of a pair of spins Sa(t1) and S
b(t2) is given by
− i〈{Sa(t1), Sb(t2)}〉 = − i
4
〈{ηa(t1), ηb(t2)}〉 (1.99)
9Which is to say that the Heisenberg equation dΦ
dt
= i[H,Φ] = 0 in this case.
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and the response function is given by
− i〈[Sa(t1), Sb(t2)]〉 = − i
4
〈[ηa(t1), ηb(t2)]〉. (1.100)
For clarity, the distinction between the single-site and multiple-site cases should be high-
lighted. In the single-site case, the operator Φ commutes with each individual Majorana
fermion operator, however for the multi-site cases the same cannot be said. Indeed, for dis-
tinct site j, the operator Φj only commutes with bilinears of Majorana fermion operators
from arbitrary site j′ 6= j. We conclude this section with a brief study on a simple system,
a ferromagnetic Ising model in high transversal field, as described by the Hamiltonian
H = −h
N∑
j
Sxj =
ih
2
N∑
j
ηyj η
z
j (1.101)
where j is a site index running over N sites, where N is assumed to be even for later
convenience. The MSMCO for this problem is given by
{Aj} =
{
− i
2
ηy1η
z
1 ,−
i
2
ηy2η
z
2 , . . . ,−
i
2
ηyNη
z
N ,−
i
2
ηx1η
x
2 ,−
i
2
ηx3η
x
4 , . . . ,−
i
2
ηxN−1η
x
N
}
, (1.102)
where the first N operators here are recognisable as the Majorana representation of the Sxj
spin components on each site; the remaining N/2 “bond” operators defined in Equation
(1.102) have a less obvious meaning. The spin raising and lowering (ladder) operators
acting on the first N objects in Equation (1.102) (which follow by analogy from S+j =
Syj + iS
z
j and S
−
j = S
y
j − iSzj ) are the expected
B+j = −
i
2
ηzj η
x
j +
1
2
ηxj η
y
j , B
−
j = −
i
2
ηzj η
x
j −
1
2
ηxj η
y
j (1.103)
which may be verified, since an observable A and a raising operator B+ are expected to
satisfy
[A,B+] = B+ (1.104)
which in turn is due to the requirement that for a state |ψ〉 with A|ψ〉 = α|ψ〉 we
have A(B+|ψ〉) = (α + 1)(B+|ψ〉). Likewise for a lowering operator B− we expect that
A(B−|ψ〉) = (α− 1)(B−|ψ〉), which yields the condition
[A,B−] = −B−. (1.105)
It should be noted that it is possible to replace the one common element in the raising
and lowering operators ( ηxj ) by a Majorana fermion from a different site j
′ 6= j and still
preserve these relations; i.e. any Majorana fermion from the set {ηxj′ , ηyj′ , ηzj′ ,Φj′}. Also,
we note the relation
Syj =
1
2
(
B+j +B
−
j
)
(1.106)
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which a implies that the expectation value
〈Syj 〉 ≡ 〈0|Syj |0〉 = 0 (1.107)
since Syj acts to change the value of S
x
j , so that the amplitude for remaining in the ground
state after it acts is zero. Ladder operators C+j and C
−
j may also be defined for each site
j (taking advantage of the assumption of cyclic periodicity in the Ising chain) which act
upon the N/2 bond operators in the set {Aj}. These operators are given by
C+j = −
i
2
ηxj η˜ +
1
2
η˜ηxj+1, C
−
j = −
i
2
ηxj η˜ −
1
2
η˜ηxj+1 (1.108)
where the operator η˜ is a specific Majorana fermion from the set {ηyj′ , ηzj′} where j′ =
j, j + 1. For the bond raising and lowering operators, as for the spin raising and lower-
ing operators, it is also possible to replace η˜ with any Majorana fermion from the set
{ηxj′ , ηyj′ , ηzj′ ,Φj′} where j′ 6= j, j + 1. These bond ladder operators are therefore not site-
local and cannot be represented in terms of spins. We now make a specific choice of
operator η˜ = ηyj and consider the consequences. Considering again the MSMCO given by
{Aj}, we may define the bond operator
∆xj = −
i
2
ηxj η
x
j+1 (1.109)
which has eigenvalues ±1/2. The bond ladder operators may be rewritten in terms of
spins and bond operators as
C±j = S
z
j
(
1± 2∆xj
)
(1.110)
which in turn leads to
Szj =
1
2
(
C+j + C
−
j
)
. (1.111)
Hence Szj has a zero expectation value, since it changes the value of S
x
j , so that the
amplitude for remaining in the ground state after it acts is zero. An important question
is whether the eigenvalues of the N/2 bond operators in the set {Aj} affect the spin state
of the system, or whether they are redundant degrees of freedom. It is clear from the
above analysis that choice of an eigenvalue for a bond operators affects the form of the
bond ladder operators; the eigenvalue ∆xj = 1/2 yields C
+
j = 2S
z
j , C
−
j = 0 meanwhile the
eigenvalue ∆xj = −1/2 yields C−j = 2Szj , C+j = 0. In conclusion, the spin components
considered here which are not present in the MSMCO of a particular model may be thought
of as ladder operators which have an expectation value of zero.
1.12.1 The Roˆle of Φ
On each site of a lattice, an independent Majorana fermion Φ may be constructed using
the three Majorana fermions used in the spin representation provided in Equation (1.90).
These objects are independent fermions defined on an N site lattice (defined in 1D, for
convenience) indexed by j by
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Φj = −iηxj ηyj ηzj (1.112)
and which obey Φ2j = 1. There are a huge number of alternative representations of the
operators Φj made possible through insertions of resolutions of the identity η
cj
j η
cj
j = 1 into
this expression10, where cj is selected from the set {x, y, z} and is the flavour/component
of the Majorana fermion. This yields
Φj = Φjη
cj+1
j+1 η
cj+1
j+1 η
cj+2
j+2 η
cj+2
j+2 . . . η
cN−1
N−1 η
cN−1
N−1 η
cN
N η
cN
N
= 2iN−jScjj ∆
cjcj+1
j,j+1 ∆
cj+1cj+2
j+1,j+2 . . .∆
cN−1cN
N−1,N η
cN
N (1.113)
where the bond operator
∆
cjcj′
j,j′ = −iη
cj
j η
cj′
j′ . (1.114)
The form of Equation (1.113) demonstrates that the Φj’s may be represented wholly in
terms of the spin operators and a string of bond operators. It is necessary to retain one
Majorana fermion ηcNN at the end of the string, however this bears a similarity to a Klein
factor, which is used to maintain Fermi-Dirac statistics in the representation of Φj. It
is also possible to define the bilinear ΦjΦj′ where j 6= j′, which defines a string running
between two lattice sites
ΦjΦj′ = −4ij′−j+1Scjj ∆
cjcj+1
j,j+1 ∆
cj+1cj+2
j+1,j+2 . . .∆
cj′−1cj′
j′−1,j′ S
cj′
j′ . (1.115)
This string of bond operators is not of the same form as, for example, the Jordan-Wigner
string defined by Equation (1.21) since all of the elements of the string do not commute
in this case. The bond operators themselves may be chosen to be the Majorana fermion
bilinears which appear in the mean-field theory and RPA calculations which are presented
in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis, clarifying the link between Φj and the decoupling
channels discussed therein. This will be discussed further at the end of Chapter 3.
1.12.2 Majorana Fermions in Fourier Space
We can further extend these real-space relations by considering their Fourier transforms.
We define the 1-dimensional constant-time Fourier transform of a Majorana fermion on
an N site lattice as
(
ηaj
)†
= ηaj =
1√
N
BZ∑
k
eijkηak (1.116)
10This same approach may also be applied to the original three Majorana fermions per site,
however in the case of the operators Φj it is possible to construct strings of operators which
contain any of the three spin components.
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which is independent of the flavour a = x, y, z of Majorana fermion. Note that we shall
continue to use the same symbol η to represent Majorana fermions in both real and
Fourier space, with only the index to distinguish between them. Here we have assumed
that the inter-site distance is unity, so that the Brillouin zone (BZ) extends from −π to π.
There is a subtlety here since, contrary to the Fourier representation of Dirac fermions, to
properly represent the BZ symmetry it is necessary to assume that the Fourier transformed
Majorana fermion exists at both ends of the BZ, that is both at π and −π, but with half
weighting. This condition has no impact on the majority of calculations presented in this
thesis, since we are working in the thermodynamic limit11, however it is necessary for
a consistent representation of Majorana fermions in Fourier space. We write down the
momentum space version of ηj = η
†
j , which is
ηk = η
†
−k. (1.117)
Using the Fourier relation we are also able to rewrite the anticommutation relations, which
become [
ηak , η
b
k′
]
+
= 2δabδk,−k′. (1.118)
The Fourier space bilinear ηakη
a
−k has eigenvalues 0, 2, so a comparison may be drawn
between it and the occupation number, nˆ = c†kck. All of the basic relations shown here
may be trivially generalised to higher dimension.
1.12.3 Relationship between the Jordan-Wigner and Ma-
jorana Fermion Representations
Beyond stating the standard Majorana fermion spin-representation and the Jordan-Wigner
transformation, which are detailed in this Chapter, there is a relationship between them
which bears a similarity to the drone-fermion spin representation. Again, the spin-
representation is
Sxj = −
i
2
ηyj η
z
j , S
y
j = −
i
2
ηzj η
x
j , S
z
j = −
i
2
ηxj η
y
j (1.119)
and we apply to this the transformation
ηxj = i(cj − c†j), ηyj = cj + c†j , (1.120)
yielding
Sxj = −
i
2
(cj + c
†
j)η
z
j , S
y
j =
1
2
ηzj (cj − c†j), Szj =
1
2
− c†jcj (1.121)
and we write down the spin raising and lowering operators
S+j = S
y
j + iS
x
j = c
†
jη
z
j , S
−
j = S
y
j − iSxj = ηzj cj . (1.122)
11Systems are assumed to be macroscopic, so that edge terms play no role.
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In this form it can be seen that the non-local string in the Jordan-Wigner representation
has been replaced by a single independent Majorana fermion ηzj which is site-local. This
correspondence is trivial, since the non-local string does not preserve the off-site anticom-
mutation relations of the Majorana fermion, however the single Majorana fermion operator
here is performing an equivalent function to the non-local string of operators used in the
Jordan-Wigner transformation. Given this form of the Jordan-Wigner representation, we
see that it is not possible to introduce a site-local representation of ηzj in terms of cj & c
†
j ,
although the question of which non-site-local representations are allowed is an interesting
one which merits further investigation.
An alternative approach in 1D is to apply a Majorana to Dirac transformation
cj =
1
2
(
ηyj − iηxj
)
, c†j =
1
2
(
ηyj + iη
x
j
)
(1.123)
to a standard Jordan-Wigner transformation, which yields the spin raising and lowering
operators
S+j =
1
2
∏
j′<j
(iηyj′η
x
j′)
(
ηxj + iη
y
j
)
, S−j =
1
2
∏
j′<j
(iηyj′η
x
j′)
(
ηxj − iηyj
)
(1.124)
which yield
Sxj =
1
2
∏
j′<j
(iηyj′η
x
j′)η
x
j , S
y
j =
1
2
∏
j′<j
(iηyj′η
x
j′)η
y
j , S
z
j = −
i
2
ηxj η
y
j (1.125)
where the last expression comes from applying the Dirac-Majorana transformation to the
standard Jordan-Wigner expression for Szj . The reverse transformation is defined as
ηxj = 2
∏
j′<j
(2Szj′)S
x
j , η
y
j = 2
∏
j′<j
(2Szj′)S
y
j . (1.126)
This representation preserves both on-site and off-site (anti)-commutation relations. This
representation of Majorana fermions breaks SU(2) invariance in the way it is written,
however, so that this is not a general representation. Great care should be taken in
its usage and in higher dimensions or on lattices with different geometries a different
representation would have to be found.
1.12.4 Matsubara Sums
Since in the path integral formulation the fields are imbued with imaginary time τ depend-
ence, we shall find it convenient [95] to perform a Fourier transform to frequency space.
Since bosonic and fermionic fields exist over the finite temporal extent [0, β], the frequen-
cies that they may adopt in frequency space are discrete. Bosons obey ϕ(τ) = ϕ(τ + β)
while fermions obey ψ(τ) = −ψ(τ + β), corresponding respectively to symmetric and an-
tisymmetric boundary conditions. This constrains the frequency values which these fields
may take to
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ωm =
{
2pi
β m, bosons,
pi
β (2m+ 1), fermions.
(1.127)
where m is an integer. The Fourier transform into frequency space is given by
ϕ(τ) =
1√
β
bose∑
ωm
e−iτωmϕωm , ψ(τ) =
1√
β
fermi∑
ωm
e−iτωmψωm (1.128)
where the frequency sum extends over the range (−∞,∞). The convention is that the
exponent in the Fourier transform of ψ¯ takes a positive sign, which is purely for conveni-
ence. We shall also find it necessary to compute Matsubara sums for functions of variables.
Sums of this sort may be converted to contour integrals over an appropriately chosen path,
as long as the summand converges. This is normally true since, for instance
Bose/Fermi∑
ωm
1
ω2m
<∞ (1.129)
and, in practice, the sum of 1/ωm may also be made to converge by inclusion of a suitable
small exponential factor arising from the dynamical term in the action. In the work which
follows we shall generally suppress the Bose/Fermi label and use ωm & ωl for fermionic
and bosonic sums, respectively. For a general (but convergent) function f(ωm) the sum is
replaced by a contour integral as follows
Bose/Fermi∑
ωm
f(ωm) = −
˛
dz
2πi
f(−iz)g(z) (1.130)
and an example of the contours which may be chosen for each contour integral are
g(z) =
{
β
2 coth(βz/2), bosons,
β
2 tanh(βz/2), fermions.
(1.131)
This contour integral may be evaluated by determining the location of the poles of the
integrand and summing their residues. In considering path integrals of Majorana fermions,
we may find it necessary to split the fermionic Matsubara sum via
fermi∑
ωm
f(ωm) =
(+)∑
ωm
(f(ωm) + f(−ωm)) (1.132)
where the new sum extends over the range [0,∞) so that all of the Matsubara frequencies
in f(ωm) are positive semi-definite. We may then evaluate this sum explicitly, which often
yields digamma functions ̥.
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1.12.5 Derivation of the Path Integral for Majorana Fermi-
ons
The path integral for Majorana fermions is derived by considering their relation to conven-
tional Dirac fermions. The standard framework of the path integral approach as presented
in [7, 21, 67, 96, 97] will be used, which was used as the basis for the derivation of the
Majorana fermion path integral presented in [49]. We shall use equations of the form
of Equations (1.120), which corresponds to “fermion doubling” and results in a Hilbert
space twice the size of the original. The number of Majorana fermion operators used to
represent a set of Nη/2 Dirac fermions is therefore Nη; these extra degrees of freedom will
be removed later. The partition function, given by the integral over the Dirac fields ξ with
some generic internal index α12 and time-slice index t, is
Z =
ˆ
D(ξ∗Nt , ξ0, ξ
∗
0 , ξ1)〈−ξ0|ξ0〉e−
∑
α(ξ
∗
α,Nt
ξα,0+ξ∗α,0ξα,1)〈ξNt |e−βH |ξ1〉. (1.133)
where the product over α is implicit within bra-ket terminology. Also ξα,0 = −ξα,N and
ξ∗α,0 = −ξ∗α,N are the Dirac fields defined on the first and last timesteps. This is derived
from
tr Oˆρˆ =
ˆ
D(ξ∗Nt , ξ0, ξ
∗
0 , ξ1)〈−ξ0|Oˆ|ξ0〉e−
∑
α(ξ
∗
α,Nt
ξα,0+ξ∗α,0ξα,1)〈ξNt |ρˆ|ξ1〉. (1.134)
The approach is again to continue by inserting resolutions of the identity, although this
time with the non-standard (the time-slice indices are not the same within each resolution)
convention
1 =
ˆ
D(ξ∗t , ξt+1)e
−ξ∗t ξt+1 |ξt+1〉〈ξt|. (1.135)
Substituting this identity into the partition function expression Nt − 1 times then yields
Z =
ˆ
Dξe
−∑α(ξ∗α,Nt+ξα,0)(ξα,1+ξα,0)e−S(ξ
∗,ξ) (1.136)
where the quadratic part of the action S(ξ∗, ξ) may be written
S(ξ∗, ξ) = −
(+)∑
α,ωm
ξ∗α,ωm
[
1− e−iωm − βǫα(ωm)/Nt
]
ξα,ωm . (1.137)
The interacting part of the action is at least quartic in the fermions and its form depends
on the interaction considered. Since the Dirac-Grassmann pairs are expressed in this
way, the internal index α can be extracted from the exponential in the partition function.
Importantly, the Matsubara sum in this expression only runs over positive frequencies,
which have been chosen so that each one has a corresponding negative frequency, vis-a`-vis
12Mention of these indices will generally be suppressed in the measures of the integrals presented
in this section, for brevity.
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ω−m = −ωm. This is denoted by a (+) above the sum. Now, we continue from this
standard path integral derivation by introducing several new Grassmann numbers
ζα,t =
ξα,t + ξ
∗
α,t√
2
, να,t =
ξα,t − ξ∗α,t√
2
(1.138)
for t = 1, 2, . . . , Nt, and
ζα,0 =
ξα,0 − ξ∗α,0√
2
, να,0 =
ξα,0 + ξ
∗
α,0√
2
(1.139)
and substitute in these new quantities. This gives rise to
Z = 2−Nt/2
ˆ
DνDζe−S(ζ,ν) (1.140)
however it is still necessary to remove the redundant Grassmann number ν, in which
variable the partition function is quadratic. This gives simply
Z ∝
ˆ
Dζe−S(ζ) (1.141)
where the equality sign has been replaced by a proportionality sign, since we choose not to
keep track of the constants of integration due to integrating out the ν Grassmann numbers.
These constant of proportionality will be reintroduced at the end of the derivation. While
the form of the partition function is simple, the action13 itself has (in Matsubara space)
the unusual form
S(ζ) = ∆τ
∑
t
H(ζt)− i
∑
α,ωm
tan(ωm/2)ζα,−ωmζα,ωm (1.142)
and a final transformation to another set of Grassmann numbers may be employed to
simply this result; the transformation is
χα,ωm ≡
e−iωm/2ζα,ωm
cos(ωm/2)
(1.143)
which yields, explicitly
tan(ωm/2)ζα,−ωmζα,ωm = sin(ωm/2) cos(ωm/2)χα,−ωmχα,ωm =
1
2
sin(ωm)χα,−ωmχα,ωm.
(1.144)
This in turn yields the action
S(χ) = ∆τ
∑
t
H(χ)− i
2
∑
α,ωm
sin(ωm)χα,−ωmχα,ωm. (1.145)
These final expressions give the partition function and action in the Matsubara repres-
entation with the extra degrees of freedom introduced by the Majorana transformation
13See the literature [49] for a version of the partition function with a source term.
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integrated out. The sin(ωm) comes from the discretisation, and will vanish in the con-
tinuum limit since the exponential factor picked up by Fourier transforming Grassmann
numbers at adjacent time-steps will vanish. Properly normalised, the partition function
expressed in terms of Majorana fermions becomes
Z = 2Nη(Nt−1)Z0
ˆ
Dχe−S[χ] (1.146)
where the quadratic parts of the action may be integrated out to form a Pfaffian, the
square root of a determinant, as described above. In general the action takes the form
S =
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
1
4
∑
αγ
χαγ∂τχ
α
γ +H[χ]
]
, (1.147)
which will be used extensively in Chapter 3, below. The reason this latter expression for
the action contains a factor 1/4 in front of the dynamical term is that the Matsubara sums
used in this thesis will run over the full range of frequencies unless explicitly stated, so a
factor of 1/2 must be used to compensate.
1.13 Two-site Calculation in the Majorana Basis
To support the mean-field calculations presented in Chapter 2 and the path-integral cal-
culations presented in Chapter 3, this section provides a discussion of the application of
Majorana fermions to the two-site problem, with special emphasis on the high transverse-
field limit.
In this case the Majorana operators may be defined in terms of three Dirac fermions,
as
cj =
1
2
(
ηxj − iηyj
)
, d =
1
2
(ηz1 + iη
z
2) (1.148)
where j = 1, 2 and therefore
Sx1 =
1
2
(
c1 − c†1
)(
d+ d†
)
, Sy1 = −
i
2
(
d+ d†
)(
c1 + c
†
1
)
, Sz1 = c
†
1c1 −
1
2
,
Sx2 =
i
2
(
c2 − c†2
)(
d− d†
)
, Sy2 =
1
2
(
d− d†
)(
c2 + c
†
2
)
, Sz2 = c
†
2c2 −
1
2
. (1.149)
Two spins are represented in terms of three fermions, hence the total number of possible
states increases from four to eight due to the representation used. Defined in terms of the
eigenvalues of Sz1 and S
z
2 , the physical basis is the set {| ↓↓〉, | ↓↑〉, | ↑↓〉, | ↑↑〉} which clearly
has a relationship with the basis in the Majorana representation. One physical state has
a mapping to two Majorana states. The operator 2d†d − 1 indicates which of the two
Majorana sub-spaces a given state belongs to and the two operators Sz1 and S
z
2 determine
the physical state. A constraint can be imposed on this relationship as the probability of
being in one particular physical state should not depend on the representation used. The
eight basis states used in the Majorana fermion representation are
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{|000〉, |001〉, |010〉, |011〉, |100〉, |101〉, |110〉, |111〉} (1.150)
which are defined in relation to the eigenvalues of the operators {−iηx1ηy1 ,−iηx2ηy2 ,−iηz1ηz2}.
In the Dirac fermion representation these operators are given by the set {2c†1c1−1, 2c†2c2−
1, 2d†d − 1}. We note at this point that the final operator in the set anticommutes with
Sxj or S
y
j where j = 1, 2 so that their effect would be (amongst other things) to switch the
state14 between the two subspaces defined by d†d. Each state may be defined in terms of
the ground state |000〉 via the action of Dirac fermions:
|001〉 =d†|000〉
|010〉 =c†2|000〉
|011〉 =d†c†2|000〉
|100〉 =c†1|000〉
|101〉 =d†c†1|000〉
|110〉 =c†2c†1|000〉
|111〉 =d†c†2c†1|000〉 (1.151)
where the ordering of operators is important as it precisely defines when each state will
take a positive or negative sign. The action of the Sx1 spin operator on each state is
2Sx1 |000〉 =− c†1d†|000〉 = +|101〉
2Sx1 |001〉 =− c†1d|001〉 = −c†1dd†|000〉 = −|100〉
2Sx1 |010〉 =− c†1d†|010〉 = −c†1d†c†2|000〉 = −|111〉
2Sx1 |011〉 =− c†1d|011〉 = −c†1dd†c†2|000〉 = +|110〉
2Sx1 |100〉 =+ c1d†|100〉 = +c1d†c†1|000〉 = −|001〉
2Sx1 |101〉 =+ c1d|101〉 = +c1dd†c†1|000〉 = +|000〉
2Sx1 |110〉 =+ c1d†|110〉 = +c1d†c†2c†1|000〉 = +|011〉
2Sx1 |111〉 =+ c1d|111〉 = +c1dd†c†2c†1|000〉 = −|010〉. (1.152)
The action of the Sx2 spin operator on each state is
14Meanwhile, Sz commutes with the final operator, and so does not affect that aspect of the
state.
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2Sx2 |000〉 =ic†2d†|000〉 = −i|011〉
2Sx2 |001〉 =− ic†2d|001〉 = −ic†2dd†|000〉 = −i|010〉
2Sx2 |010〉 =− ic2d†|010〉 = −ic2d†c†2|000〉 = +i|001〉
2Sx2 |011〉 =ic2d|011〉 = ic2dd†c†2|000〉 = +i|000〉
2Sx2 |100〉 =+ ic†2d†|100〉 = +ic†2d†c†1|000〉 = −i|111〉
2Sx2 |101〉 =− ic†2d|101〉 = −ic†2dd†c†1|000〉 = −i|110〉
2Sx2 |110〉 =− ic2d†|110〉 = −ic2d†c†2c†1|000〉 = +i|101〉
2Sx2 |111〉 =+ ic2d|111〉 = +ic2dd†c†2c†1|000〉 = +i|100〉. (1.153)
It is not necessary to repeat these calculations with the Syj spin operators. Examining
the effects of the spin operators Sxj and S
y
j , it may be seen that the eight-dimensional
Hilbert space defined by Equation (1.150) may be split into two mutually disconnected
four-dimensional Hilbert spaces. That is to say that there are no physical operators which
connect them. The two subspaces are
{|000〉, |011〉, |101〉, |110〉}, {|001〉, |010〉, |100〉, |111〉}. (1.154)
Additionally, it is possible to define an operator for the two-site problem which com-
mutes with all physical operators and keeps track of which subspace/sector the current
state resides in. This operator is defined by
Φ1Φ2 = (−iηx1ηy1ηz1) (−iηx2ηy2ηz2) = i(2c†1c1 − 1)(2c†2c2 − 1)(2d†d− 1). (1.155)
From the approach described above it can be seen that an arbitrary physical state may be
represented in terms of states from either of these sectors, or as a linear combination of
states from each of these sectors, multiplied by an appropriate weighting. The weightings
from each sector may be written as cos(χ) and sin(χ), which ensures that the normalisation
of the spin Hilbert space is consistent with the normalisation of the Majorana Hilbert space.
None of the physical operators can either measure or change χ, therefore no physical aspect
of the problem may depend on it. A representation of an arbitrary physical state is possible
via
|ψa〉 =ψ↓↓| ↓↓〉+ ψ↓↑| ↓↑〉+ ψ↑↓| ↑↓〉 + ψ↑↑| ↑↑〉
=cos(χ)(ψ↓↓|000〉 + ψ↓↑|011〉 + ψ↑↓|101〉 + ψ↑↑|110〉)
+ sin(χ)(ψ↓↓|001〉 + ψ↓↑|010〉 + ψ↑↓|100〉 + ψ↑↑|111〉). (1.156)
As the operator defined in Equation (1.155) commutes with all combinations of spin op-
erators, as well as the Twist Dimer and Majorana Dimer order parameters discussed in
Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis, there are no operators discussed which can mix the two
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sectors of the Hilbert space. In particular, in Chapters 2 and 3, Majorana Dimer order
will be shown to exist in the mean-field theory and path-integral calculations not only in
a dome at low temperature, but extending out to infinite transverse-field in 1D, 2D and
3D. As the exact solution to the 1D transverse-field Ising model does not permit order
at high transverse-field, it is necessary to understand and explain this phenomenon. The
two-site analysis presented in this Section is key to understanding why such order is a
property of the Majorana fermion representation of spins. Additionally, a factor of 1/2
will be introduced into the path-integral calculations in Chapter 3 which is justified in
this Section. The Majorana Dimer order parameter has two components to be considered,
which are given in the two-site case by
Dx = iη
x
1η
x
2 = i(c1 + c
†
1)(c2 + c
†
2), Dy = iη
y
1η
y
2 = −i(c1 − c†1)(c2 − c†2). (1.157)
The eigenvalues of Dx are
Dx|000〉 =+ ic†1c†2|000〉 = −i|110〉
Dx|001〉 =+ ic†1c†2|001〉 = +ic†1c†2d†|000〉 = −i|111〉
Dx|010〉 =+ ic†1c2|010〉 = +ic†1c2c†2|000〉 = +i|100〉
Dx|011〉 =+ ic†1c2|011〉 = +ic†1c2d†c†2|000〉 = +i|101〉
Dx|100〉 =+ ic1c†2|100〉 = +ic1c†2c†1|000〉 = −i|010〉
Dx|101〉 =+ ic1c†2|101〉 = +ic1c†2d†c†1|000〉 = −i|011〉
Dx|110〉 =+ ic1c2|110〉 = +ic1c2c†2c†1|000〉 = +i|000〉
Dx|111〉 =+ ic1c2|111〉 = +ic1c2d†c†2c†1|000〉 = +i|001〉. (1.158)
The eigenvalues of Dy are
Dy|000〉 =− ic†1c†2|000〉 = +i|110〉
Dy|001〉 =− ic†1c†2|001〉 = −ic†1c†2d†|000〉 = +i|111〉
Dy|010〉 =+ ic†1c2|010〉 = +ic†1c2c†2|000〉 = +i|100〉
Dy|011〉 =+ ic†1c2|011〉 = +ic†1c2d†c†2|000〉 = +i|101〉
Dy|100〉 =+ ic1c†2|100〉 = +ic1c†2c†1|000〉 = −i|010〉
Dy|101〉 =+ ic1c†2|101〉 = +ic1c†2d†c†1|000〉 = −i|011〉
Dy|110〉 =− ic1c2|110〉 = −ic1c2c†2c†1|000〉 = −i|000〉
Dy|111〉 =− ic1c2|111〉 = −ic1c2d†c†2c†1|000〉 = −i|001〉. (1.159)
1.13.1 The High Transverse-Field Limit
In the limit of large transverse-field, the Hamiltonian for the transverse-field Ising model
is given by
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H = −h(Sx1 + Sx2 ) (1.160)
This Hamiltonian will have a ground state in each sector of the Majorana Hilbert space,
which may be determined. The procedure to do this is as follows:
1. In one of the two sectors of the Majorana Hilbert space, construct the 4×4 matrices
corresponding to Sx1 and S
x
2 ;
2. Find the state corresponding to the lowest eigenvalue of −Sx1 − Sx2 . This we define
as |ψe〉, where subscript e denotes the sector defined by the application of an even
number of operators to the ground state;
3. Repeat this procedure in the other sector and define this as |ψo〉, where subscript o
denotes the sector defined by the application of an odd number of operators to the
ground state.
This procedure yields a general high transverse-field state which is the superposition
of the two states determined by the procedure above. This general state is given by
|ψg〉 = cos(χ)|ψe〉+ sin(χ)|ψo〉 (1.161)
where the groundstates in the even and odd sectors are given by
|ψe〉 =1
2
(i|000〉 + |110〉 + i|101〉 + |011〉)
|ψo〉 =1
2
(i|100〉 − |010〉 − i|001〉 + |111〉) . (1.162)
We are now able to determine the expectation value of the Majorana Dimer operators Dx
and Dy. The expectations of Dx and Dy are given by
〈ψg|Dx|ψg〉 =cos2(χ)− sin2(χ) = cos(2χ)
〈ψg|Dy|ψg〉 =0. (1.163)
From this analysis it is apparent that the Majorana Dimer order parameter Dx, defined
by Equation (1.157) for two sites, is dependent on the unphysical degree of freedom χ in
the high transverse-field limit. By contrast the Majorana Dimer order parameter Dy is
not dependent on χ as the odd and even sectors individually give a zero contribution to
the expectation. By adding the remaining six transverse-field eigenstates (three from the
even sector and three from the odd sector), a general understanding of the dependence of
Dx and Dy on χ could be established.
As shown explicitly above, the high transverse-field ground state in one sector has a
Dx dimer order parameter of +1, while the high transverse-field ground state in the other
sector has a Dx dimer order parameter of −1. Meanwhile the Dy order parameter is not
dependent on χ. This can be explained as the transverse-field term breaks the symmetry
between the Dx and Dy operators. The S
x
j operators (j = 1, 2) commute with Dx but do
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not commute with Dy, hence the order related to Dy should be forced to vanish in the
high transverse-field limit. A Majorana Dimer order parameter of the form D = Dx +Dy
is considered in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis, hence in the high transverse-field limit χ
dependence will still exist. What this tells us is that, in one of the two sectors, a large
transverse field guarantees Majorana Dimer order. An equally weighted average over the
odd and even sectors would yield a dimer order parameter of zero, however, which must be
the physically correct answer in the high-field limit. In the physical Hilbert space of the
high transverse-field no Majorana Dimer order is possible as a single state (spins aligned
with the field) has been selected, so that the entropy is always zero. The existence of the
two sectors, however, means that the spin-spin interaction (J) term defined, for instance,
by Equation (1.94), in the Hamiltonian can still act, even at high transverse-field, to
produce an unphysical spontaneous breaking of the symmetry between them, and thereby
lower the energy of the J term by creating Majorana Dimer order.
A key issue raised by this analysis is that there are two equivalent sectors to the
Majorana Hilbert space due to its doubling. In the path-integral calculations introduced in
Chapter 3, a doubled Hilbert space will be used. It will therefore be necessary to introduce
a factor of 1/2 which corrects the high-temperature entropy, by effectively counting each
Hilbert space dimension as only half a degree of freedom: as a result, eight states in the
Majorana space give the same contribution as the (physical) four states in the spin space
would. However, while this corrects the entropy at high temperatures, it does not stop
the unphysical spontaneous symmetry breaking between the odd and even sectors at low
temperatures. Consequently the mean-field theory predicts a stable transition to dimer
order even at high transverse-fields.
1.14 Majorana Zero Modes (MZMs)
We conclude this Chapter with another brief mention of Majorana zero modes, which
is the name given to particles with Majorana-like characteristics which may exist at the
interface between domains in semi-conductors or superconductors. For some energy ε, the
relation
η(ε) = η(−ε)† (1.164)
may be derived, which, strictly at the boundary where ε = 0, has the characteristics of a
Majorana fermion - hence the name Majorana Zero Mode (MZM). Although we shall not
be discussing effective Majorana fermion behaviour in this thesis, several references which
discuss MZMs are provided for completion.[99, 98, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105]
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Chapter 2
Mean-Field Theory Calculations
on Insulating Magnets
We consider the transverse-field Ising model, which is defined in one dimension by the
Hamiltonian
HFM = −J
N∑
j
SzjS
z
j+1 − h
N∑
j
Sxj (2.1)
with site-index j and inter-site distance set to unity. This Hamiltonian describes a chain
of N localised spins which interact via an exchange interaction J > 0, which we assume is
strictly nearest-neighbour; and also a transverse field term proportional to h which couples
to the x-component of the spin on each site. Periodic boundary conditions are also as-
sumed such that SaN+1 = S
a
1 for spin-components a = x, y, z. In 1D, this model has an
exact solution [76], which is determined by a Jordan-Wigner transformation followed by
Bogoliubov rotation. In an attempt to determine the usefulness of the Majorana repres-
entation, we shall represent this Hamiltonian in terms of Majorana fermions and consider
the various mean-field theories which may then be employed. The operation of taking a
mean-field approximation is represented by HFM[η
4] → HmfMag.[η2], where the symmetries
of the original and mean-field Hamiltonians may be different, as will be discussed later.
The 1D ferromagnetic Hamiltonian above becomes
HFM =
J
4
N∑
j
ηxj η
y
j η
x
j+1η
y
j+1 +
hi
2
N∑
j
ηyj η
z
j (2.2)
and there are three ways in which we may decouple the quartic interaction term. First,
corresponding to a standard Ising magnetic decoupling, we may assume that the Majorana
bilinear ηxj η
y
j takes a finite mean-field value; that is we assume
Szj = 〈Szj 〉+ δSzj = −
i
2
〈ηxj ηyj 〉+ δSzj (2.3)
can be adequately described by its average in angle brackets. In the ferromagnetic case
there are three such decouplings, which are shown in the tables below. A similar set
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Decoupling Name Order Parameter Description
Ising FM m = i〈ηxj ηyj 〉 = i〈ηxj+1ηyj+1〉 Corresponds
to a uniform
ferromagnetic
decoupling
Majorana Dimer V = i(−1)j〈ηxj ηxj+1〉 = i(−1)j〈ηyj ηyj+1〉 Pairing between
Majorana fermi-
ons of the same
flavour on adja-
cent sites.
Twist Decoupling T = i〈ηxj ηyj+1〉 = i〈ηyj ηxj+1〉 A non-local
“magnetic”
decoupling.
Table 2.1: Various order parameters employed in the mean-field decoupling of the
ferromagnetic transverse field Ising model. These order parameters are written for
the case of a 1D model, however simple generalisations will be used in the case of
higher dimensions.
of decouplings may be defined for the case of the antiferromagnetic model. All of these
decouplings are possible pairing assumptions for the quartic term in the model, as repres-
ented in terms of Majorana fermions. In the case of Ising magnetic decoupling a simple
representation is possible in terms of the original spins, however the other decouplings
defy such simple spin representation. Having said this, we recall our discussion of the
maximal set of mutually commuting operators (MSMCO) in the introduction, where one
possible choice was given by the Majorana fermion equivalent of Szj on each site, with pairs
formed between ηzj η
z
j+1 for alternating j. Such a representation would imply that, for ex-
ample, the expectation value 〈ηxj ηxj+1〉 ∝ 〈Syj Syj+1〉 on every second site, since on those
sites ηzj η
x
j+1 could be assumed to be a constant of the motion without loss of generality.
A similar argument follows for the case of Majorana Dimer order. We therefore see some
similarity between this representation in 1D and the Jordan-Wigner representation, where
for the Ising model every spin may be represented directly as a fermion. The alternating
factor in the Majorana Dimer order parameter is chosen to account for the odd number
of commutations necessary to order the quartic term in a form suitable for this mean-field
theory treatment. Mean-field solutions will not be presented for all mean-field decouplings
listed here, since several of them are related by symmetry. This symmetry argument will
be cemented in the next Chapter, which considers various decouplings for both the ferro-
magnetic and antiferromagnetic transverse-field Ising model in the path-integral formalism
and notes their equivalence in these different regimes.
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Decoupling Name Order Parameter Description
Ising AFM m = i(−1)j〈ηxj ηyj 〉 = i(−1)j〈ηxj+1ηyj+1〉 Corresponds to
an antiferromag-
netic decoupling
Majorana Dimer V = i〈ηxj ηxj+1〉 = i〈ηyj ηyj+1〉 Pairing between
Majorana fermi-
ons of the same
flavour on adja-
cent sites.
Twist Decoupling T = i(−1)j〈ηxj ηyj+1〉 = i(−1)j〈ηyj ηxj+1〉 A non-local
“magnetic”
decoupling.
Table 2.2: Order parameters employed in the mean-field decoupling of the antifer-
romagnetic transverse field Ising model.
2.1 Mean-Field Theory Calculations: Magnetic
Decoupling
We consider the ferromagnetic Ising magnetic decoupling described above applied to the
Ising model in a transverse field. These results should corroborate the mean-field results
calculated without the introduction of Majorana fermions and should hence be a basic
check that the Majorana transformation preserves the behaviour we expect.
2.1.1 A Basic Example: The One Dimensional Chain
The ferromagnetic Hamiltonian in one dimension, given by equation (2.1), is represented
in terms of Majorana fermions as
HFM =
J
4
N∑
j
ηxj η
y
j η
x
j+1η
y
j+1 +
hi
2
N∑
j
ηyj η
z
j . (2.4)
We now transform to a mean-field Hamiltonian whose free energy is bounded by the
Bogoliubov inequality, the derivation of which is given in the introduction. We assume
that pairs of Majorana fermions corresponding to Ising spins take a finite value and so we
write
2〈Szj 〉 = −i〈ηxj ηyj 〉 = −mj (2.5)
We write down the mean-field approximation to this Hamiltonian for this model using
mj = i〈ηxj ηyj 〉 and we first make the simplifying assumption that m ≡ mj for all sites j,
which corresponds to a uniform solution. Each spin is assumed to be representable by a
mean-field component m and a small additional part δSzj which represents the fluctuations
around this mean-field solution. The expression takes the form Szj = −(m/2)+δSzj in this
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case. The fluctuation component δSzj = η
x
j η
y
j where in this case the Majorana fermion
bilinear is assumed to be small, so that generally quartic terms may be ignored. Formally,
the Hamiltonian H = HmfMag. +∆H, where ∆H contains the quartic term. If 〈H〉 = 〈H0〉
(which is true as the quartic term represents small fluctuations around H0) then the free
energy F of the original Hamiltonian is bounded as F ≤ F0 − TS0. This yields
HmfMag. =
NJm2
4
+
hi
2
N∑
j
ηyj η
z
j −
Jim
4
N∑
j
(
ηxj η
y
j + η
x
j+1η
y
j+1
)
(2.6)
which is diagonal in the site index j. We then Fourier transform the mean-field Hamilto-
nian, using the convention defined by equation (1.116), to obtain1
HmfMag. =
NJm2
4
+
hi
2N
N∑
j
BZ∑
kk′
ηykη
z
k′e
ij(k+k′) − Jim
4N
N∑
j
BZ∑
kk′
ηxkη
y
k′e
ij(k+k′)
(
1 + ei(k+k
′)
)
=
NJm2
4
+
hi
2
BZ∑
k
ηykη
z
−k −
Jim
2
BZ∑
k
ηxkη
y
−k. (2.7)
We notice that the transverse field term does not commute with the interaction term and
also that, for example
[
ηxkη
y
−k, η
x
−kη
y
k
] 6= 0 (2.8)
hence it is necessary to explicitly write down the terms from the negative half of the
Brillouin zone - this operation involves switching from the sum over the range [−π, π],
which is denoted by BZ to the sum over the range [0, π], which we denote by BZ’. The
inclusion of 0 in this range implies that N is even, although since we shall be restraining
our discussion to the thermodynamic limit this is of no consequence here. This convention
shall be followed throughout this thesis. The Hamiltonian therefore becomes
HmfMag. =
Jm2N
4
+ i
BZ′∑
k
[
h
2
(ηy−kη
z
k − ηz−kηyk)−
Jm
2
(ηx−kη
y
k − ηy−kηxk)
]
(2.9)
which may be diagonalised by rewriting it in matrix form, as
HmfMag. =
BZ′∑
k
(
ηx−k η
y
−k η
z
−k
) 0 − iJm2 0iJm
2 0
ih
2
0 − ih2 0



 ηxkηyk
ηzk

+ Jm2N
4
=
BZ′∑
k
(
A−k B−k C−k
) 0 0 00 λ 0
0 0 −λ



 AkBk
Ck

+ Jm2N
4
. (2.10)
1Note that here we assume that only the G = 0 lattice vector makes a contribution to the Fourier
transformed representation. This is justifiable since the extent in Fourier space of quadratic terms
is sufficiently small.
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where we have introduced the new Majorana fermion operators Ak, Bk, Ck which are lin-
ear super-positions of the original Majorana fermions, as discussed below. In particular,
we note the existence of a zero-energy mode multiplying A−kAk. This zero-energy mode
incorporates the extra degrees of freedom allowed by the Majorana fermion represent-
ation, however we shall choose not to evaluate these eigenvalues when calculating the
trace in the partition function, which “fixes” this problem. It can be shown by canonical
diagonalisation that λ =
√
h2 + J2m2/2 and
B−kBk = (B−kBk)† = N2+(J
2m2ηx−kη
x
k − iJm
√
h2 + J2m2ηx−kη
y
k − Jmhηx−kηzk
+(h2 + J2m2)ηy−kη
y
k + iJm
√
h2 + J2m2ηy−kη
x
k
−ih
√
h2 + J2m2ηy−kη
z
k − Jmhηz−kηxk
+ih
√
h2 + J2m2ηz−kη
y
k + h
2ηz−kη
z
k) (2.11)
and
C−kCk = (C−kCk)† = N2−(J
2m2ηx−kη
x
k + iJm
√
h2 + J2m2ηx−kη
y
k − Jmhηx−kηzk
+(h2 + J2m2)ηy−kη
y
k − iJm
√
h2 + J2m2ηy−kη
x
k
+ih
√
h2 + J2m2ηy−kη
z
k − Jmhηz−kηxk
−ih
√
h2 + J2m2ηz−kη
y
k + h
2ηz−kη
z
k) (2.12)
with normalisations N2± = 1/(2h2 ± 2J2m2) and [B−kBk, C−kCk] = 0. The eigenvalues of
both of these operators are 0, 2. We therefore obtain the Hamiltonian
HmfMag. =
BZ′∑
k
[λB−kBk − λC−kCk] + Jm
2N
4
(2.13)
which may easily be solved2 for the partition function Z and the free energy F . The
partition function is
ZmfMag. = e
−βJm2N
4
BZ′∏
k
[
2 + e2βλ + e−2βλ
]
= e−
βJm2N
4 [2 + 2 cosh (2βλ)]
N
2 (2.14)
and
FmfMag. =
Jm2N
4
− N
2β
ln [2 + 2 cosh (2βλ)] (2.15)
and the self-consistency relation is derived by minimising the free energy, hence
∂FmfMag.
∂m
= 0 =
JmN
2
− N
2β
tanh
(
β
√
h2 + (Jm)2/2
)
β
J2m√
h2 + (Jm)2
(2.16)
2Noting here that pairs of Majorana fermions always commute between different momenta.
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which simplifies to
√
h2 + (Jm)2 = J tanh
(
β
√
h2 + (Jm)2/2
)
. (2.17)
In the zero-field limit, this returns the same ferromagnetic self-consistency relation as
found by the standard mean-field treatments, which is
m = tanh
(
βJm
2
)
. (2.18)
Moreover, this returns the zero-field transition temperature Tc = J/2 and for small m the
relation
Tc =
h
2 arctanh(h/J)
, (2.19)
hence a QPT exists at hc = J .
Figure 2.1: The phase diagram of a 1D Ising chain in transversal field h found by
an Ising magnetic mean-field theory. The ferromagnetic (FM) phase extends from
T = J/2 at h = 0 to a QCP at h = J .
The phase diagram of a 1D Ising chain in transversal field, as found by this mean-
field theory approach, is plotted in Figure 2.1. We also calculate several properties using
the mean-field free energy. The entropy S = −∂F/∂T , assuming that the mean-field
parameter m varies slowly with temperature, is given by
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S =
N
2
ln
(
2 + 2 cosh(β
√
h2 + (Jm)2)
)
− N
2β
tanh
(
β
√
h2 + (Jm)2/2
)
β2
√
h2 + (Jm)2
(2.20)
and we see that in the high temperature limit
lim
T→∞
S = N ln 2 (2.21)
which is clearly the entropy of N independent spin-half degrees of freedom, as expected.
Using the self-consistency equation and the relation F ≤ F0 − TS0 we may provide an
upper bound on the free energy of the original Hamiltonian. This bound is provided by
FFull ≤ N
[
h2 + 2J2m2
4J
− 1
β
ln [2 + 2 cosh(2λβ)]
]
. (2.22)
For sufficiently small temperatures, as the transversal field is ramped up the bound on the
free energy of the original system increases to infinity. For sufficiently small temperatures,
therefore, the mean-field approximation to the free energy of the actual system becomes
increasingly poor.
If we were to include the eigenvalues of the operator multiplying the zero-mode in
equation (2.10) then the high-temperature entropy would be enhanced, representing the
extra degrees of freedom introduced via the Majorana fermion representation. The specific
heat is plotted below, using the equations derived here. The sharp peak in specific heat
broadens as the transverse field is increased, marking the transition out of the ordered
phase. We conclude this discussion with the reminder that this mean-field solution is
obviously not accurate; for example the exact solution in 1D demonstrates that there is
no long-range order at finite temperature. In general, mean-field theory solutions of this
sort are a good first approximation but must be taken with the proverbial pinch of salt,
pending confirmation by more detailed methods such as those presented in the following
Chapter. The specific heat of a 1D Ising chain in transversal field, as found by this
mean-field theory approach, is plotted in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: The specific heat C of a 1D Ising chain in transversal field h found by
an Ising magnetic mean-field theory.
2.1.2 The General Case: Coordination number z
The above Majorana mean-field treatment may easily be extended to higher dimensions
and hypercubic lattices by noting that the momentum sum may be trivially evaluated in all
these cases; although for the case of triangular geometries, for instance, these calculations
are not quite so straightforward. In the course of extending the 1D calculation, we shall
continue in our assumption of uniform order on all N sites in the lattice. We introduce the
orthogonal vectors ai where i = 1, 2, ..., z and where the coordination number z is defined
in terms of the dimension D by z = 2D. These vectors are given by
a1 =
(
1 0 ... 0
)
a2 =
(
0 1 ... 0
)
...
aD =
(
0 0 ... 1
)
. (2.23)
For a general hypercubic ferromagnetic Ising model under the influence of a transverse
field h, we therefore have
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HFM = −J
N∑
j
aD∑
ai=
a1,a2,...
Szj S
z
j+ai − h
N∑
j
Sxj
=
J
4
N∑
j
aD∑
ai=
a1,a2,...
ηxj η
y
j
ηxj+aiη
y
j+ai
+
ih
2
N∑
j
ηy
j
ηzj . (2.24)
We decouple the quartic term using the uniform Ising magnetic mean-field theory, which
is
m = i〈ηxj ηyj 〉 = i〈ηxj+aiη
y
j+ai
〉 (2.25)
in the generalised case. The mean-field Hamiltonian is therefore
HmfMag. =
JNm2
4
− Jim
4
N∑
j

z
2
ηxj η
y
j +
aD∑
ai=
a1,a2,...
ηxj+aiη
y
j+ai

+ ih
2
N∑
j
ηyj η
z
j (2.26)
which we Fourier transform as in the previous case, giving
HmfMag. =
JNm2
4
− Jim
4
BZ∑
k

z
2
ηxkη
y
−k +
aD∑
ai=
a1,a2,...
ηxkη
y
−k

+ ih
2
BZ∑
k
ηykη
z
−k (2.27)
where the sum over bonds is now independent of its summand, hence the sum over ai
contains D = z/2 elements and thus
HmfMag. =
JNm2
4
− Jimz
4
BZ∑
k
ηxkη
y
−k +
ih
2
BZ∑
k
ηykη
z
−k (2.28)
which we compare with equation (2.7) from the 1D chain calculation. Hence the free
energy and self-consistency equations are only changed by a multiplicative factor. Since
the value of J is shifted by this factor under the sum, but not in the constant term, we
perform the linear transformation
λ(J)→ λ
(
Jz
2
)
(2.29)
to the free energy of the 1D case, which is given by equation (2.15). This gives the
generalised (that is, for a general coordination number z) free energy
FmfMag. =
Jm2N
4
− N
2β
ln [2 + 2 cosh (2βλgen. )] (2.30)
where now we have the generalised factor
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λgen. =
1
2
√
h2 + (Jzm/2)2 (2.31)
and we derive the self-consistency relation√
h2 + (Jzm/2)2 =
Jz
2
tanh
(
β
2
√
h2 + (Jzm/2)2
)
(2.32)
which yields the zero transverse-field transition temperature
Tc =
Jz
4
. (2.33)
Specifically, for the 3D case we have Tc = 3J/2. The transverse field destroys order at
a value three times that of the 1D case. This is reasonable since there are three times
as many bonds for each spin. The transverse field acts as a destabilising influence and it
must overcome a bonding energy three times greater for each spin in order to preclude
magnetic order in the system. For the Ising magnetic decoupling to mean-field level, the
phase diagram scales linearly with coordination number in all respects. As previously
mentioned, in the 1D case we expect that even infinitesimal thermal fluctuations will give
rise to the lowest energy excited state for a discrete one-dimensional system of infinite
extent, which is a domain wall formation which destroys finite temperature long-range
order in the system. This argument, described more fully in the introduction, prohibits
the existence of long-range order in the 1D case, although we still expect to find long-range
ordered phases at finite temperature in higher dimensions, particularly 3D.
2.1.3 The Antiferromagnetic Ising Decoupling
In the preceding part of this Chapter, we have confined our discussion to bipartite lattices
in which the entire lattice may may split into two sub-lattices. These sub-lattices each
contain half of the total number of spins and adjacent spins are defined to be on different
sub-lattices. Bipartite lattices are non-frustrated in the sense that, for nearest-neighbour
interactions, it is impossible to conceive of a situation in which a particular spin has access
to several degenerate configurations. Examples of lattices which may be frustrated are the
kagome´; pyrochlore and triangular lattices (the latter are frustrated for the case of an Ising
interaction). Due to the symmetry which exists between the ferromagnetic Ising magnetic
and the antiferromagnetic Ising magnetic decouplings (the mean-field Hamiltonians for
both of these decouplings both have the same symmetry) we can see that the same relations
derived here will be reproduced in the latter case. The antiferromagnetic order parameter
is described in table 2.2. The interchangeability of these results is based on the fact that
rotating the z-component of the spin by 180◦ around the x-axis leaves the x-component
of the spin unchanged, but yields Sz → −Sz. We may perform this rotation on every spin
on one of the two sub-lattices of a bipartite lattice (every second spin), which allows us to
map FM → AFM or vice versa.
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2.2 Mean-Field Theory Calculations: Majorana
Dimer Decoupling
The second mean-field parametrisation described above pertains to Dimer order. This is
described in 1D by the order parameter
V = i〈ηxj ηxj+1〉 = i〈ηyj ηyj+1〉 (2.34)
and is so-called because the order parameter is made from links formed of Majorana
fermions on neighbouring sites and bears a similarity to spin-singlets between neighbouring
sites, found in the literature. It is not possible to represent the order parameter V using
a local (consisting of spins only from sites j and j + 1) spin representation. A mean-
field theory of such order is considered and it will be shown that an ordered phase is
obtained which is relatively robust under variations of the transverse magnetic field and
does not vanish even as the limit of infinite transverse field is reached; this mean-field
theory therefore seems to contradict the known phase diagrams of the transverse-field
Ising model. Finally, in all dimensions, we shall apply the Majorana Dimer mean-field
theory to the antiferromagnetic transverse-field Ising model, although we expect that the
same results are obtainable in the ferromagnetic case, by applying a modified version of
this mean-field theory. We shall see in the next Chapter that the path integral versions of
these calculations give the same results for both the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
cases, with suitably chosen decouplings.
2.2.1 One Dimensional Chain
In this case we begin with the antiferromagnetic Hamiltonian
HAFM = J
N∑
j
SzjS
z
j+1 − h
N∑
j
Sxj
=
J
4
N∑
j
ηxj η
x
j+1η
y
j η
y
j+1 +
hi
2
N∑
j
ηyj η
z
j (2.35)
to which we apply the Bogoliubov inequality and generate the mean-field Hamiltonian3
HmfDim. =
JV 2N
4
+
hi
2
N∑
j
ηyj η
z
j −
JiV
4
N∑
j
(
ηxj η
x
j+1 + η
y
j η
y
j+1
)
. (2.36)
Fourier transforming, this then yields
HmfDim. =
JV 2N
4
− JiV
4
BZ∑
k
(
ηxkη
x
−k + η
y
kη
y
−k
)
e−ik +
hi
2
BZ∑
k
ηykη
z
−k (2.37)
3We use the subscript Dim. to denote a mean-field decoupling in the Majorana Dimer channel.
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Here, as above, we have ignored the non-extensive k = 0,±π terms for simplicity, although
future considerations of finite-size systems may behove us to retain them. Again noting
that BZ ′ means a sum over only the positive half of the Brillouin zone, this then becomes
HmfDim. =
BZ′∑
k
[
JV
2
sin(k)(ηx−kη
x
k + η
y
−kη
y
k) +
hi
2
(ηy−kη
z
k + η
y
kη
z
−k)
]
+
JV 2N
4
− JiV
BZ′∑
k
e−ik (2.38)
and so
HmfDim. =
BZ′∑
k
[
JV
2
sin(k)(ηx−kη
x
k + η
y
−kη
y
k) +
hi
2
(ηy−kη
z
k − ηz−kηyk)
]
+
JV 2N
4
− 2NJV
π
. (2.39)
where the last term is correct in the thermodynamic limit. It comes from the k-integral
of the factor generated by commuting Majorana fermions past each other. HmfDim. may be
diagonalised by writing
HmfDim. =
BZ′∑
k
(
ηx−k η
y
−k η
z
−k
) JV2 sin(k) 0 00 JV2 sin(k) − ih2
0 ih2 0



 ηxkηyk
ηzk


+
JV 2N
4
− 2JV N
π
(2.40)
=
∑
k
(
A−k B−k C−k
) λ0 0 00 λ+ 0
0 0 λ−



 AkBk
Ck


+
JV 2N
4
− 2JV N
π
(2.41)
where now λ0 =
JV
2 sin(k) and λ± =
JV
4 sin(k) ±
√
h2/4 + (JV/4)2 sin2(k). Again the
new operators A,B,C are linear super-positions of Majorana fermions and are therefore
Majorana fermions themselves. In the h → 0 limit, λ+ = λ0 and λ− = 0. The latter
demonstrates that a transverse field removes the zero-energy mode by breaking a further
symmetry. The new operators are given by
A−kAk =x−kxk (2.42)
B−kBk =N2B
(
λ2+y−kyk +
h2
4
z−kzk − ihλ+
2
(y−kzk − z−kyk)
)
(2.43)
C−kCk =N2C
(
λ2−y−kyk +
h2
4
z−kzk − ihλ−
2
(y−kzk − z−kyk)
)
(2.44)
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whereN2B = (λ
2
++h
2/4)−1,N2C = (λ
2−+h2/4)−1 and [B−kBk, C−kCk] = 0. The eigenvalues
of these three operators are 0, 2. At this point we also note the relation
λ2± =
h2
4
+
λ±JV
2
sin(k) (2.45)
which may be used to help simplify the algebra. We may write the Hamiltonian in its new
compact form
HmfDim. =
(N−22 )∑
0<k<pi/a
[λ0A−kAk + λ+B−kBk + λ−C−kCk] +
JV 2N
4
− 2JV N
π
. (2.46)
We now calculate the free energy FmfDim. to be
FmfDim. =−
1
β
BZ′∑
k
ln
[
8 cosh(βλ0) cosh(βλ+) cosh(βλ−)e−βλ0e−βλ+e−βλ−
]
− 2JV N
π
+
JV 2N
4
(2.47)
=
JV 2N
4
− 1
β
BZ′∑
k
ln [8 cosh(βλ0) cosh(βλ+) cosh(βλ−)] (2.48)
(2.49)
where we arrive at this last line by evaluating the sum over k on the last three terms of
the logarithm - the trace. We now determine the self-consistency equation to be
JV =
1
π
ˆ pi
0
[
tanh(βλ0)
dλ0
dV
+ tanh(βλ+)
dλ+
dV
+ tanh(βλ−)
dλ−
dV
]
dk. (2.50)
The k-integral in this self-consistency relation means that a general solution is not available
analytically. In the zero-field limit we obtain Tc = J/4. Now, Taylor expanding V to linear
order gives
JV =
JV
π
[
3
8
βJ +
J
4h
tanh
(
hβ
2
)
− Jβ
8
tanh2
(
hβ
2
)] ˆ pi
0
sin2(k)dk, (2.51)
hence
16 = 3βJ +
2J
h
tanh
(
hβ
2
)
− Jβ tanh2
(
hβ
2
)
. (2.52)
Now, we see that the high-field transition temperature (evaluated at infinite transverse-
field h) is
Tc =
J
8
(2.53)
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which is approached from above. T = 0 is not a solution of Equation (2.52), hence this
approach gives rise to a phase which extends far beyond the magnetic dome calculated
by the standard Ising magnetic mean-field theory presented above, although of course we
remind ourselves that this phase is not present in the exact solution of the model; the
exact solution shows that the high transverse field ground state is a quantum paramagnet.
The Bogoliubov inequality yields a bound on the free energy of the original Hamiltonian
(prior to the mean-field approximation), which is
FFull ≤JV
2N
4
− 2N
βπ
ˆ pi
0
dk ln [8 cosh(βλ0) cosh(βλ+) cosh(βλ−)]
+
N
π
ˆ pi
0
dk [tanh(βλ0)λ0 + tanh(βλ+)λ+ + tanh(βλ−)λ−] . (2.54)
The boundary of the phase is plotted below, along with the specific heat. The free
energy is relatively uninteresting, meanwhile the specific heat shows a broad peak at the
transition into the Majorana Dimer phase, however the peak is heightened both inside and
outside the ordered phase for small values of h, which could account for the breaking of
the degeneracy by the transverse-field, as discussed earlier. At very low temperature and
transverse-field, a small increase is noted in the specific heat, which is a result of numerical
noise. The phase boundary and specific heat of a 1D Ising chain in transversal field, as
found by the Majorana-Dimer mean-field theory approach, is plotted in Figure 2.3 and
Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.3: The 1D phase boundary of the Majorana Dimer order calculated for
the transversal field Ising model using a Majorana Dimer mean-field approximation.
The axes are in units of J . The Majorana Dimer phase extends past the magnetic
dome calculated previously, to infinite transverse-field where the critical temperature
is J/8.
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Figure 2.4: The specific heat for the 1D antiferromagnetic transverse-field Ising
model calculated via a Majorana Dimer mean-field decoupling. The specific heat
shows a peak upon entering the Majorana Dimer phase. A second peak is observable
at low transverse-field h which is relatively independent of temperature. At very
low temperature and transverse-field, a small increase is noted in the specific heat,
which is a result of numerical noise.
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2.2.2 The Square Lattice
We consider here the same calculation as above, but for 2D, where it is necessary to
introduce the unit vectors
a =
(
1 0
)
, b =
(
0 1
)
, (2.55)
which are orthogonal and therefore satisfy a · b = 0. In this case the mean-field theory
results presented here are dependent on more than just the coordination number, since
the sum over the Brillouin zone may not be so trivially evaluated. In the first instance we
assume that all four bonds to a spin must have the same non-zero mean-field
Vδ = i〈ηxj ηxj+δ〉 = i〈ηyjηyj+δ〉 (2.56)
where δ denotes any of the two orthogonal crystal directions. For this calculation, we
shall increase the generality of our results by assuming that the mean-fields may vary
along different lattice directions, via introduction of the index δ to the mean-field V .
We must take care to note that δ is not the Dirac delta function in this context. The
antiferromagnetic Hamiltonian is
HAFM =J
N∑
j
[
Szj S
z
j+a + S
z
j S
z
j+b
]− h N∑
j
Sxj
=− J
4
N∑
j
[
ηxj η
y
j η
x
j+aη
y
j+a + η
x
j η
y
j η
x
j+bη
y
j+b
]
+
hi
2
N∑
j
ηyj η
z
j (2.57)
where the sum over sites j covers each site in the square lattice exactly once. We write
down the mean-field Hamiltonian
HmfDim. =
hi
2
N∑
j
ηy
j
ηzj −
iJ
4
N∑
j
[
Va
(
ηxj η
x
j+a + η
y
j
ηy
j+a
)
+ Vb
(
ηxj η
x
j+b + η
y
j
ηy
j+b
)]
+
JN
4
(
V 2a + V
2
b
)
(2.58)
which we Fourier transform according to the prescription used in the previous section (the
definition of a Fourier transform in general dimension takes the same form) and define
k =
(
kx ky
)
. This yields
HmfDim. =
hi
2
BZ∑
k
ηykη
z
−k −
iJ
4
BZ∑
k
[
Va
(
ηxkη
x
−k + η
y
kη
y
−k
)
e−ik·a + Vb
(
ηxkη
x
−k + η
y
kη
y
−k
)
e−ik·b
]
+
JN
4
(
V 2a + V
2
b
)
. (2.59)
As before, we are confronted by the problem that operators from one half of the Brillouin
zone do not commute with those from the other. In fact, in 2D this problem is enhanced,
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since the Brillouin zone may be split into four quadrants, indexed by the signs of kx &
ky - so we call these four quadrants ++, +−, −+ & −−. The operators from the ++
quadrant do not commute with the operators from the −− quadrant; while the operators
from the +− quadrant do not commute with the operators from the −+ quadrant. We
recall the momentum space Majorana fermion relation ηk = η
†
−k which indicates that these
quadrants are not independent, unlike in the case of Dirac fermions. We define the sum∑BZ′
k which extends from [0, π) in both the kx & ky reciprocal lattice directions and hence
is a sum over only the ++ quadrant. We therefore write out the four terms explicitly,
where the momentum indices on the Majorana fermions are also written out in full, as
HmfDim. =
hi
2
BZ′∑
k
(
ηykx,kyη
z
−kx,−ky + η
y
−kx,−kyη
z
kx,ky + η
y
−kx,kyη
z
kx,−ky + η
y
kx,−kyη
z
−kx,ky
)
− iJ
4
BZ′∑
k
x,y∑
α
[
Va
(
ηαkx,kyη
α
−kx,−kye
−ikx + ηα−kx,−kyη
α
kx,kye
ikx
+ ηα−kx,kyη
α
kx,−kye
ikx + ηαkx,−kyη
α
−kx,kye
−ikx
)
+ Vb
(
ηαkx,kyη
α
−kx,−kye
−iky + ηα−kx,−kyη
α
kx,kye
iky
+ ηα−kx,kyη
α
kx,−kye
−iky + ηαkx,−kyη
α
−kx,kye
iky
)]
+
JN
4
(
V 2a + V
2
b
)
(2.60)
where we have introduced the new index α to keep the notation relatively compact. We
collect the terms in the interaction term in the same manner as for the 1D case, although
we pair up the quadrants as mentioned above. This simplifies to
HmfDim. =
hi
2
BZ′∑
k
(
ηykx,kyη
z
−kx,−ky + η
y
−kx,−kyη
z
kx,ky + η
y
−kx,kyη
z
kx,−ky + η
y
kx,−kyη
z
−kx,ky
)
− iJ
4
BZ′∑
k
x,y∑
α
[
ηαkx,kyη
α
−kx,−ky
(
Vae
−ikx + Vbe−iky
)
+ ηα−kx,−kyη
α
kx,ky
(
Vae
ikx + Vbe
iky
)
+ ηα−kx,kyη
α
kx,−ky
(
Vae
ikx + Vbe
−iky
)
+ ηαkx,−kyη
α
−kx,ky
(
Vae
−ikx + Vbeiky
)]
+
JN
4
(
V 2a + V
2
b
)
(2.61)
which, upon using the anticommutation relations ηαkx,kyη
α
−kx,−ky + η
α
−kx,−kyη
α
kx,ky
= 2, etc.
becomes
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HmfDim. =
hi
2
BZ′∑
k
(
ηykx,kyη
z
−kx,−ky + η
y
−kx,−kyη
z
kx,ky + η
y
−kx,kyη
z
kx,−ky + η
y
kx,−kyη
z
−kx,ky
)
+
J
2
BZ′∑
k
x,y∑
α
[
ηα−kx,−kyη
α
kx,ky (Va sin(kx) + Vb sin(ky))
+ ηα−kx,kyη
α
kx,−ky (Va sin(kx)− Vb sin(ky))
]
− 2iJ
BZ′∑
k
[
Vae
−ikx + Vb cos(ky)
]
+
JN
4
(
V 2a + V
2
b
)
. (2.62)
The factor of two in front of the penultimate term is a result of evaluating the sum
∑x,y
α
over two flavours and a further factor of two arising from the anticommutation relations.
In the thermodynamic limit the momentum sum can be replaced by an integral over the
++ quadrant of the Brillouin zone, i.e.
BZ′∑
k
=
BZ′∑
kx
BZ′∑
ky
→ N
4π2
ˆ pi
0
ˆ pi
0
dkxdky (2.63)
where the momentum sum in 2D is equal to two separate 1D sums. The final term above
can therefore be evaluated, giving
−2iJ
BZ′∑
k
[
Vae
−ikx + Vb cos(ky)
]
= − iJN
2π2
ˆ pi
0
ˆ pi
0
dkxdky
(
Vae
−ikx + Vb cos(ky)
)
= −JNVa
π
(2.64)
which we will later see cancels with other terms, despite its apparent asymmetry. We now
express this Hamiltonian in matrix form, however, contrary to the 1D case, it is necessary
to form two distinct matrices. Since the Majorana fermions involved in the construction
of these matrices always anticommute with one another, then pairs will always commute.
Since the new operators formed in the diagonalisation process are linear super-positions
of these original Majorana fermions, then pairs of these will also commute, hence we may
treat the two matrices separately. In matrix representation this becomes
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HmfDim. =
JN
4
(
V 2a + V
2
b
)− JNVa
π
+
BZ′∑
k
(
ηx−kx,−ky η
y
−kx,−ky η
z
−kx,−ky
) γ↑ 0 00 γ↑ hi2
0 −hi2 0




ηxkx,ky
ηykx,ky
ηzkx,ky


+
BZ′∑
k
(
ηx−kx,ky η
y
−kx,ky η
z
−kx,ky
) γ↓ 0 00 γ↓ hi2
0 −hi2 0




ηxkx,−ky
ηykx,−ky
ηzkx,−ky

 (2.65)
where we have introduced
γ↑ =
J
2
(Va sin(kx) + Vb sin(ky)) , γ
↓ =
J
2
(Va sin(kx)− Vb sin(ky)) (2.66)
and the process for diagonalising this matrix is the same as for the 1D case. We now
introduce six new Majorana fermion operators Al, Bl, Cl which are linear super-positions
of the original Majorana fermions.We remember that the eigenvalues of the new operators
(in the basis of which the Hamiltonian is diagonal) are 0, 2 - the same as the old ones.4
The diagonalised form of the Hamiltonian is
HmfDim. =
JN
4
(
V 2a + V
2
b
)− JNVa
π
+
BZ′∑
k
(
A↑−k B
↑
−k C
↑
−k
) γ
↑ 0 0
0 ω↑+ 0
0 0 ω↑−



 A
↑
k
B↑k
C↑k


+
BZ′∑
k
(
A↓−k B
↓
−k C
↓
−k
) γ
↓ 0 0
0 ω↓+ 0
0 0 ω↓−



 A
↓
k
B↓k
C↓k

 (2.67)
where we have defined two new variables ω
l
± = γl/2±
√
(h/2)2 +
(
γl/2
)2
. Finally we are
in the position to write down the partition function for this problem, which is
ZmfDim. =
BZ′∏
k
[(
1 + e−2βγ
↑)(
1 + e−2βω
↑
+
)(
1 + e−2βω
↑
−
)
×
(
1 + e−2βγ
↓)(
1 + e−2βω
↓
+
)(
1 + e−2βω
↓
−
)]
e−
βJN
4 (V
2
a +V
2
b )e
βJNVa
pi . (2.68)
The free energy is therefore
4See the 1D calculation for the form of these operators.
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FmfDim. = −
1
β
BZ′∑
k
ln
[(
1 + e−2βγ
↑)(
1 + e−2βω
↑
+
)(
1 + e−2βω
↑
−
)
×
(
1 + e−2βγ
↓)(
1 + e−2βω
↓
+
)(
1 + e−2βω
↓
−
)]
+
JN
4
(
V 2a + V
2
b
)− JNVa
π
(2.69)
= − 1
β
BZ′∑
k
ln
[
64 cosh
(
βγ↑
)
cosh
(
βω↑+
)
cosh
(
βω↑−
)
× cosh
(
βγ↓
)
cosh
(
βω↓+
)
cosh
(
βω↓−
)]
+
JN
4
(
V 2a + V
2
b
)
(2.70)
where the last factor on the bottom line has cancelled with exponentials which were
extracted from under the logarithm. The free energy must be minimised with respect to
both Va & Vb to determine the self-consistency relations. The self-consistency relations
are
∂F
∂Va
= 0 =
JNVa
2
−
BZ′∑
k
[
tanh
(
βγ↑
) J
2
sin(kx) + tanh
(
βω↑+
) ∂ω↑+
∂Va
+ tanh
(
βω↑−
) ∂ω↑−
∂Va
+ tanh
(
βγ↓
) J
2
sin(kx) + tanh
(
βω↓+
) ∂ω↓+
∂Va
+ tanh
(
βω↓−
) ∂ω↓−
∂Va
]
(2.71)
&
∂F
∂Vb
= 0 =
JNVb
2
−
BZ′∑
k
[
tanh
(
βγ↑
) J
2
sin(ky) + tanh
(
βω↑+
) ∂ω↑+
∂Vb
+ tanh
(
βω↑−
) ∂ω↑−
∂Vb
− tanh
(
βγ↓
) J
2
sin(ky) + tanh
(
βω↓+
) ∂ω↓+
∂Vb
+ tanh
(
βω↓−
) ∂ω↓−
∂Vb
]
(2.72)
where the derivatives are
∂ω↑±
∂Va
=
J
4
sin(kx)± J
2
sin(kx)γ
↑√(
h
2
)2
+ (γ↑/2)2
,
∂ω↓±
∂Va
=
J
4
sin(kx)± J
2
sin(kx)γ
↓√(
h
2
)2
+ (γ↓/2)2
(2.73)
∂ω↑±
∂Vb
=
J
4
sin(ky)± J
2
sin(ky)γ
↑√(
h
2
)2
+ (γ↑/2)2
,
∂ω↓±
∂Vb
= −J
4
sin(ky)∓ J
2
sin(ky)γ
↓√(
h
2
)2
+ (γ↓/2)2
.
(2.74)
Now we must determine which set of self-consistently generated mean-field parameters Va
& Vb gives the lowest free energy. We assume that the ordered phase is formed by the
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breaking of a single symmetry and therefore Va & Vb become non-zero on the same curve
on the phase diagram. We may therefore Taylor expand the self-consistency relation to
lowest order in terms of these mean-field order parameters; in doing so we determine that
the zero transverse-field transition temperature is at Tc = J/4, the same as for the 1D case.
We simplify further calculations by assuming that Va = Vb from the onset and calculate
the free energy and specific heat, which are plotted below. These plots are the same as
for the 1D case. In the 3D calculation presented in the next section, we shall assume from
the onset that Va & Vb become non-zero at the same points in the phase diagram and
have the same magnitude. The phase boundary and specific heat of a 2D Ising model in
transversal field, as found by the Majorana Dimer mean-field theory approach, is plotted
in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.5: The 2D phase boundary of the Majorana Dimer order calculated for
the transversal field Ising model using a Majorana Dimer mean-field approximation.
The axes are in units of J . The Dimer phase extends past the magnetic dome
calculated previously, to infinite transverse-field where the critical temperature is
J/8.
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Figure 2.6: The specific heat for the 2D antiferromagnetic transverse-field Ising
model calculated via a Majorana Dimer mean-field decoupling. The specific heat
shows a peak upon entering the Majorana Dimer phase. A second peak is observable
at relatively low transverse-field h which is relatively independent of temperature.
This result is the same as for the 1D case.
2.2.3 The Cubic Lattice
We again consider the antiferromagnetic Ising model, in transverse field, which we assume
to be on an orthorhombic lattice - which we shall simplify to cubic in due course. In the
following 3D calculation we shall assume from the beginning that the solution with equal
uniform fields in each of the lattice directions is the one which has the highest transition
temperature. The Hamiltonian is
H3D = J
N∑
j
[
SzjS
z
j+a + S
z
jS
z
j+b + S
z
jS
z
j+c
]− h N∑
j
Sxj (2.75)
where a =
(
1 0 0
)
, b =
(
0 1 0
)
, c =
(
0 0 1
)
are three orthogonal vectors
where a · b = a · c = b · c = 0. In the first instance we assume that all six bonds to a spin
must have the same non-zero mean-field V = i〈ηxj ηxj+δ〉 = i〈ηyjηyj+δ〉 where δ is any of a,
b or c. The mean-field Hamiltonian is
HmfDim. = −
JiV
4
N∑
j
[
ηxj η
x
j+a + η
y
jη
y
j+a + η
x
j η
x
j+b + η
y
jη
y
j+b + η
x
j η
x
j+c + η
y
jη
y
j+c
]
+
hi
2
N∑
j
ηyjη
z
j +
3JN
4
V 2 (2.76)
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which can be treated the same way as earlier calculations. Defining k =
(
kx ky kz
)
we Fourier transform according to the prescription defined in previous cases, yielding
HmfDim. =−
JiV
4
BZ∑
k
x,y∑
α
[
ηαkη
α
−ke
−ia·k + ηαkη
α
−ke
−ib·k + ηαkη
α
−ke
−ic·k
]
+
hi
2
BZ∑
k
ηykη
z
−k +
3JN
4
V 2. (2.77)
where we have introduced the index α again to keep the notation compact. At this point
in the 2D case it was necessary to split the Brillouin zone into four quadrants, indexed
by the signs of the components of the lattice momentum k. In the 3D case there are 23
sectors, and pairs of Majorana fermion operators from sectors with opposite signs do not
commute; for instance we note that [ηxkxkykzη
x
−kx−ky−kz , η
x
−kx−ky−kzη
x
kxkykz
] 6= 0. Hence we
define the new sum
∑BZ′
k which extends from [0, π) in the kx,ky & kz reciprocal lattice
directions. Written down explicitly, a single fermionic bilinear will have eight parts in the
3D case. The Hamiltonian therefore becomes
HmfDim. =−
hi
2
BZ′∑
k
[
ηykxkykzη
z
−kx−ky−kz + η
y
kxkykz
ηz−kx−ky−kz
+ ηykxkykzη
z
−kx−ky−kz + η
y
kxkykz
ηz−kx−ky−kz
+ ηykxkykzη
z
−kx−ky−kz + η
y
kxkykz
ηz−kx−ky−kz
+ ηykxkykzη
z
−kx−ky−kz + η
y
kxkykz
ηz−kx−ky−kz
]
− JiV
4
BZ′∑
k
x,y∑
α
[
ηα−kx−ky−kzη
α
kxkykz
(
eikx + eiky + eikz
)
+ ηαkxkykzη
α
−kx−ky−kz
(
e−ikx + e−iky + e−ikz
)
+ ηα−kx−kykzη
α
kxky−kz
(
eikx + eiky + e−ikz
)
+ ηαkxky−kzη
α
−kx−kykz
(
e−ikx + e−iky + eikz
)
+ ηα−kxkykzη
α
kx,−ky−kz
(
eikx + e−iky + e−ikz
)
+ ηαkx−ky−kzη
α
−kxkykz
(
e−ikx + eiky + eikz
)
+ ηα−kxky−kzη
α
kx−kykz
(
eikx + e−iky + eikz
)
+ ηαkx−kykzη
α
−kxky−kz
(
e−ikx + eiky + e−ikz
)]
+
3JN
4
V 2. (2.78)
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We can follow the same procedure as in the 2D case, collecting like terms by using the
anticommutation relations; this will result in four independent pieces - which we write in
matrix form - which commute with one another. Before doing this, however, we use the
anticommutation relations to simplify the above expression. We define
γ↑↑ =
JV
2
(sin(kx) + sin(ky) + sin(kz))
γ↓↑ =
JV
2
(sin(kx)− sin(ky) + sin(kz))
γ↓↓ =
JV
2
(sin(kx) + sin(ky)− sin(kz))
γ↑↓ =
JV
2
(sin(kx)− sin(ky)− sin(kz)) (2.79)
and the mean-field Hamiltonian becomes
HmfDim. =−
hi
2
BZ′∑
k
[
ηykxkykzη
z
−kx−ky−kz + η
y
kxkykz
ηz−kx−ky−kz
+ ηykxkykzη
z
−kx−ky−kz + η
y
kxkykz
ηz−kx−ky−kz
+ ηykxkykzη
z
−kx−ky−kz + η
y
kxkykz
ηz−kx−ky−kz
+ ηykxkykzη
z
−kx−ky−kz + η
y
kxkykz
ηz−kx−ky−kz
]
+
JV
2
BZ′∑
k
x,y∑
α
[
ηα−kx−ky−kzη
α
kxkykzγ
↑↑ + ηα−kx−kykzη
α
kxky−kzγ
↓↓
+ ηα−kxkykzη
α
kx,−ky−kzγ
↑↓ + ηα−kxky−kzη
α
kx−kykzγ
↓↑
]
+
3JN
4
V 2 − JiV
BZ′∑
k
[
4e−ikx + 4cos(ky) + 4 cos(kz)
]
(2.80)
where here, in the thermodynamic limit, the momentum sum may be represented as
BZ′∑
k
=
BZ′∑
kx
BZ′∑
ky
BZ′∑
kz
→ N
8π3
ˆ pi
0
dkx
ˆ pi
0
dky
ˆ pi
0
dkz. (2.81)
This allows us to evaluate the final term in the Hamiltonian
−JiV
BZ′∑
k
[
4e−ikx + 4cos(ky) + 4 cos(kz)
]
=− JiV N
8π3
ˆ pi
0
dkx
ˆ pi
0
dky
ˆ pi
0
dkz
[
4e−ikx + 4cos(ky) + 4 cos(kz)
]
= −JV N
π
(2.82)
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which is the same as in lower dimensional cases. We now represent the Hamiltonian in
matrix form, for diagonalisation, noting that four (independent) matrices will be necessary.
The Hamiltonian becomes
HmfDim. =
BZ′∑
k
(
ηx−kx−ky−kz η
y
−kx−ky−kz η
z
−kx−ky−kz
) γ↑↑ 0 00 γ↑↑ hi2
0 −hi2 0




ηxkxkykz
ηykxkykz
ηzkxkykz


+
BZ′∑
k
(
ηx−kxky−kz η
y
−kxky−kz η
z
−kxky−kz
) γ↓↑ 0 00 γ↓↑ hi2
0 −hi2 0




ηxkx−kykz
ηykx−kykz
ηzkx−kykz


+
BZ′∑
k
(
ηx−kx−kykz η
y
−kx−kykz η
z
−kx−kykz
) γ↓↓ 0 00 γ↓↓ hi2
0 −hi2 0




ηxkxky−kz
ηykxky−kz
ηzkxky−kz


+
BZ′∑
k
(
ηx−kxkykz η
y
−kxkykz η
z
−kxkykz
) γ↑↓ 0 00 γ↑↓ hi2
0 −hi2 0




ηxkx−ky−kz
ηykx−ky−kz
ηzkx−ky−kz


+
3JN
4
V 2 − JV N
π
(2.83)
which may be diagonalised by following the same procedure as previously.5 We define the
new variables
ω± =
γ
2
± 1
2
√
h2 + γ2 (2.84)
where here gamma may be any of those variables defined in Equations (2.79) and the
superscripts on the γs are also used on the ωs. Finally, noting that the factor −JV N/π
cancels with the exponentials extracted from under the logarithm in the free energy, we
write down the free energy
FmfDim. =
3JV 2N
4
− 1
β
∑
k
ln
[
4096 cosh
(
βγ↑↑
)
cosh
(
βω↑↑+
)
cosh
(
βω↑↑−
)
× cosh
(
βγ↑↓
)
cosh
(
βω↑↓+
)
cosh
(
βω↑↓−
)
× cosh
(
βγ↓↑
)
cosh
(
βω↓↑+
)
cosh
(
βω↓↑−
)
× cosh
(
βγ↓↓
)
cosh
(
βω↓↓+
)
cosh
(
βω↓↓−
)]
(2.85)
and minimising this free energy with respect to V gives the self-consistency relation, as
before. A Taylor expansion of the self-consistency relation for small V gives Tc = J/4,
5Since the same calculation has been performed and justified in both the 1D and 2D cases, we
shall not justify it again here.
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which is the same transition temperature as the lower dimensional cases. In fact the phase
diagram generated by this analysis is identical with the one and two dimensional analyses.
The independence of the transition temperature of dimension is not a direct indication
that this phase is non-physical, however we shall see at the end of Chapter 3 that this phase
does not exist in any dimension. Since the free energy, specific heat and self-consistency
relation are the same as for lower dimensional cases, we do not plot them here.
2.3 Mean-Field Theory Calculations: Twist De-
coupling
In this section we repeat the calculations above for the case of the Twist order mean-
field parameter τ , which is defined below in (2.86). Twist order involves the pairing of two
Majorana fermions on adjacent sites j and j+1, which are of flavours x and y respectively.
Since the order parameter is comprised of the average of Majorana fermions which are not
both from the same site, it is not obvious how to represent it in terms of the original spins.
We shall see that this mean-field theory gives a dome of Twist order which is subsumed
by the Ising magnetic dome calculated earlier in this Chapter which is independent of
dimension. In 1D order is not allowed due to the domain wall argument presented in the
introduction, although this argument about does not hold in higher dimensions. Finally,
in all dimensions, we shall apply the Twist Order mean-field theory to the ferromagnetic
transverse-field Ising model, although we expect that the same results are obtainable in
the antiferromagnetic case, by applying a modified version of the mean-field theory. We
shall see in the next Chapter that the path integral versions of these calculations give the
same results for both the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic cases, with suitably chosen
decouplings.
2.3.1 One Dimensional Chain
We consider a mean-field theory of the ferromagnetic Ising model in transverse field which
results from assuming the existence of a finite Twist Order mean-field parameter τ , defined
in 1D by
τ = i〈ηxj ηyj+1〉 = i〈ηyj ηxj+1〉. (2.86)
where the inter-site distance is unity. In this case the mean-field decomposition of the
ferromagnetic transverse-field Ising model is
HmfTwi. =
JNτ2
4
− iτJ
4
N∑
j
(
ηxj η
y
j+1 + η
y
j η
x
j+1
)
+
hi
2
N∑
j
ηyj η
z
j . (2.87)
We take a Fourier transform, assuming that only the G = 0 reciprocal lattice vector plays
a role in this calculation since individual Majorana fermions have momenta which extends
to [−π, π] and are only found in pairs. The Fourier transform gives
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HmfTwi. =
JNτ2
4
− iτJ
4
BZ∑
k
(
ηxkη
y
−k + η
y
kη
x
−k
)
e−ik +
hi
2
BZ∑
k
ηykη
z
−k (2.88)
which we modify by shifting from a full Brillouin zone, which extends from [−π, π], to a
half Brillouin zone representation, which extends from [0, π]: this is necessary since terms
from one half of the Brillouin zone do not commute with those from the other half, as
discussed in previous sections. The positive half of the Brillouin Zone alone is denoted
BZ’. The mean-field Hamiltonian becomes
HmfTwi. =
JNτ2
4
+
hi
2
BZ′∑
k
(
ηykη
z
−k + η
y
kη
z
−k
)
− iJτ
4
BZ′∑
k
[
e−ik
(
ηxkη
y
−k + η
y
kη
x
−k
)
+ eik
(
ηx−kη
y
k + η
y
−kη
x
k
)]
=
JNτ2
4
−
BZ′∑
k
(
ηx−k η
y
−k η
z
−k
) 0 Jτ2 sin(k) 0Jτ
2 sin(k) 0
hi
2
0 −hi2 0



 ηxkηyk
ηzk

 . (2.89)
We canonically diagonalise this matrix, yielding
HmfTwi. =
JNτ2
4
−
BZ′∑
k
(
A−k B−k C−k
) 0 0 00 λ 0
0 0 −λ



 AkBk
Ck

 (2.90)
where we define λ =
√
h2 + J2τ2 sin2(k)/2. Here the operator pairs B−kBk & C−kCk
have eigenvalues 0, 2; the same as the original Majorana fermion operator pairs. Again we
note the existence of a zero-mode in the diagonalised matrix. We can therefore determine
the partition function
ZmfTwi. = tr e
−βHMF = e−
βJNτ2
4
BZ′∏
k
[
2 + 2 cosh
(
β
√
h2 + J2τ2 sin2(k)
)]
(2.91)
and the free energy
FmfTwi. = −
1
β
lnZmfTwi. =
JNτ2
4
− 1
β
BZ′∑
k
ln
[
2 + 2 cosh
(
β
√
h2 + J2τ2 sin2(k)
)]
. (2.92)
Now, minimisation of the free energy with respect to the order parameter gives a self-
consistency equation for the order parameter τ , which is
N
2
=
BZ′∑
k

J sin2(k) tanh
(
β
√
h2 + J2τ2 sin2(k)/2
)
√
h2 + J2τ2 sin2(k)

 (2.93)
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which simplifies to
π = J
ˆ pi
0
dk

sin2(k) tanh
(
β
√
h2 + J2τ2 sin2(k)/2
)
√
h2 + J2τ2 sin2(k)

 . (2.94)
Figure 2.7: The phase diagram of a ferromagnetic 1D Ising chain in transverse field
h found by a Twist Order mean-field theory. The Twist Order phase extends from
T = J/4 at h = 0 to a QCP at hc = J/2.
By Taylor expansion for small τ , we see that the transition temperature into this phase
is Tc = J/4 at zero transverse-field. Meanwhile, by taking the limit T → 0, we see that
the order extends to hc = J/2; so this ordered phase is entirely contained within the dome
of Ising magnetic order calculated at the start of this Chapter. The Bogoliubov inequality
yields a bound on the free energy of the original Hamiltonian (prior to the mean-field
approximation), which is
FFull ≤JNτ
2
4
− 2N
πβ
ˆ pi
0
dk ln
[
2 + 2 cosh
(
β
√
h2 + J2τ2 sin2(k)
)]
+
N
πβ
ˆ pi
0
dk
[
β2
√
h2 + J2τ2 sin2(k)
sinh(β
√
h2 + J2τ2 sin2(k))
1 + cosh(β
√
h2 + J2τ2 sin2(k))
]
. (2.95)
Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8 show the phase boundary and specific heat respectively of a
1D Ising chain in transversal field, as found by the Twist order mean-field theory approach.
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Figure 2.8: The specific heat of the 1D transverse-field Ising model with a Twist
Order mean-field theory applied. Note the relatively broad peak even within the
ordered phase.
2.3.2 The Square Lattice
We extend the previous calculation to the 2D square lattice and allow for the existence of
different magnitudes of uniform order, in each of the two lattice directions - we call these
two order parameters τa & τb. Further, we shall note at the end of this section that the
phase boundary and other physical parameters of interest take the same values as in this
case (and indeed the 1D case!) so will not be presented. The ferromagnetic transverse-field
Ising model in 2D is again
HFM =− J
N∑
j
[
Szj S
z
j+a + S
z
j S
z
j+b
]− h N∑
j
Sxj
=
J
4
N∑
j
[
ηxj η
y
j
ηxj+aη
y
j+a + η
x
j η
y
j
ηxj+bη
y
j+b
]
+
hi
2
N∑
j
ηy
j
ηzj (2.96)
where we again define a =
(
1 0
)
& b =
(
0 1
)
. We write down the mean-field
Hamiltonian
HmfTwi. =
JN
4
(
τ2a + τ
2
b
)
+
hi
2
N∑
j
ηy
j
ηzj −
iJ
4
N∑
j
[
τa(η
x
j η
y
j+a + η
y
j
ηxj+a) + τb(η
x
j η
y
j+b + η
y
j
ηxj+b)
]
(2.97)
and defining k =
(
kx ky
)
, we Fourier transform this according to the convention used in
previous sections and, as before, the Brillouin zone is split into four quadrants, indexed by
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the signs of kx & ky - so we call these four quadrants ++, +−, −+ & −−. The operators
from the ++ quadrant don’t commute with the operators from the −− quadrant; while
the operators from the +− quadrant don’t commute with the operators from the −+
quadrant. We recall the momentum space Majorana fermion relation ηk = η
†
−k which
indicates that these quadrants are not independent, unlike in the case of Dirac fermions.
We define the sum
∑BZ′
k which extends from [0, π] in both the kx & ky reciprocal lattice
directions and hence is a sum over only the ++ quadrant. Then the Hamiltonian becomes
HmfTwi. =
hi
2
BZ′∑
k
(
ηykxkyη
z
−kx−ky + η
y
−kx−kyη
z
kxky + η
y
−kxkyη
z
kx−ky + η
y
kx−kyη
z
−kxky
)
− iJ
4
BZ′∑
k
[(
τae
−ikx + τbe−iky
)(
ηxkxkyη
y
−kx−ky + η
y
kxky
ηx−kx−ky
)
+
(
τae
ikx + τbe
iky
)(
ηx−kx−kyη
y
kxky
+ ηy−kx−kyη
x
kxky
)
+
(
τae
ikx + τbe
−iky
)(
ηx−kxkyη
y
kx−ky + η
y
−kxkyη
x
kx−ky
)
+
(
τae
−ikx + τbeiky
)(
ηxkx−kyη
y
−kxky + η
y
kx−kyη
x
−kxky
)]
+
JN
4
(
τ2a + τ
2
b
)
. (2.98)
Now, we collect the terms in the above Hamiltonian and note that in this case, there
will be no constant factor generated via the anticommutation process. The Hamiltonian
therefore becomes
HmfTwi. =
hi
2
BZ′∑
k
(
ηykxkyη
z
−kx−ky + η
y
−kx−kyη
z
kxky + η
y
−kxkyη
z
kx−ky + η
y
kx−kyη
z
−kxky
)
+
BZ′∑
k
[
γ↑
(
ηx−kx−kyη
y
kxky
+ ηy−kx−kyη
x
kxky
)
+ γ↓
(
ηx−kxkyη
y
kx−ky + η
y
−kxkyη
x
kx−ky
)]
+
JN
4
(
τ2a + τ
2
b
)
(2.99)
where we have defined
γ↑ =
J
2
(τa sin(kx) + τb sin(ky)) , γ
↓ =
J
2
(τa sin(kx)− τb sin(ky)) . (2.100)
We write this Hamiltonian in matrix form, noting that the Majorana fermions multiplying
γ↑ commute with those multiplying γ↓, hence we may diagonalise these separately:
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HmfTwi. =
BZ′∑
k
(
ηx−kx−ky η
y
−kx−ky η
z
−kx−ky
) 0 γ↑ 0γ↑ 0 hi2
0 −hi2 0




ηxkxky
ηykxky
ηzkxky


+
BZ′∑
k
(
ηx−kxky η
y
−kxky η
z
−kxky
) 0 γ↓ 0γ↓ 0 hi2
0 −hi2 0




ηxkx−ky
ηykx−ky
ηzkx−ky


+
JN
4
(
τ2a + τ
2
b
)
. (2.101)
We now diagonalise these independent matrices, yielding
HmfTwi. =
BZ′∑
k
(
A−kx−ky B−kx−ky C−kx−ky
) 0 0 00 −λ↑ 0
0 0 λ↑



 AkxkyBkxky
Ckxky


+
BZ′∑
k
(
A−kxky B−kxky C−kxky
) 0 0 00 −λ↓ 0
0 0 λ↓



 Akx−kyBkx−ky
Ckx−ky


+
JN
4
(
τ2a + τ
2
b
)
(2.102)
where we have defined the Majorana fermion operators A,B,C which are linear super-
positions of the original Majorana fermions. The terms from each diagonalised matrix all
commute with one-another and these new operator pairs have eigenvalues 0, 2 - the same
as pairs of the original Majorana fermions. We have also defined the variables
λl =
√
(h/2)2 +
(
γl
)2
. (2.103)
The free energy may now be written down and is
F =
JN
4
(
τ2a + τ
2
b
)− 1
β
BZ′∑
k
ln
[(
2 + 2 cosh(2βλ↑)
)(
2 + 2 cosh(2βλ↓)
)]
. (2.104)
We now minimise this quantity with respect to both τa and τb to determine the self-
consistency relations, however first we recall that in the thermodynamic limit
BZ′∑
k
→ N
4π2
ˆ pi
0
dkx
ˆ pi
0
dky. (2.105)
The self-consistency relations are therefore
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JN
2
τa =
N
2π2
ˆ pi
0
dkx
ˆ pi
0
dky
[
tanh(βλ↑)
∂λ↑
∂τa
+ tanh(βλ↓)
∂λ↓
∂τa
]
(2.106)
JN
2
τb =
N
2π2
ˆ pi
0
dkx
ˆ pi
0
dky
[
tanh(βλ↑)
∂λ↑
∂τb
+ tanh(βλ↓)
∂λ↓
∂τb
]
(2.107)
where the derivatives are given by
∂λ↑
∂τa
=
J sin(kx)γ
↑
2λ↑
,
∂λ↑
∂τb
=
J sin(ky)γ
↑
2λ↑
∂λ↓
∂τa
=
J sin(kx)γ
↓
2λ↓
,
∂λ↓
∂τb
= −J sin(kx)γ
↓
2λ↓
(2.108)
We assume that the two order parameters become finite at the same points on the phase
diagram and hence Taylor expand each of these self-consistency relations for small order
parameter, at zero transverse-field. These calculations both give Tc = J/4. Similarly,
taking the T → 0 limit and Taylor expanding for small order parameters gives the critical
transverse-field hc = J/2. We plot the order parameter, free energy and specific heat
below. We also note here that the results for the 3D case are very similar to those of this
and the 1D cases - with the transition temperature being the same, as noted in Table 2.4.
Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10 show the phase boundary and specific heat respectively of a 2D
Ising model in transversal field, as found by the Twist order mean-field theory approach.
Figure 2.9: The phase diagram of a 2D square lattice Ising model in transverse field
h found by a Twist Order mean-field theory. The Twist Order phase again extends
from T = J/4 at h = 0 to a QCP at hc = J/2. This result is the same as in the 1D
case.
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Figure 2.10: The specific heat of the 2D transverse-field Ising model with a Twist
Order mean-field theory applied. Note the relatively broad peak even within the
ordered phase. This result is the same as in the 1D case.
2.4 Conclusions of the Mean-Field Theory Calcu-
lations
This Chapter has presented mean-field theory calculations on the transverse-field Ising
model (TFIM) with either a ferromagnetic (FM) or antiferromagnetic (AFM) interaction.
Results are presented for calculations in 1D, 2D and 3D. These results were obtained by
replacing the original Hamiltonian with a mean-field Hamiltonian (which has symmetry
lower than that of the original Hamiltonian) which then undergoes a symmetry breaking
transition into one of several ordered phases. The results in the 1D case are susceptible
to Landau’s domain wall argument however in higher dimensions an argument by Peierls
applies instead, which states that the formation of ordered domains is possible. At this
stage, however, an important question is raised by the existence of the Majorana Dimer
phase - which is not destroyed by the application of a transverse field. Since there is
no evidence for this phase in exact calculations, we must assume that it is non-physical,
perhaps an artefact of the Majorana fermion representation. In the next Chapter we shall
turn to the path integral formulation, since it will allow us to verify the self-consistency
equations derived here and easily incorporate the effect of Gaussian corrections to the
saddle-point theory.
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Hamiltonian Order Type Tc (zero-field) hc (zero-temperature)
1D FM TFIM Ising magnetic J/2 J
Twist Order J/4 J/2
1D AFM TFIM Ising magnetic J/2 J
Majorana Dimer J/4 No critical field
2D FM TFIM Ising magnetic J 2J
Twist Order J/4 J/2
2D AFM TFIM Ising magnetic J 2J
Majorana Dimer J/4 No critical field
3D FM TFIM Ising magnetic 3J/2 3J
Twist Order J/4 J/2
3D AFM TFIM Ising magnetic 3J/2 3J
Majorana Dimer J/4 No critical field
Table 2.3: A summary of the results of mean-field calculations for various phases in
the ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) transverse-field Ising model
(TFIM). The order parameters of the various phases are given in Tables 2.1 & 2.2.
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Chapter 3
Path Integral Calculations on
Insulating Magnets
We now expand upon the previous calculations by adopting the path-integral approach.
This allows us to formulate the saddle-point expression corresponding to the mean-field
self-consistency equation (which should reproduce the results of the mean-field theory
presented earlier) before expanding around this by the consideration of quantum correc-
tions. The natural scale of the fluctuations around the saddle-point is given by ~. In
performing these expansions, we assume that the mean-field trajectory is close enough
to the true trajectory that the correction terms may be treated as a perturbation. The
fluctuations around the saddle-point are found by expansion of a “tr ln” term in the ac-
tion and only those of lowest order considered, making the problem tractable. In applying
the path-integral approach to systems of these sorts, we are constrained by the necessity
to remove the quartic term from the action using the Hubbard-Stratonovich decoupling.
Now, for a given quartic interaction we can define three unique Hubbard-Stratonovich
transformations. We begin with a general Gaussian integral
1 = N
ˆ ∞
−∞
Dϕe−
Nβ
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0
dτϕ2j (3.1)
which has normalisation N and we may define shifts to the auxiliary field ϕ which corres-
pond to different types of order. These shifts and the order parameters derived from them
are listed in the tables below.
The various shifts presented in Table 3.1 correspond to the mean-field order parameters
discussed in the previous Chapter. By choosing a channel to decouple into, we are select-
ing an order parameter corresponding to the order we seek to investigate, although the
form of the order parameter is limited by the necessity to remove the quartic term in the
process of performing the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation. A correspondence can
be made between the order parameters in the path integral case and those considered in
the mean-field theory cases in the previous Chapter, as defined in Tables 2.1 & 2.2 - these
correspondences are made clear in table (3.3). There are six possible decouplings which
we shall consider here, three for the ferromagnetic case and three for the antiferromag-
netic case. We shall see that the calculations here reproduce exactly the self-consistency
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Channel Hubbard-Stratonovich shift
Ising FM ϕj → ϕj − iJ2√Nβ (χxj χyj + χxj+1χyj+1)
Majorana Dimer (FM) ϕj → ϕj − iJ2√Nβ (χxj χxj+δ − χyjχyj+δ)
Twist Decoupling (FM) ϕj → ϕj − iJ2√Nβ (χxj χyj+δ + χyjχxj+δ)
Ising AFM ϕj → ϕj − iJ2√Nβ (χxj χyj − χxj+δχyj+δ)
Majorana Dimer (AFM) ϕj → ϕj − iJ2√Nβ (χxj χxj+δ + χyjχyj+δ)
Twist Decoupling (AFM) ϕj → ϕj − iJ2√Nβ (χxj χyj+δ − χyjχxj+δ)
Table 3.1: Hubbard-Stratonovich transformations used to remove the quartic terms
in the case of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic Ising interactions. The Grass-
mann numbers χ are used as the eigenvalues of Majorana fermions in the path
integral approach and are indexed by flavour, site j and δ, which is of magnitude
one lattice spacing and points in the positive direction along one of the orthogonal
lattice directions.
Channel Order Parameter
Ising FM M = i
∑N
j (η
x
j η
y
j + η
x
j+δη
y
j+δ)
Majorana Dimer (FM) DA = i
∑N
j (η
x
j η
x
j+δ − ηyj ηyj+δ)
Twist Decoupling (FM) T = i
∑N
j (η
x
j η
y
j+δ + η
y
j η
x
j+δ)
Ising AFM MA = i
∑N
j (η
x
j η
y
j − ηxj+δηyj+δ)
Majorana Dimer (AFM) D = i
∑N
j (η
x
j η
x
j+δ + η
y
j η
y
j+δ)
Twist Decoupling (AFM) TA = i
∑N
j (η
x
j η
y
j+δ − ηyj ηxj+δ)
Table 3.2: Order parameters which arise due to the Hubbard-Stratonovich trans-
formations introduced above. We again use α = x, y to keep the notation compact.
The Grassmann numbers χ are used as the eigenvalues of Majorana fermions in
the path integral approach and are indexed by flavour, site j and δ, which is of
magnitude one lattice spacing and points in the positive direction along one of the
orthogonal lattice directions. The subscript A stands for alternate and denotes the
version of the order parameter with a minus sign between the fermionic bilinears.
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Channel MFT Order Parameter
Ising FM m = i〈ηxj ηyj 〉 = i〈ηxj+δηyj+δ〉
Majorana Dimer (FM) V = i(−1)|j|〈ηxj ηxj+δ〉 = −i(−1)|j|〈ηyj ηyj+δ〉
Twist Decoupling (FM) τ = i〈ηxj ηyj+δ〉 = i〈ηyj ηxj+δ〉
Ising AFM m = i(−1)|j|〈ηxj ηyj 〉 = −i(−1)|j|〈ηxj+δηyj+δ〉
Majorana Dimer (AFM) V = i〈ηxj ηxj+δ〉 = i〈ηyj ηyj+δ〉
Twist Decoupling (AFM) τ = i(−1)|j|〈ηxj ηyj+δ〉 = −i(−1)|j|〈ηyj ηxj+δ〉
Table 3.3: Correspondence between the mean-field theory (MFT) order parameters
defined in Chapter 2 and the path-integral order parameters defined in this Chapter.
For those channels described by an operator with a subscript A, the saddle-point
is found to exist at k = pi instead of k = 0. The lattices we shall consider in this
Chapter are bipartite and the factor (−1)|j| which exists in some of these order
parameters takes a different sign, depending on which of the two sublattices is
selected.
relations produced by the mean-field theory calculations in the previous Chapter, with the
following caveat: a double-counting has been introduced by use of a Majorana basis set in
the path integral calculations, which has the effect of introducing a factor of two into the
self-consistency relations and RPA correction term. This has been removed by inserting
a factor of 1/2 before the tr ln term in the effective action, which is necessary to account
for the doubling of the Hilbert space in the Majorana representation. Given the insertion
of this factor, the mean-field results in this Chapter mirror those of the previous one.
Finally, to give us a physical interpretation of the order parameters under consideration
in this Chapter, we rewrite each order parameter in terms of Dirac fermions and the original
spins whenever possible. The transformation to Dirac fermions is given by
ηxj = cj + c
†
j
, ηy
j
= i(cj − c†j ), ηzj = dj + d†j , ηwj = i(dj − d†j ). (3.2)
This mapping is between four independent Majorana fermions and two independent Dirac
fermions, where the fourth Majorana fermion ηw is included for completion, since one Dirac
fermion and its Hermitian conjugate may be used to define two independent Majorana
fermions. Like the case of mapping three Majorana fermions to three components of a spin
on each site, it is possible to define a further Majorana fermion of constant magnitude (the
equivalent of the Φj = −iηxj ηyj ηzj ) as discussed in Chapter 1, however this object does not
commute with ηwj . It is also possible to locally (on the same site, although other non-site-
local representations are also possible) define four further Majorana fermions constructed
from tri-linears of the four Majorana fermions defined above:
ηx˜j = iη
y
j
ηzj η
w
j , η
y˜
j
= iηxj η
z
j η
w
j , η
z˜
j = iη
x
j η
y
j
ηwj , η
w˜
j = iη
x
j η
y
j
ηzj . (3.3)
However, these fermions (or others like them) do not play a role in the path integral
calculations presented here, since they do not commute with the original set of fermions
and are not independent of them. In some conventional calculations, it is necessary to
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Order Parameter Dirac Fermions Original Spins
M = i
∑N
j (η
x
j η
y
j + η
x
j+δη
y
j+δ) 2
∑N
j (1− c†j+δcj+δ − c†jcj) 2
∑N
j (S
z
j+δ + S
z
j )
MA = i
∑N
j (η
x
j η
y
j − ηxj+δηyj+δ) 2
∑N
j (c
†
j+δcj+δ − c†jcj) 2
∑N
j (S
z
j+δ − Szj )
D = i
∑N
j (η
x
j η
x
j+δ + η
y
j η
y
j+δ) 2i
∑N
j (cjc
†
j+δ + c
†
jcj+δ) unknown
DA = i
∑N
j (η
x
j η
x
j+δ − ηyj ηyj+δ) 2i
∑N
j (cjcj+δ + c
†
jc
†
j+δ) unknown
T = i
∑N
j (η
x
j η
y
j+δ + η
y
j η
x
j+δ) 2
∑N
j (c
†
jc
†
j+δ − cjcj+δ) unknown
TA = i
∑N
j (η
x
j η
y
j+δ − ηyj ηxj+δ) 2
∑N
j (cjc
†
j+δ − c†jcj+δ) unknown
Table 3.4: The six channels under consideration in this Chapter and their rep-
resentation in terms of Majorana fermions, Dirac fermions and the original spins.
The transformation from Majorana fermions to Dirac fermions is given by equation
(3.2). The representation in terms of the original spins is unknown, a local spin
representation is not possible; however some non-local representation may exist.
constrain the dynamics of the system by imposing an artificial energy scale; this is known as
the Popov-Fedotov “trick” [106]. It has not been necessary in these calculations to impose
such a constraint, however it has been necessary to introduce a factor of 1/2 which accounts
for the doubling of the Hilbert space in the Majorana fermion representation. This factor
ensures that results for the high-temperature entropy and self-consistency equations are
as expected (through comparison with Chapter 2 in the case of self-consistency equations)
but it will be seen that unusual results such as the ordered phase of the order parameter
D (defined in Table 3.2 & Table 3.4) which corresponds to Majorana Dimer order are also
reproduced by the path-integral calculations, as will be seen.
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3.1 Path Integral Calculations: Magnetic Decoup-
ling
We consider here the Ising magnetic decoupling for the ferromagnet. We expect that the
saddle-point expression derived from minimising the effective action should reproduce the
mean-field equation determined by the “by-hand” Bogoliubov mean-field theory presen-
ted in Chapter 2, which yields a (zero transverse-field) transition temperature into the
magnetically ordered phase of Jz/4. We shall see that there is a discrepancy between this
expected transition temperature and the Tc = Jz/2 actually calculated using the saddle-
point approximation, which relates to the doubling of the Hilbert space in the Majorana
representation. A factor of 1/2 may be introduced into the path-integral calculations in
order to address this issue. The factor ensures that calculations of the high-temperature
entropy and self-consistency equations produce the expected results. Furthermore, since
the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic Hamiltonians models are closely related by sym-
metry arguments, the results obtained here for the ferromagnetic transverse-field Ising
model are also true for the antiferromagnetic model; where the mean-field part of the
auxiliary bosonic field is chosen to be at q = π instead of at q = 0, hence we will not
include both calculations in this thesis. Further explanation of the differences between the
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic calculations is included at the end of the forthcoming
subsection.
3.1.1 One Dimensional Chain
We consider the Hamiltonian for the transverse-field Ising model, which is
H =
J
4
N∑
j
ηxj η
y
j η
x
j+1η
y
j+1 +
hi
2
N∑
j
ηyj η
z
j (3.4)
and write down the corresponding Euclidean action for the case of Majorana fermions
which square to one, which is
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
χαj ∂τχ
α
j +
J
4
χxjχ
y
jχ
x
j+1χ
y
j+1 +
hi
2
χyjχ
z
j
]
(3.5)
where the interaction term is ordered in a manner suitable for decoupling in the Ising
magnetic channel. Note that here we have switched from considering fermionic operators
to considering the Grassmann numbers which are the eigenvalues of those operators. The
integral over τ , the imaginary time, is of width β, the inverse temperature. This reflects
the fact that at low temperatures, quantum mechanical effects may play a dominant role,
while at high temperatures purely thermal effects dominate. We introduce a bosonic
auxiliary field ϕ and consider its Gaussian integral. We are free to perform a shift of
variables without affecting the result of the Gaussian integration, so in this manner we
can remove the quartic term from the action above at the expense of introducing a new set
of bosonic fields, which is a process known as the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation.
The shift we apply to the auxiliary field defines the channel into which we decouple the
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quartic interaction term and also gives the expectation of the auxiliary field ϕ, in terms of
Grassmann numbers. Below, we will choose a shift which corresponds to an Ising magnetic
decoupling
1 =N
ˆ
Dϕe−
βN
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0 dτϕ
2
j
=N
ˆ
Dϕe
−βN
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0
dτ
[
ϕj− iJ√βN (χxj χ
y
j+χ
x
j+1χ
y
j+1)
]2
=N
ˆ
Dϕe
−βN
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0 dτ
[
ϕ2j− 2iJ√βN ϕj(χxj χ
y
j+χ
x
j+1χ
y
j+1)− 2J
2
βN
χxjχ
y
jχ
x
j+1χ
y
j+1
]
(3.6)
which has introduced the new set of bosonic fields ϕj into the partition function. The
normalisation of the Gaussian integral is N, which multiplies the partition function and is
inessential. This Hubbard-Stratonovich decoupling corresponds to the Ising magnetic or-
der parameter considered in the previous Chapter, since the Grassmann bilinear χxjχ
y
j cor-
responds to the fermionic bilinear ηxj η
y
j , which we remember is related to the z-component
of the spin by Szj = − i2ηxj ηyj . It is necessary to shift the auxiliary field twice, once for
the spin on the jth site and again for the spin on the j + 1th site, since this allows the
square of the new shifted auxiliary field to produce the quartic term. The shift applied
here is Hermitian, hence the operator corresponding to the order selected by this Hubbard-
Stratonovich transformation will also be Hermitian. In turn, this implies that the order
parameter we are considering is real valued. Now, we multiply the partition function by
unity, allowing us to incorporate the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation into the action,
yielding
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
βN
8J
ϕ2j +
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
χαj ∂τχ
α
j +
hi
2
χyjχ
z
j −
i
√
Nβ
4
ϕj(χ
x
jχ
y
j + χ
x
j+1χ
y
j+1)
]
.
(3.7)
We note that a) due to the periodicity of the lattice it would be useful to apply a Fourier
transform and b) Terms, as in the mean-field theory calculations, from the negative half
of the Brillouin zone (in the momentum range [−π, 0] ) are not independent of terms from
the positive half of the Brillouin zone (in the range [0, π]). On the face of it, this suggests
that we should expand the momentum and Matsubara sums by assuming only positive
Matsubara and momentum indices1, however we circumvent this problem by making use
of the Gaussian integral
ˆ
DUe−U
TMU = 2
D′
2
√
detM (3.8)
where the matrix M is antisymmetric and of even dimension D′. This relation allows us
to formulate the path integral in terms of relatively small matrices. We Fourier transform
the action via
1This leads to large matrix sizes, especially in higher dimensions.
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χαj =
1√
βN
BZ∑
k
(fermi)∑
ωm
ei(jk−τωm)χαkωm
ϕj =
1√
βN
BZ∑
p
(bose)∑
ωl
ei(jp−τωl)ϕpωl . (3.9)
Note that here we are choosing to restrain our calculation to the first Brillouin zone, by
assuming that only the G = 0 reciprocal lattice vector has any influence. At first glance,
it appears that it is not entirely justified to ignore these Umklapp terms, however we shall
assume that the dominant momentum of the auxiliary field is small so that the momentum
fluctuations around the k = 0 (for the ferromagnet) saddle-point are also small. To avoid
double-counting, we shall define the positive half of the Matsubara sum,
∑(+)
ωm
which runs
from [0,∞). The evaluation of these sums in these calculations generally give digamma
functions, although we shall see that they simplify in the course of the calculations to more
manageable functions - especially in cases which are even in the Matsubara frequencies.
The interaction term therefore becomes
= − i
4Nβ
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
BZ∑
kk′p
∑
ωmωm′ωl
×
[
ϕpωl(χ
x
kωmχ
y
k′ωm′
+ χxkωmχ
y
k′ωm′
ei(k+k
′))eij(k+k
′+p)e−iτ(ωm+ωm′+ωl)
]
(3.10)
which becomes
= − i
4
BZ∑
kk′
∑
ωmωm′
ϕ −k−k′−ωm−ωm′
χxkωmχ
y
k′ωm′
(
1 + ei(k+k
′)
)
= − i
4
BZ∑
kk′
∑
ωmωm′
ϕ k′−k
ωm′−ωm
χxkωmχ
y
−k′−ωm′
(
1 + ei(k−k
′)
)
. (3.11)
Meanwhile, overall we obtain
S =
βN
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
ϕqωlϕ−q−ωl +
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
[
i
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
ωmχ
α
kωmχ
α
−k−ωm +
hi
2
χykωmχ
z
−k−ωm
]
− i
4
BZ∑
kk′
∑
ωmωm′
ϕ k′−k
ωm′−ωm
χxkωmχ
y
−k′−ωm′
(
1 + ei(k−k
′)
)
. (3.12)
The first part of this equation (everything but the bottom line) under the single k-sum
will take the same general form for all cases with a single set of auxiliary fields ϕj and
under the influence of a transverse field h. Having completed the Fourier transform, we
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must put the action in a form suitable for integrating out the fermions. At the moment the
part of the action containing fermions may be expressed as a vast (infinite!) matrix. To
make the problem tractable, we assume that the auxiliary field ϕqωl may be decomposed
into two terms
ϕqωl = φδq0δωm0 + δϕqωl (3.13)
where the first term is a saddle-point approximation and the second term allows for Gaus-
sian fluctuation around the saddle-point. The choice of the first term is physically mo-
tivated, since we expect a uniform magnetic solution which does not vary spatially. We
therefore choose the momentum of the classical field φ to equal zero, which corresponds
to a ferromagnetic solution. We are then able to decompose the action S into
S = S0 + Sfluc.[k 6= k′, ωm 6= ωm′ ] (3.14)
where S0 contains all of the φ terms and Sfluc.[k 6= k′, ωm 6= ωm′ ] contains everything else.
We also take only the zero-momentum component of the auxiliary fields, since only these
terms will make a contribution to the saddle-point equation. In this case we therefore
have
S0 =
βN
8J
φ2 +
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
[
i
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
ωmχ
α
kωmχ
α
−k−ωm +
hi
2
χykωmχ
z
−k−ωm −
iφ
2
χxkωmχ
y
−k−ωm
]
.
(3.15)
At this point we note the similarity between the coefficients in front of the various terms
in this and equation (2.9), especially the factor in front of the term quadratic in the
bosons, which is half the size in this case. It is this factor of two difference which we shall
later correct in order to gain accordance with the mean-field results. In preparation for
expression as a matrix, we now write equation (3.15) as
S0 =i
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
[
1
2
x,y,z,w∑
α
ωmχ
α
kωmχ
α
−k−ωm +
h
2
(
χykωmχ
z
−k−ωm + χ
y
−k−ωmχ
z
kωm
) ]
− iφ
2
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
(
χxkωmχ
y
−k−ωm + χ
x
−k−ωmχ
y
kωm
)
+
βN
8J
φ2 (3.16)
where we have used the symmetry of the Brillouin zone to switch k → −k in those terms
for which the Matsubara sum is over negative values. We may write this in matrix form
S0 =
βN
8J
φ2 +
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
UTM0[φ]U (3.17)
where U is a column vector with UT its transpose. M0[φ] is the matrix representation
of the quadratic terms and is block-diagonal in the momentum and Matsubara sums so
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that they may be extracted, as has been done above. The vectors U and UT must form a
complete basis. The action above is in a suitable form for representation by a six-by-six
matrix, which is the smallest size of basis which contains all the independent Grassmann
numbers in this representation. We have chosen to “split” the Matsubara sum and not the
momentum sum since splitting the momentum sum gives problems in higher dimensions
which may easily be avoided in this manner. We choose to define the vectors UT & U as
UT =
(
χx−k−ωm χ
y
−k−ωm χ
z
−k−ωm χ
x
kωm
χykωm χ
z
kωm
)
. (3.18)
We shall use this representation, or generalisations thereof in most calculations in this
Chapter. In the basis of U , the antisymmetric matrix M0 is given by
M0[φ] =


0 0 0 − iωm4 − iφ4 0
0 0 0 iφ4 − iωm4 ih4
0 0 0 0 − ih4 − iωm4
iωm
4 − iφ4 0 0 0 0
iφ
4
iωm
4
ih
4 0 0 0
0 − ih4 iωm4 0 0 0


. (3.19)
We are now able to formally integrate out the fermionic degrees of freedom by performing
a Gaussian integration2. The partition function is thus
Z0 = N
ˆ
Dϕe−
βN
8J
φ2
BZ∏
k
(+)∏
ωm
23
√
detM0[φ] = 2
3
N
ˆ
Dϕe−
βN
8J
φ2e
∑BZ
k
∑(+)
ωm
ln
√
detM0[φ]
(3.20)
This leaves the effective classical action
S0[φ] =
βN
8J
φ2 − 1
2
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
ln detM0[φ] =
βN
8J
φ2 − 1
2
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
tr lnM0[φ]. (3.21)
At this point, we take stock of the situation. We have assumed the existence of a mean-field
φ which we believe incorporates the mean-field behaviour. The Grassmann fields have now
been integrated out of the action, leaving an effective bosonic action. The saddle-point
expression, which is equivalent to the self-consistency equation determined by mean-field
theory, is found by the extremisation
∂S0
∂φ
=
βN
4J
φ− 1
2
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
trM0[φ]
−1 dM0[φ]
dφ
= 0. (3.22)
In anticipation of the result of this extremisation, we introduce a factor of 1/2 to the
second term of equation (3.21) to give
2Furthermore, in general, this matrix will take a similar form for most calculations presented
here.
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S0[φ] =
βN
8J
φ2 − 1
4
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
tr lnM0[φ]. (3.23)
which corrects the saddle-point result to the results obtained in the previous Chapter. This
factor accounts for a double-counting introduced by doubling the size of the Hilbert space
in these Majorana path-integral calculations, and for consistency should be introduced
when the fermions are first integrated out. This implies that it affects both the saddle-
point and the RPA correction in the same manner, since the polarisation bubble will be
a factor of two smaller - of course this will be discussed in more detail when we consider
the RPA calculation. The derivative of the matrix M0[φ] is calculated element-wise, with
non-zero terms only appearing in the locations of the auxiliary fields. Therefore in this
case we have
dM0
dφ
=
i
4


0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0


. (3.24)
meanwhile M0[φ]
−1, the inverse of M0[φ], is
4
A


0 0 0 i
(
h2 + ω2m
) −iφωm −ihφ
0 0 0 iφωm iω
2
m ihωm
0 0 0 −ihφ −ihωm i
(
φ2 + ω2m
)
−i (h2 + ω2m) −iφωm ihφ 0 0 0
iφωm −iω2m ihωm 0 0 0
ihφ −ihωm −i
(
φ2 + ω2m
)
0 0 0


(3.25)
where we have defined the variable
A = ωm
(
h2 + φ2 + ω2m
)
. (3.26)
The new saddle-point relation becomes
βN
4J
φ =
1
4
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
trM0[φ]
−1 dM0[φ]
dφ
(3.27)
and inserting the matrices calculated here and taking the trace gives
βN
4J
φ =
1
4
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
4φ
h2 + φ2 + ω2m
. (3.28)
There are now two methods available to us for evaluating the “half” Matsubara sum.
We may evaluate the sum directly, inserting the values ωm = π(2m + 1)/β for fermionic
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Matsubara frequencies; or we may note the symmetry in the Matsubara sum which exists
between the ranges [0,∞) and (−∞,−1] for integer values of m. This allows us to replace
the half sum with an entire sum (which we may evaluate analytically) and insert a factor
of 1/2 to compensate, as follows
βN
4J
φ =
1
8
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
4φ
h2 + φ2 + ω2m
=− Nβ
4
˛
dz
2iπ
φ tanh(βz/2)
h2 + φ2 − z2
=
Nβ
4
˛
dz
2iπ
[
φ tanh(βz/2)
(z − λ)(z + λ)
]
(3.29)
where we have defined λ =
√
h2 + φ2. The contour has been appropriately chosen for the
set of fermionic Matsubara frequencies. This integral has two poles, at z = ±λ, so
1
J
=
[
tanh(βλ/2)
2λ
+
φ tanh(−βλ/2)
−2λ
]
=
tanh(βλ/2)
λ
(3.30)
and finally
√
h2 + φ2 = J tanh(β
√
h2 + φ2/2). (3.31)
As a quick check, we set the transverse field h to zero and determine the transition temper-
ature by Taylor expansion; we also take the low temperature limit (β →∞) and calculate
the critical transverse field for small φ. These calculations give
Tc =
J
2
, hc = J, (3.32)
which agree with the results of the mean-field calculations presented in the last Chapter.
The trick above of using the Matsubara sum symmetry will be used in further calculations
in this Chapter. Also, a similar calculation has been performed in which both the mo-
mentum sum and Matsubara series have been split (see the previous Chapter for details
on Brillouin zone splitting) so as to avoid the possibility of any double-counting arising
from the sums. This process results in a 12-by-12 matrix. Since the factor-of-two error
remained, this suggests that the sums are not the source of the double-counting. Figure
3.1 shows the magnitude of the order parameter for a 1D Ising chain in transversal field,
as calculated from the saddle-point expression calculated through assumption of a finite
magnetic order parameter.
We shall now go on to consider the effect of Gaussian or RPA corrections to this
classical theory. We do this by returning to the action in the form
S = S0 + Sfluc.[k 6= k′, ωm 6= ωm′ ] (3.33)
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Figure 3.1: The order parameter φ for the 1D transverse field Ising model, from
the magnetic decoupling saddle-point. Order exists in a dome which extends to the
maxima Tc = J/2 and hc = J .
and now we shall consider contributions to the lowest non-zero order of the Sfluc.[k 6=
k′, ωm 6= ωm′ ] term, which we see are second order. The utility of the action formalism
is made evident by the ease with which perturbative corrections to the classical path
may be formulated, which is called the random phase approximation (RPA). In this case,
fluctuations around the saddle-point of the φ-field may be determined by again reminding
ourselves of the assumption that
ϕqωl = φ× δq0δωl0 + δϕqωl (3.34)
and then allowing corrections to the classical theory which involve small quantum perturb-
ations around the classical phase. In this manner, we may explore the area of configuration
space in an area around the classical phase; the size of this area is governed by ~. We
first return to the modified equation for the effective action, which has had the fermions
integrated out:
S =
Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
ϕqωlϕ−q−ωl −
1
4
BZ∑
kk′
(+)∑
ωmωm′
tr lnM [ϕ] (3.35)
where the matrix M contains all of the interactions of the auxiliary fields with the original
fermions χ. The factor 1/2 × 1/2 = 1/4 comes from the square-root of the determinant
(the Pfaffian) in the Gaussian integral formula and also from the factor of 1/2 included to
fix the degeneracy issue. Term by term, this may be decomposed into
M [ϕ] k,k′
ωm,ωm′
=M0[φ]k,ωm +M1[δϕ] k,k′
ωm ,ωm′
. (3.36)
Here we see that the first term M0 is block diagonal and contains the dynamical & trans-
verse field terms as well as non-momentum-transferring couplings to the auxiliary fields.
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The second term,M1, contains all of the remaining momentum transferring terms involving
ϕ. The approach to this problem is to expand the tr ln term using
− ln(1− x) =
∞∑
n=1
1
n
xn (3.37)
after splitting the matrix into its M0 and M1 components. This approach, combined with
the use of equation (3.34) and the identity M0[φ] ≡ −G−10 [φ], yields3
S =
Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
ϕqωlϕ−q−ωl −
1
4
tr lnM0[φ]− 1
4
tr ln
[
1 +M−10 [φ]M1[δϕ]
]
(3.38)
which leads to
S = S0 +
Nβ
8J
φ(δϕqωl + δϕ−q−ωl)δq0δωl0 +
Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
δϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl
− 1
4
tr ln [1−G0[φ]M1[δϕ]]
≃ S0 + Nβ
8J
φ(δϕqωl + δϕ−q−ωl)δq0δωl0 +
Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
δϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl
+
1
4
tr [G0[φ]M1[δϕ]] +
1
8
tr [G0[φ]M1[δϕ]G0[φ]M1[δϕ]] (3.39)
where the classical action S0 is given by
S0 =
Nβ
8J
φ2 − 1
4
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
tr lnM0[φ]. (3.40)
Incidentally, the identity M0[φ] ≡ −G−10 [φ] relates the classical part of the interaction
matrix M to the non-interacting Green’s functions used to construct the polarisation
operator. The first order term of the tr ln expansion can be seen to cancel with the term
linear in φ, by considering the saddle-point expression. The first line of equation (3.29),
written in terms of Green’s functions, is
βN
4J
φ× δϕ00 + 1
4
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
trG0[φ]
∂G−10 [φ]
∂φ
δϕ00 = 0 (3.41)
so the linear-order terms cancel. This leaves us with
S ≃ S0 + Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
δϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl +
1
8
tr [G0[φ]M1[δϕ]G0[φ]M1[δϕ]] (3.42)
3We suppress the sums in front of M0 & M1 for brevity here.
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and the last term on the RHS is equal to
S2nd =
1
8
tr [G0[φ]M1[δϕ]G0[φ]M1[δϕ]]
=
1
8
BZ∑
kq
(+)∑
ωm
∑
ωl
tr [G0(k, ωm)M1[δϕqωl ]G0(k + q, ωm + ωl)M1[δϕ−q−ωl ]] (3.43)
where the matrix components M1 are rigorously defined by
M1[δϕqωl ] =
∂M1
∂δϕ k−k′
ωm−ωm′
δk−k′,qδωm−ωm′ ,ωlδϕqωl . (3.44)
The momentum delta function in (3.44) causes the exponential piece of the interaction
term to give unity. The fermionic Matsubara sum is again “halved” due to our choice while
integrating out the fermions, while the bosonic Matsubara frequencies have had no such
alterations. In this relatively simple case, there is no k-momentum dependence under the
trace, so the k-sum may be trivially evaluated, which we shall do later. In this magnetic
case, the Green’s function G0(k + q, ωm + ωl) contains neither k or q dependence as the
q dependence is incorporated as a translation to the Green’s function G0(k, ωm) and this
latter Green’s function has no k dependence, however the matrix components M1[δϕqωl ]
andM1[δϕ−q−ωl ] do contain q dependence of the form (1+e
iq) and (1+e−iq), respectively.
These terms combine in the 1D case to yield 4 cos2(q/2) which multiplies the entire second
order terms. Similar terms will be present in the 2D and 3D cases also considered in this
Chapter. We are left with a simple matrix multiplication to determine equation (3.43),
which is
S2nd =
1
8
BZ∑
kq
(+)∑
ωm
∑
ωl
tr
cos2(q/2)δϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl
ωm(h2 + φ2 + ω2m)(ωm + ωl)(h
2 + φ2 + (ωm + ωl)2)
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×

0 0 0 i
(
h2 + ω2m
) −iφωm −ihφ
0 0 0 iφωm iω
2
m ihωm
0 0 0 −ihφ −ihωm i
(
φ2 + ω2m
)
−i (h2 + ω2m) −iφωm ihφ 0 0 0
iφωm −iω2m ihωm 0 0 0
ihφ −ihωm −i
(
φ2 + ω2m
)
0 0 0


×


0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0


×


0 0 0
(
h2 + ω2m,l
)
−φωm,l −hφ
0 0 0 φωm,l ω
2
m,l hωm,l
0 0 0 −hφ −hωm,l
(
φ2 + ω2m,l
)
−
(
h2 + ω2m,l
)
−φωm,l hφ 0 0 0
φωm,l −ω2m,l hωm,l 0 0 0
hφ −hωm,l −
(
φ2 + ω2m,l
)
0 0 0


×


0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0


(3.45)
where some minor simplifications have been performed for brevity. The denominator in the
first line comes from common factors on the bottom of all terms in the inverted matrices.
We have temporarily defined the quantity ωm,l = ωm + ωl in the matrices. This yields
S2nd =− 2
8
BZ∑
kq
(+)∑
ωm
∑
ωl
(
ω2l
(
h2 + 2ω2m
)
+ 2ωlωm
(
h2 + 2ω2m − φ2
)
+ 2ω2m
(
h2 + ω2m − φ2
))
ωm (ωl + ωm) (h2 + φ2 + ω2m)
(
h2 + φ2 + ω2l + 2ωlωm + ω
2
m
)
× cos2(q/2)δϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl . (3.46)
where the k-momentum sum can be evaluated trivially, giving N . We now evaluate the
Matsubara sum by conversion to an integration, for which we calculate the residues. In
order to do this, we must note that this expression for the second-order term is invariant
under the transformations ωm → −ωm, ωl → −ωl, where the symmetry of the bosonic
Matsubara sum allows us to perform the second transformation. We may therefore replace
this partial sum with a fermionic Matsubara sum over the entire range of frequencies, with
a factor of 1/2 to compensate. The second order term therefore becomes
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S2nd =− Nβ
16
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
˛
dz
2πi
× cos2(q/2)δϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl
×
[
tanh(βz/2)
(
ω2l
(
h2 − 2z2)− 2iωlz (h2 − 2z2 − φ2)− 2z2 (h2 − z2 − φ2))
z (z + iωl) (h2 + φ2 − z2)
(
h2 + φ2 + ω2l − 2iωlz − z2
)
]
(3.47)
= −Nβ
16
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
˛
dz
2πi
× cos2(q/2)δϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl
×
[
tanh(βz/2)
(
ω2l
(
h2 − 2z2)− 2iωlz (h2 − 2z2 − φ2)− 2z2 (h2 − z2 − φ2))
z (z + iωl) (z − λ) (z + λ) (z + iωl − λ) (z + iωl + λ)
]
(3.48)
where again λ =
√
h2 + φ2. There are four poles, which are at ±λ, ±λ − iωl. There are
also two regular points at 0 and iωm, which both give zero contribution to the contour
integral4 and we define the four residues R1 = RRes.(z = λ), R2 = RRes.(z = −λ),
R3 = RRes.(z = λ − iωl), R4 = RRes.(z = −λ − iωl). The sum R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 gives
us the result of the contour integral, which is conventionally expressed as the polarisation
bubble Π. We evaluate the contour integral over the integrand only (ignoring the factors
outside the integral for now), giving
R1 = −
i
(
− (h2 + 2φ2)ω2l + 2i√h2 + φ2 (h2 + 3φ2)ωl + 4φ2 (h2 + φ2))
2 (h2 + φ2)ωl
(√
h2 + φ2 + iωl
)(
2
√
h2 + φ2 + iωl
)
× tanh
(
β
2
√
h2 + φ2
)
R2 =
i
(
− (h2 + 2φ2)ω2l − 2i√h2 + φ2 (h2 + 3φ2)ωl + 4φ2 (h2 + φ2))
2 (h2 + φ2)ωl
(√
h2 + φ2 − iωl
)(
2
√
h2 + φ2 − iωl
)
× tanh
(
β
2
√
h2 + φ2
)
R3 =
i
(
− (h2 + 2φ2)ω2l − 2i√h2 + φ2 (h2 + 3φ2)ωl + 4φ2 (h2 + φ2))
2 (h2 + φ2)ωl
(√
h2 + φ2 − iωl
)(
2
√
h2 + φ2 − iωl
)
× tanh
(
β
2
(√
h2 + φ2 − iωl
))
(3.49)
4The second of these residues is zero because tanh(iπl) ≡ 0.
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R4 = −
i
(
− (h2 + 2φ2)ω2l + 2i√h2 + φ2 (h2 + 3φ2)ωl + 4φ2 (h2 + φ2))
2 (h2 + φ2)ωl
(√
h2 + φ2 + iωl
)(
2
√
h2 + φ2 + iωl
)
× tanh
(
β
2
(√
h2 + φ2 + iωl
))
. (3.50)
We see that these four terms all converge (the first two converge as they are of the form
1/ωl at large ωl and the latter two converge since the tanhs give zero.) The action therefore
becomes
S ≃ S0 + Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
δϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl −
Nβ
16
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
Π× cos2(q/2)δϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl . (3.51)
To determine the free energy, we calculate
Z = 23N
ˆ
Dϕe−S[ϕ] (3.52)
which gives5
Z
Z0
= 23N
ˆ
Dϕe
−Nβ
8J
∑BZ
q
∑
ωl
δϕqωl [1−JΠ2 cos2(q/2)]δϕ−q−ωl (3.53)
and the latter yields
FRPA = F − F0 = W
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
ln
[
1− JΠ
2
× cos2(q/2)
]
(3.54)
with a new normalisation W. At this point, we consider the implication of the cos2(q/2).
This function takes a maximum of unity for even multiples of π and a minimum of zero at
odd multiples of π. For small momenta q the RPA term will be minimised, meanwhile the
RPA correction at q = π is zero. The momentum q therefore reflects the ferromagnetic
ordering of the system and small momenta are clearly energetically preferable, for positive
Π. This RPA correction to the free energy arises from the first quantum corrections to the
path calculated by saddle-point analysis & is only valid (due to the conditions imposed by
bosonic Gaussian integration) in the regime where 1 > JΠ/2. We analyse the polarisation
bubble Π by considering the low frequency and momentum limits. Since the polarisation
bubble in this case has no explicit momentum dependence, we now seek leading order
terms for small ω in the polarisation bubble. Noting that terms of order ω−1 cancel, we
find that the leading power is ω0. The polarisation bubble is given by
Π ≃
2βφ2 sech2
(
β
2
√
h2 + φ2
)
h2 + φ2
+
2h2 tanh
(
β
2
√
h2 + φ2
)
(h2 + φ2)3/2
=
2Jh2 + 2βφ2
(
J2 − h2 − φ2)
J2(h2 + φ2)
(3.55)
5We use Z0 =
´
Dϕe−S0 here.
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where the last equality is by the self-consistency equation. Care should be taken to re-
member that the variable Π depends on φ, β, h and the coupling strength J here and
throughout. In addition, in the non-magnetic cases studied further on in this Chapter,
Π will generally contain momentum dependence. The form of the polarisation bubble Π
may be verified by calculating the Matsubara sum directly. This gives a simplification to
the RPA correction, which for q = 0 becomes
FRPA = W
′ ln
[
Jφ2 − βφ2 (J2 − h2 − φ2)
J(h2 + φ2)
]
(3.56)
where the normalisation W′ is linear in T and negative. Now we take the limits of zero
transverse field and low temperature and notice that the result depends on the order in
which these limits are taken. Although the free energy correction is finite, in 1D the
Landau argument described in Chapter 1 precludes long-range order. Figure 3.2 shows
the magnitude of the RPA correction to the free energy for a 1D Ising chain in transversal
field, as calculated from the saddle-point expression calculated through assumption of a
finite magnetic order parameter.
Figure 3.2: The RPA correction to the free energy for the 1D transverse field Ising
model, from the magnetic decoupling of the quartic term. The RPA free energy
contribution is zero at T = 0 (units of J) and increases with both increasing tem-
perature T and transverse field h. It diverges at the point where the order parameter
φ = 0.
Ising Magnetic Decoupling of the Antiferromagnetic Model
Finally, although this analysis has been presented for a decoupling of the ferromagnetic
transverse-field Ising model, it is also instructive to consider an antiferromagnetic [77, 78,
79, 80] model with a Hubbard-Stratonovich shift-of-variables given by
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ϕj → ϕj − iJ√
Nβ
(
χxjχ
y
j − χxj+1χyj+1
)
(3.57)
where the action may be decomposed via S = S0 + Sfluc.[k − k′ 6= π, ωm 6= ωm′ ] and the
auxiliary field takes the form ϕqωl = φδqpiδωl0 + δϕqωl . Constraining our discussion to
the magnetic channel, it is possible to construct a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation
which removes the quartic term in an AFM transversal field Ising model (TFIM) using
the shift of variables described here, however the FM TFIM requires the shift
ϕj → ϕj − iJ√
Nβ
(
χxjχ
y
j + χ
x
j+1χ
y
j+1
)
. (3.58)
These two shifts, applied in their respective calculations for the AFM and FM TFIMs
yield the action
S =
βN
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
ϕqωlϕ−q−ωl +
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
[
i
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
ωmχ
α
kωmχ
α
−k−ωm +
hi
2
χykωmχ
z
−k−ωm
]
− i
4
BZ∑
kk′
∑
ωmωm′
ϕG+k′−k
ωm′−ωm
χxkωmχ
y
−k′−ωm′
(
1± ei(k−k′)
)
. (3.59)
where the plus sign in the final line corresponds to the FM TFIM action and the minus
sign to the AFM TFIM action. The set of reciprocal lattice vectors G has been reinstated
in this equation; in the forgoing section only the reciprocal lattice vector G = 0 was
considered to have an impact on the result of the calculation. It is clear from the form of
the last line above that in the FM case the choice k−k′ = 0 maximises the coupling of the
auxiliary field with the fermions while in the AFM case the choice k − k′ = π maximises
this coupling, hence these choices are made for the saddle-point action calculations in
the ferromagnetic and antiferromangetic cases in order to recover the same saddle-point
expression in each case. This argument also applies in higher dimensions. The equivalence
between the ferromagnet and antiferromagnet may be seen by considering the following
argument: In the case of a bipartite lattice (all the lattices we shall consider in this thesis
are bipartite) where neighbouring spins are always on different sublattices A & B, which
is given by the Hamiltonian
H = J
∑
i∈A
∑
j∈B
Szi S
z
j − h
N∑
j
Sxj (3.60)
we may perform a rotation of all the spins on one of the sublattices with the unitary
operator
UT = eipiS
x
j (3.61)
and the Hamiltonian therefore undergoes
H ′ =
∏
j∈B
eipiS
x
j He−ipiS
x
j (3.62)
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which can be seen to leave the Sx spins unaffected while rotating Szj∈B → −Szj∈B. This
unitary transformation therefore yields the ferromagnetic model from the antiferromag-
netic one. Since the energy spectrum is invariant to uniform transformations, we expect
the same saddle-point and RPA results in both these cases.
3.1.2 The Square Lattice
Now we generalise the above calculation to a 2D square lattice with interaction J between
spins in either lattice direction. The ferromagnetic [81, 82] Hamiltonian in 2D is
H =− J
N∑
j
[
Szj S
z
j+a + S
z
j S
z
j+b
]− h N∑
j
Sxj
=
J
4
N∑
j
[
ηxj η
y
j η
x
j+aη
y
j+a + η
x
j η
y
j η
x
j+bη
y
j+b
]
+
hi
2
N∑
j
ηyj η
z
j (3.63)
where the two lattice directions are
a =
(
1 0
)
,
b =
(
0 1
)
. (3.64)
The action for this model becomes
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
χαj ∂τχ
α
j +
J
4
[
χxj χ
y
jχ
x
j+aχ
y
j+a + χ
x
j χ
y
jχ
x
j+bχ
y
j+b
]
+
hi
2
χyjχ
z
j
]
(3.65)
and to remove the quartic terms we use two decoupling fields
ϕxj → ϕxj −
iJ√
Nβ
(
χxj χ
y
j + χ
x
j+aχ
y
j+a
)
ϕyj → ϕyj −
iJ√
Nβ
(
χxj χ
y
j + χ
x
j+bχ
y
j+b
)
(3.66)
so the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation gives
1 =N
ˆ
D(ϕx, ϕy)e
−βN
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0 dτ
[
(ϕxj )
2
+(ϕyj )
2
]
=N
ˆ
D(ϕx, ϕy)
× e−
βN
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0
dτ
[(
ϕx
j
− iJ√
Nβ
(χxj χ
y
j
+χx
j+aχ
y
j+a)
)2
+
(
ϕy
j
− iJ√
Nβ
(χxj χ
y
j
+χx
j+bχ
y
j+b)
)2]
(3.67)
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and the transformed action becomes
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
βN
8J
((
ϕxj
)2
+
(
ϕyj
)2)
+
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
χαj ∂τχ
α
j +
hi
2
χyj χ
z
j
− i
√
Nβ
4
ϕxj
(
χxj χ
y
j
+ χxj+aχ
y
j+a
)
− i
√
Nβ
4
ϕy
j
(
χxj χ
y
j
+ χxj+bχ
y
j+b
)]
. (3.68)
On this occasion, we shall use a slightly different method to determine the saddle-point
and RPA correction terms, which may shed further light on the process. Before performing
a Fourier transform, we shall perform a transform to Dirac fermions, a Dirac transform,
using
χxj = cj + c¯j, χ
y
j
= i(cj − c¯j), χzj = dj + d¯j, χwj = i(dj − d¯j). (3.69)
Since it is necessary to introduce a fourth, redundant, Dirac fermion to consistently repres-
ent three Majorana fermions, we shall also include in the dynamical term the Grassmann
number χwj , which is the eigenvalue of the operator η
w. We shall see that using this Dirac
representation gives rise to a matrix which contains a zero-mode - an eigenvalue of the
matrix which is not energy dependent and is therefore free to vary - however including the
dynamics of χwj pins this superfluous degree of freedom. We define Fourier transforms for
these new Grassmann numbers
(cj, dj) =
1√
βN
BZ∑
k
fermi∑
ωm
ei(j·k−τωm)(ckωm , dkωm)
(c¯j, d¯j) =
1√
βN
BZ∑
k
fermi∑
ωm
e−i(j·k−τωm)(c¯kωm , d¯kωm)
ϕj =
1√
βN
BZ∑
q
bose∑
ωl
ei(j·q−τωl)ϕqωl . (3.70)
The Dirac transformed action is
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
βN
8J
((
ϕxj
)2
+
(
ϕyj
)2)
+
1
2
(
cj∂τ c¯j + c¯j∂τcj + dj∂τ d¯j + d¯j∂τdj
)
− h
2
(cj − c¯j)(dj + d¯j) +
√
Nβ
2
ϕxj (c¯jcj + c¯j+acj+a) +
√
Nβ
2
ϕy
j
(c¯jcj + c¯j+bcj+b)
]
(3.71)
and we apply a Fourier transform, again assuming that only the G = 0 reciprocal lattice
vector plays a role; this is justified since small deviations from the saddle-point momentum
k− k′ = 0 will be dominant. The Fourier transformed action is
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S =
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
[
βN
8J
(
ϕxkωmϕ
x
−k−ωm + ϕ
y
kωm
ϕy−k−ωm
)
+ iωm
(
ckωm c¯kωm + dkωm d¯kωm
)
− h
2
(
ckωmd−k−ωm − c¯kωmdkωm + ckωm d¯kωm − c¯kωm d¯−k−ωm
) ]
+
1
2
BZ∑
kk′
∑
ωmωm′
[
ϕx k−k′
ωm−ωm′
c¯kωmck′ωm′
(
1 + eia·(k
′−k)
)
+ ϕy
k−k′
ωm−ωm′
c¯kωmck′ωm′
(
1 + eib·(k
′−k)
)]
(3.72)
and as per the 1D calculation we set
S = S0 + Sfluc. (3.73)
where k = k′ and ωm = ωm′ in S0, which is given by
S0 =
βN
8J
(φxφx + φyφy) +
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
[
iωm
(
ckωm c¯kωm + dkωm d¯kωm
)
− h
2
(
ckωmd−k−ωm − c¯kωmdkωm + ckωm d¯kωm − c¯kωm d¯−k−ωm
)
+ (φx + φy) c¯kωmckωm
]
.
(3.74)
We now seek to integrate out the Grassmann numbers, leaving us with an effective bosonic
action. Noting that even in the language of Dirac fermions the action contains terms which
mix positive and negative momenta, we choose to use the Grassmann integral equation
(3.8). We shall also alter the Matsubara sum as before. The fermionic Matsubara sum
is again symmetric about the integer value −1, hence the sum over the range (−∞,−1]
is equivalent to the sum over the range [0,∞). The mean-field part of the action, S0, is
therefore
S0 =
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
[
iωm
(
ckωm c¯kωm + dkωm d¯kωm − c−k−ωm c¯−k−ωm − d−k−ωm d¯−k−ωm
)
− h
2
(
ckωmd−k−ωm − c¯kωmdkωm + ckωm d¯kωm − c¯kωm d¯−k−ωm
+ c−kωmdkωm − c¯−k−ωmd−k−ωm + c−k−ωm d¯−k−ωm − c¯−k−ωm d¯kωm
)
+ (φx + φy) (c¯kωmckωm + c¯−k−ωmc−k−ωm)
]
+
βN
8J
(φxφx + φyφy) (3.75)
which we may express in matrix form
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S0 =
βN
8J
(φxφx + φyφy) +
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
UTM0[φ
x, φy]U (3.76)
where the vector UT is given by
UT =
(
ckωm c¯kωm dkωm d¯kωm c−k−ωm c¯−k−ωm d−k−ωm d¯−k−ωm
)
(3.77)
and the matrix M0[φ
x, φy] is given by


0 iωm2 − φx,y2 0 −h4 0 0 −h4 0
φx,y
2 − iωm2 0 h4 0 0 0 0 h4
0 −h4 0 iωm2 h4 0 0 0
h
4 0 − iωm2 0 0 −h4 0 0
0 0 −h4 0 0 − iωm2 − φx,y2 0 −h4
0 0 0 h4
iωm
2 +
φx,y
2 0
h
4 0
h
4 0 0 0 0 −h4 0 − iωm2
0 −h4 0 0 h4 0 iωm2 0


(3.78)
where φx,y = φ
x + φy. We now integrate out the fermions, leaving
S0 =
βN
8J
(φxφx + φyφy)− 1
4
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
ln detM0[φ
x, φy]
=
βN
8J
(φxφx + φyφy)− 1
4
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
tr lnM0[φ
x, φy]. (3.79)
The self-consistency equation is generated by minimising the effective action and in this
case we must minimise with respect to two independent bosonic fields. We again note the
factor of 1/2 which arises from the Gaussian integral and the further factor of 1/2 which
has been inserted to compensate for a doubling of the Hilbert space in the Majorana
representation. In order to calculate the saddle-point expressions, we must calculate the
matrix derivatives
∂M0
∂φx
=
∂M0
∂φy
=


0 −12 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −12 0 0
0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


(3.80)
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which are identical. Minimisation of the action gives
∂S0
∂φx
=
βN
4J
φx − 1
4
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
tr
∂M0
∂φx
M−10
!
= 0 (3.81)
∂S0
∂φy
=
βN
4J
φy − 1
4
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
tr
∂M0
∂φy
M−10
!
= 0 (3.82)
and since the derivatives of M0 are the same, this implies that
φx = φy ≡ φ (3.83)
and we can see, furthermore, that this will be true for Ising magnetic decouplings on
orthorhombic lattices in any dimension. In this simplified regime we calculate the matrix
inverse
M−10 =
1
A


0 B+ 0 −C+ ih2 0 −C+ 0
−B+ 0 C+ 0 0 −ih2 0 C+
0 −C+ 0 D −C− 0 −ih2 0
C+ 0 −D 0 0 C− 0 ih2
−ih2 0 C− 0 0 −B− 0 C−
0 ih2 0 −C− B− 0 −C− 0
C+ 0 ih
2 0 0 C− 0 −D
0 −C+ 0 −ih2 −C− 0 D 0


(3.84)
where A = ωm
(
h2 + ω2m + 4φ
2
)
, B± = ih2 + 2iω2m ± 4φωm, C± = ih (2φ± iωm) & D =
i
(
h2 + 8φ2 + 2ω2m
)
. We take one of the self-consistency relations above and calculate the
trace, yielding
βN
4J
φ =
1
4
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
8φ
h2 + 4φ2 + ω2m
(3.85)
which we evaluate as in the 1D case, yielding
√
h2 + 4φ2 = 2J tanh
(
β
√
h2 + 4φ2/2
)
(3.86)
for the self-consistency relation. The zero-field transition temperature and zero-temperature
critical-field are
Tc = J, hc = 2J. (3.87)
The phase diagram deduced by this saddle-point approximation is plotted below. These
values are twice those of the 1D case, which is expected from the standard mean-field
treatment and verifies to the saddle-point level that the two matrix representations are
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equivalent; at least when the dynamics of the fourth Majorana fermion χwj are included to
pin the superfluous degree of freedom introduced by the Dirac transformation. Again, we
remind ourselves that this result has been altered by a factor of 1/2 to account for doubling
of the Hilbert space in the path-integral calculations presented in this thesis. Figure 3.3
shows the magnitude of the order parameter for a 2D Ising model in transversal field,
as calculated from the saddle-point expression calculated through assumption of a finite
magnetic order parameter.
Figure 3.3: The order parameter φ for the 2D transversal field Ising model, from the
Magnetic decoupling saddle-point. Order extends to the maximum Tc = 1 (units
of J) and the zero-temperature critical field is hc = 2 (units of J). The size of the
ordered phase is doubled since there are now twice as many bonds attached to each
lattice site.
Now we again consider the RPA corrections to the free energy, although now in the enlarged
matrix representation introduced in this section. We shall see, upon analysing the RPA
results obtained in this section, that they are similar to those obtained in the 1D case.
We again assume that the two auxiliary fields may be split into mean-field and fluctuating
parts, as
ϕxqωl = φ× δq0δωl0 + δϕxqωl , ϕyqωl = φ× δq0δωl0 + δϕyqωl . (3.88)
Following the derivation presented in the 1D case, we see that the action may be split into
S ≃ S0 + Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
[
δϕxqωlδϕ
x
−q−ωl + δϕ
y
qωl
δϕy−q−ωl
]
+
1
8
tr [G0[φ]M1[δϕ]G0[φ]M1[δϕ]]
(3.89)
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where
S0 =
Nβ
4J
φ2 − 1
4
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
ln detM0[φ]. (3.90)
The final term in the expression for the action above, which we call S2nd, is
S2nd =
1
8
BZ∑
kq
(+)∑
ωm
∑
ωl
tr
[
G0(ωm)
(
M1[δϕ
x
qωl
] +M1[δϕ
y
qωl
]
)
×G0(ωm + ωl)
(
M1[δϕ
x
−q−ωl ] +M1[δϕ
y
−q−ωl ]
) ]
(3.91)
where the matrix inverse G0(ωm+ωl) is easily obtainable from G0(ωm). In the expression
above, the momentum sum still runs over the entire Brillouin zone. The matricesM1[δϕ
x
qωl
]
etc. are given by, for example
M1[δϕ
x
qωl
] = δϕxqωl
(
1 + eia·q
)


0 −14 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −14 0 0
0 0 0 0 14 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


. (3.92)
The matrices in all these cases are the same. By analogy with the 1D case, the second
order term S2nd becomes
=
1
8
BZ∑
kq
(+)∑
ωm
∑
ωl
[
−8
(
ω2l
(
h2 + 2ω2m
)
+ 2ωlωm
(
h2 + 2ω2m − 4φ2
)
+ 2ω2m
(
h2 + ω2m − 4φ2
))
ωm (ωl + ωm) (h2 + ω2m + 4φ
2)
(
h2 + 2ωlωm + ω
2
l + ω
2
m + 4φ
2
)
]
× 1
4
(
δφxqωl
(
1 + eia·q
)
+ δφyqωl(1 + e
ib·q)
)(
δφx−q−ωl(1 + e
−ia·q) + δφy−q−ωl(1 + e
−ib·q)
)
(3.93)
where we note that in the first line there are five poles (and one regular point at z = 0)
which are at −iωl,±λ∗,±λ∗ − iωl and these may be evaluated individually (in Mathem-
atica, or equivalently performing the Matsubara sum directly) before performing a series
expansion for small ω = iωl. Some of the exponential factors in the last line may be
simplified by multiplication with one another; for example
1
4
(
1 + eia·q
) (
1 + e−ia·q
) ≡ cos2 (a · q/2) . (3.94)
However the terms which involve both lattice directions do not simplify in this manner.
In these cases Since the main conceptual difference between this and the 1D case comes
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from the need to evaluate multiple bosonic field types, we perform this calculation directly
and quote the result after the expansion of ω to lowest (zeroth) order. After the series
expansion we have
Π2D =
h2 tanh
(
1
2β
√
h2 + 4φ2
)
+ 2βφ2
√
h2 + 4φ2 sech2
(
1
2β
√
h2 + 4φ2
)
(h2 + 4φ2)3/2
=
2Jh2 + 2βφ2(4J2 − h2 − 4φ2)
4J2(h2 + 4φ2)
. (3.95)
The action may now be written
S ≃ S0 + Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
[ (
δϕxqωlδϕ
x
−q−ωl + δϕ
y
qωl
δϕy−q−ωl
)
− JΠ
2D
4
(
δϕxqωl(1 + e
ia·q) + δϕyqωl(1 + e
ib·q)
)
×
(
δϕx−q−ωl(1 + e
−ia·q) + δϕy−q−ωl(1 + e
−ib·q)
)]
. (3.96)
On this occasion we note the existence of polarisation bubbles formed from several types
of auxiliary field, however since the magnitudes of these fields are the same, evaluating
these is straightforward. Integrating out the bosonic fields, we are left with a function
describing the ordering in q in the RPA correction. This ordering function takes the form
Fq =cos
2
(a · q
2
)
+ cos2
(
b · q
2
)
+
1
2
+
1
2
cos(a · q) + 1
2
cos(b · q) + 1
2
cos ((a− b) · q)
=2 cos2
(a · q
2
)
+ 2cos2
(
b · q
2
)
+ cos2
(
(a− b)
2
· q
)
− 1 (3.97)
We extremise this function with respect to q, whose derivative yields after simplification
dFq
dq
=cos
(a · q
2
)
sin
(a · q
2
)[
−2a− (a− b)(cos2
(
b · q
2
)
− sin2
(
b · q
2
)]
+ cos
(
b · q
2
)
sin
(
b · q
2
)[
−2b+ (a− b)(cos2
(a · q
2
)
− sin2
(a · q
2
)]
(3.98)
The assumption that the system only supports solutions which are symmetric in x and y
allows us to assume qx = qy and therefore simplify the preceding equation. The resultant
minimisation is
0 = cos
(a · q
2
)
sin
(a · q
2
)
(a+ b) (3.99)
which is satisfied by qx = qy = mπ where m is an integer. The solution qx = qy = 0 is
therefore taken, corresponding to Fq = 4, which is a maximum. The energetic benefit of
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a symmetric solution can be seen from the form of the cos2 ((a− b) · q/2) piece in the
ordering function above, which is trivially maximised when a · q = b · q. Inserting these
conditions on q directly into equation (3.96) yields the free energy
FRPA = W
′ ln
[
2− 4JΠ2D] = W′ ln [8Jφ2 − 2βφ2(4J2 − h2 − 4φ2)
J(h2 + 4φ2)
]
(3.100)
where again W′ = −W0T . We shall consider the final forms of the RPA corrections to the
free energy in 1D and 2D, which are given by Equations (3.56) and (3.100). The forms of
these are similar (and it shall be shown that the 3D result follows the same pattern) with
differences between them coming from three sources. In the magnetic case, these sources
are:
1. A multiplicative factor in front of each J which scales with dimension;
2. A multiplicative factor in front of each φ which scales with dimension;
3. A factor which arises from the varying numbers of bosonic bilinears (which are
integrated out) which changes with dimension.
We notice that by setting the transverse field to zero and assuming a small order parameter
φ we recover a Stoner-like criterion
J ≤ β (3.101)
where we recall that this is correct when the zero transverse field limit is taken before the
φ→ 0 limit. In general, it can be seen that this RPA correction mirrors the 1D case closely,
even when we apply a transform to Dirac fermions. The benefit of this transformation is
that it allows us to represent the Majorana Grassmann numbers in a form which we are
more comfortable with and which should better elucidate the physics. Figure 3.4 shows
the magnitude of the RPA correction to the free energy for a 2D Ising model in transversal
field, as calculated from the saddle-point expression calculated through assumption of a
finite magnetic order parameter.
3.1.3 The Cubic Lattice
We consider an N site cubic crystal with equal Ising spin interactions in the three axis
directions. This case may be trivially calculated using the results of the previous two
Sections. The ferromagnetic Hamiltonian in 3D is
H =− J
N∑
j
[
Szj S
z
j+a + S
z
j S
z
j+b + S
z
j S
z
j+c
]− h N∑
j
Sxj
=
J
4
N∑
j
[
ηxj η
y
j η
x
j+aη
y
j+a + η
x
j η
y
j η
x
j+bη
y
j+b + η
x
j η
y
j η
x
j+cη
y
j+c
]
+
hi
2
N∑
j
ηyj η
z
j (3.102)
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Figure 3.4: The RPA correction to the free energy for the 2D transversal field Ising
model, for the Magnetic decoupling. The RPA free energy contribution is zero at
T = 0 (units of J) and increases with both increasing temperature T and transverse
field h. It diverges at the point where the order parameter φ = 0.
where the three lattice directions are
a =
(
1 0 0
)
,
b =
(
0 1 0
)
,
c =
(
0 0 1
)
. (3.103)
The action for this model becomes
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
χαj ∂τχ
α
j +
hi
2
χy
j
χzj
+
J
4
[
χxj χ
y
jχ
x
j+aχ
y
j+a + χ
x
j χ
y
jχ
x
j+bχ
y
j+b + χ
x
j χ
y
jχ
x
j+cχ
y
j+c
]]
(3.104)
and to remove the quartic terms we use three decoupling fields
ϕxj →ϕxj −
iJ√
Nβ
(
χxj χ
y
j + χ
x
j+aχ
y
j+a
)
ϕy
j
→ϕy
j
− iJ√
Nβ
(
χxj χ
y
j
+ χxj+bχ
y
j+b
)
ϕzj →ϕzj −
iJ√
Nβ
(
χxj χ
y
j + χ
x
j+cχ
y
j+c
)
(3.105)
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so the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation gives
1 =N
ˆ
D(ϕx, ϕy, ϕz)e
−βN
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0 dτ
[
(ϕxj )
2
+(ϕyj )
2
+(ϕzj )
2
]
=N
ˆ
D(ϕx, ϕy, ϕz)
× e−
βN
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0
dτ
(
ϕx
j
− iJ√
Nβ
(χxj χ
y
j
+χx
j+aχ
y
j+a)
)2
× e−
βN
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0
dτ
(
ϕy
j
− iJ√
Nβ
(χxj χ
y
j
+χx
j+bχ
y
j+b)
)2
× e−
βN
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0
dτ
(
ϕz
j
− iJ√
Nβ
(χxj χ
y
j
+χx
j+cχ
y
j+c)
)2
(3.106)
and the transformed action becomes
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
βN
8J
((
ϕxj
)2
+
(
ϕyj
)2
+
(
ϕzj
)2)
+
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
χαj ∂τχ
α
j +
hi
2
χyj χ
z
j
− i
√
Nβ
4
ϕxj
(
χxj χ
y
j + χ
x
j+aχ
y
j+a
)
− i
√
Nβ
4
ϕyj
(
χxj χ
y
j + χ
x
j+bχ
y
j+b
)
− i
√
Nβ
4
ϕzj
(
χxj χ
y
j + χ
x
j+cχ
y
j+c
)]
. (3.107)
The majority of this calculation is the same as for the 1D case: we choose not to apply
the Dirac transformation here. We take the Fourier transform and split the Matsubara
sum as before, yielding
S0 =i
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
[
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
ωmχ
α
kωmχ
α
−k−ωm +
h
2
(
χy
kωm
χz−k−ωm + χ
y
−k−ωmχ
z
kωm
)
− 1
2
(φx + φy + φz)
(
χxkωmχ
y
−k−ωm + χ
x
−k−ωmχ
y
kωm
) ]
+
βN
8J
(φxφx + φyφy + φzφz) (3.108)
where, again, S = S0 + Sfluc.. Again following the 1D calculation, we may evaluate the
fermionic integral and write this equation (now the effective action) as
S0 =
βN
8J
(φxφx + φyφy + φzφz)− 1
4
tr ln
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
M0[φ
x, φy, φz] (3.109)
and the matrix M0 is given by
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M0[φ] =


0 0 0 − iωm4 −3iφ4 0
0 0 0 3iφ4 − iωm4 ih4
0 0 0 0 − ih4 − iωm4
iωm
4 −3iφ4 0 0 0 0
3iφ
4
iωm
4
ih
4 0 0 0
0 − ih4 iωm4 0 0 0


(3.110)
where the 3D equivalent of the 1D basis vector has been used and also, following the 2D
calculation, minimisation yields φ ≡ φx = φy = φz, which we have used above. Therefore
the self-consistency equation becomes
√
h2 + 9φ2 = 3J tanh(β
√
h2 + 9φ2/2) (3.111)
and we obtain
Tc =
3J
2
, hc = 3J (3.112)
which refer to the zero-field transition temperature and the zero-temperature critical field,
respectively. Figure 3.5 shows the magnitude of the order parameter for a 3D Ising model
in transversal field, as calculated from the saddle-point expression calculated through
assumption of a finite magnetic order parameter.
Figure 3.5: The order parameter φ for the 3D transverse field Ising model, from the
Magnetic decoupling saddle-point. Order extends to the maximum Tc = 3/2 (units
of J) and the zero-temperature critical field is hc = 3.
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Now we consider the RPA corrections to the free energy. The results of the 2D calculation
demonstrated that in ferromagnetic cases the symmetric solutions q = 0minimise the total
energy, to RPA level. To this end, in the 3D case we select q = 0 in the terms multiplying
the bosonic operators in the second order term, to avoid unnecessary calculations. To
RPA level, the action is therefore
S ≃S0 + Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
[ (
δϕxqωlδϕ
x
−q−ωl + δϕ
y
qωl
δϕy−q−ωl + δϕ
z
qωl
δϕz−q−ωl
)
− JΠ3D (δϕxqωl + δϕyqωl + δϕzqωl) (δϕx−q−ωl + δϕy−q−ωl + δϕz−q−ωl)
]
(3.113)
which gives
Π3D =
3Jh2 + 3βφ2(9J2 − h2 − 9φ2)
9J2(h2 + 9φ2)
. (3.114)
To obtain this polarisation bubble we have again assumed that only the leading order in
frequency contributes. Therefore the free energy is
F 3DRPA =W
′ ln
[
3− 9JΠ3D] = W′ ln [27Jφ2 − 3βφ2(9J2 − h2 − 9φ2)
J(h2 + 9φ2)
]
. (3.115)
We may compare this result with the 1D and 2D results given by Equation (3.56) and
Equation (3.100) respectively. Additionally, we notice that by setting the (zero transverse-
field) order to zero we recover a Stoner-like criterion equal to the previous cases, which
is
1 > Jβ (3.116)
where we recall that this is correct when the zero transverse field limit is taken before
the φ → 0 limit. This concludes the section on the magnetic interaction, where we have
seen that the size of the magnetically ordered phase scales with dimension in a predictable
manner and is robust to RPA corrections. The antiferromagnetic Hamiltonian also exactly
mirrors these ferromagnetic results. Figure 3.6 shows the magnitude of the RPA correction
to the free energy for a 3D Ising model in transversal field, as calculated from the saddle-
point expression calculated through assumption of a finite magnetic order parameter.
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Figure 3.6: The RPA correction to the free energy for the 3D transverse field Ising
model, from the magnetic decoupling of the quartic term. The RPA free energy
contribution is zero at T = 0 (units of J) and increases with both increasing tem-
perature T and transverse field h. It diverges at the point where the order parameter
φ = 0.
3.2 Path Integral Calculations: Majorana Dimer
Decoupling
Now we consider the second of the three most basic Hubbard-Stratonovich decouplings,
the Majorana Dimer decoupling. The mean-field calculations demonstrate that the trans-
ition temperature of the Majorana Dimer ordered phase is half that of the Ising magnetic
phase in 1D. In contrast to the Ising magnetic decoupling presented above, the transition
temperature (and zero-temperature critical-field) does not scale with dimension. The
saddle-point expressions derived here have a transition temperature twice as large as de-
termined from the Bogoliubov mean-field approach and a factor of 1/2 is again inserted to
account for the doubling of the Hilbert space in the Majorana representation. We shall be
able to use the more simple calculations presented in the previous section as a template,
since they are very similar. In general, the only difference arises in the form of the term
which couples the bosonic fields to the fermions.
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3.2.1 One Dimensional Chain
Now we consider the second of the Hubbard-Stratonovich decouplings available to us and
write the action corresponding to the antiferromagnetic6 transverse field Ising model
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
χαj ∂τχ
α
j +
J
4
χxjχ
x
j+1χ
y
jχ
y
j+1 +
hi
2
χyjχ
z
j
]
(3.117)
where here the exchange term is written in a form suitable for a dimer Hubbard-Stratonovich
transformation. The Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation of a single auxiliary field ϕ7
gives
1 =N
ˆ
Dϕe−
βN
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0 dτϕ
2
j
=N
ˆ
Dϕe
−βN
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0
dτ
[
ϕ¯j− iJ√βN (χxj χxj+1+χ
y
j
χy
j+1)
]2
=N
ˆ
Dϕe
−βN
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0
dτ
[
ϕ2j− 2iJ√βN ϕj(χxj χxj+1+χ
y
jχ
y
j+1)− 2J
2
βN
χxjχ
x
j+1χ
y
jχ
y
j+1
]
(3.118)
where the expectation value of ϕ can be seen directly from the second line. As in previous
calculations presented in this thesis, we therefore obtain the intermediate action
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
βN
8J
ϕ2j +
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
χαj ∂τχ
α
j +
hi
2
χyjχ
z
j −
i
√
Nβ
4
ϕj(χ
x
jχ
x
j+1 + χ
y
jχ
y
j+1)
]
.
(3.119)
We shall follow the 1D magnetic calculation here and therefore not make the transform-
ation to Dirac fermions. The only term we need to consider explicitly is the interaction
term, which we Fourier transform to yield
− i
√
Nβ
4
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτϕj(χ
x
jχ
x
j+1 + χ
y
jχ
y
j+1)
= − i
4
BZ∑
kk′
∑
ωmωm′
ϕk′−k,ωm′−ωm
(
χxkωmχ
x
−k′−ωm′ e
−ik′ + χykωmχ
y
−k′−ωm′ e
−ik′
)
(3.120)
where we have used the prescription
6The ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic transverse field Ising models are related by a sym-
metry argument, as described in the previous section, hence it is reasonable to compare the prop-
erties of the two models.
7We assume for each distinct calculation that ϕ is defined anew.
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χαj =
1√
βN
BZ∑
k
fermi∑
ωm
ei(jk−τωm)χαkωm
ϕj =
1√
βN
BZ∑
p
bose∑
ωl
ei(jp−τωl)ϕpωl . (3.121)
We have implicitly chosen to only evaluate the G = 0 reciprocal lattice vector, since the
saddle point will be extremised assuming a field ϕk=0,ωm=0. This choice of field implies
that only the first Brillouin zone plays a role in this calculation. Since the RPA correction
involves a small momentum expansion around this field, other reciprocal lattice vectors will
not play a significant role. For further discussion, see the equivalent point in the calculation
in the Ising magnetic case, discussed in the previous section. The full expression becomes
S =
βN
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
ϕqωlϕ−q−ωl +
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
[
i
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
ωmχ
α
kωmχ
α
−k−ωm +
hi
2
χykωmχ
z
−k−ωm
]
− i
4
BZ∑
kk′
∑
ωmωm′
ϕk′−k,ωm′−ωm
(
χxkωmχ
x
−k′−ωm′ + χ
y
kωm
χy−k′−ωm′
)
e−ik
′
. (3.122)
We must put the action in a form suitable for integrating out the fermions. At the moment,
the part of the action containing fermions may be expressed as a vast (infinite!) matrix.
To make the problem tractable, we first write
S = S0 + Sfluc.[k 6= k′, ωm 6= ωm′ ] (3.123)
where all of the off-diagonal coupling to the auxiliary fields is contained within the second
term & the first term contains the delta-function product δkk′δωmωm′ . We therefore write
S0 =
βN
8J
φ2 + i
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
[
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
ωmχ
α
kωmχ
α
−k−ωm +
h
2
χykωmχ
z
−k−ωm
− φ
4
(
χxkωmχ
x
−k−ωm + χ
y
kωm
χy−k−ωm
)
e−ik
]
(3.124)
and now, splitting the Matsubara sum into two semi-infinite sums as in the previous cases,
we have
S0 =
βN
8J
φ2 + i
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
[
1
2
x,y,z,w∑
α
ωmχ
α
kωmχ
α
−k−ωm +
h
2
(
χykωmχ
z
−k−ωm + χ
y
−k−ωmχ
z
kωm
)
+
iφ
2
sin(k)
(
χxkωmχ
x
−k−ωm + χ
y
kωm
χy−k−ωm
) ]
(3.125)
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where we have defined the sum
∑(+)
ωm
which extends over the range [0,∞). The momentum
sum symmetry has been used to simplify the above equation. This latter operation on
the Matsubara sum prevents double counting8 when we form vectors of Grassmann num-
bers which may be integrated. These vectors yield a Pfaffian (the square root of the
determinant) since they are not independent, using equation (3.8). Finally, in matrix form
S0 =
βN
8J
φ2 +
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
UTM0[φ]U (3.126)
where U is the row vector with UT its transpose and M0[φ] is the matrix, which is block
diagonal in the momentum and Matsubara sums such that they may be extracted. The
row vector UT is given by
UT =
(
χx−k−ωm χ
y
−k−ωm χ
z
−k−ωm χ
x
kωm
χykωm χ
z
kωm
)
(3.127)
meanwhile the matrix M0[φ] is given by

0 0 0 −φ4 sin(k) − iωm4 0 0
0 0 0 0 −φ4 sin(k)− iωm4 ih4
0 0 0 0 − ih4 − iωm4
φ
4 sin(k) +
iωm
4 0 0 0 0 0
0 φ4 sin(k) +
iωm
4
ih
4 0 0 0
0 − ih4 iωm4 0 0 0


.
(3.128)
Now we integrate out the Grassmann numbers, leaving an effective classical action
S0[φ] =
βN
8J
φ2 − 1
4
tr ln
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
M0[φ] (3.129)
where again a factor of 1/2 has been added in order to reconcile the saddle-point equation
with the result of the mean-field theory. This factor of 1/2 is necessary due to the doubling
of the Hilbert space between the original spin representation and the Majorana fermion
representation. Now, the classical path can be retrieved from this expression by calculating
∂S0
∂φ
= 0. (3.130)
We find
8At least, it prevents any obvious form of double counting, although we shall still have to
introduce a factor of 1/2 by hand to bring this into concordance with the Bogoliubov mean-field
theory presented in the previous Chapter. This additional factor of 1/2 must be introduced due
to the doubling of the Hilbert space in the Majorana representation, as discussed in Chapter 1.
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∂S0
∂φ
=0 =
βN
4J
φ− 1
4
tr
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
M0[φ]
−1dM0[φ]
dφ
(3.131)
where the trace commutes with the momentum and Matsubara sums. We see that the
inverse of the matrix M0[φ] is
M0[φ]
−1 =


0 0 0 4B 0 0
0 0 0 0 −4iωmA 4ihA
0 0 0 0 −4ihA −4BA
− 4B 0 0 0 0 0
0 4iωmA
4ih
A 0 0 0
0 −4ihA 4BA 0 0 0


(3.132)
where we introduce several variables to keep the notation compact; these are
A = h2 + ω2m − iφ sin(k)ωm, B = φ sin(k) + iωm. (3.133)
Hence we have, as in the Ising magnetic case
βN
4J
φ =
1
4
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
2 sin(k)
(
ih2 + 2φ sin(k)ωm + 2iω
2
m
)
(φ sin(k) + iωm) (ih2 + φ sin(k)ωm + iω2m)
; (3.134)
we pause here and examine the Matsubara sum. At first sight it appears to be divergent
since the summand is of the form 1/ωm at large Matsubara frequencies, however the true
form of the higher-order terms in the sum is
∼
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
sin(k)
iωm
(3.135)
where we remind ourselves that the order of the Matsubara and momentum sums may
be interchanged. Evaluating the momentum sum first, these higher order terms give zero
and the complete sum can be seen to be convergent; the convergence of a Matsubara sum
is assumed to follow from the convergence of its individual terms. Having ascertained the
convergence of the sum, we must now evaluate it. The sum over the entire Matsubara
frequency range (−∞,∞) may be evaluated by conversion to a contour integral as in
the magnetic case, however since the summand contains terms both even and odd in the
Matsubara frequencies we are not at liberty to directly double the range of the sum at the
expense of a factor of 1/2. Justification to do this comes from consideration of the form
of the action S0, which is clearly symmetric with respect to the Matsubara frequencies;
we therefore have
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
fk(ωm) =
BZ∑
k
(−)∑
ωm
fk(−ωm), 1
2
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
fk(ωm) =
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
fk(ωm) (3.136)
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for any action S0 of Majorana-Grassmann numbers. Forming a contour integral, we have
βN
J
φ =− β
2
BZ∑
k
˛
dz
2iπ
tanh(βz/2) sin(k)
(
h2 + 8φ sin(k)z − 8z2)
(φ sin(k)− z) (h2 + 4φ sin(k)z − 4z2)
=− β
8
BZ∑
k
sin(k)
˛
dz
2iπ
[
tanh(βz/2)
(
h2 + 8αz − 8z2)
(z − α)(z − z+)(z − z−)
]
(3.137)
where we have used
h2 + 4φ sin(k)z − 4z2 = 4(z − z+)(z− − z) (3.138)
to define
z± =
α
2
± 1
2
√
h2 + α2, α = φ sin(k). (3.139)
Hence there are three poles; at z = α, z+ & z−. Before continuing, we calculate some
useful quantities
z−z+ = −h
2
4
, z+ + z− = α, z+ − z− =
√
h2 + α2. (3.140)
Now, upon calculating the contour integral, the residue in each case is
z = α :
˛
dz
2iπ
[
. . .
]
= −4 tanh(βα/2) (3.141)
z = z+ :
˛
dz
2iπ
[
. . .
]
= −4tanh(βz+/2)z+√
h2 + α2
(3.142)
z = z− :
˛
dz
2iπ
[
. . .
]
= 4
tanh(βz−/2)z−√
h2 + α2
. (3.143)
By substituting the sum of these quantities into equation (3.137) we obtain
βN
J
φ =− β
8
BZ∑
k
sin(k)
[
−4 tanh(βα/2) − 4tanh(βz+/2)z+√
h2 + α2
+ 4
tanh(βz−/2)z−√
h2 + α2
]
=
βN
2π
ˆ pi
0
sin(k)
[
tanh(βα/2) +
tanh(βz+/2)z+√
h2 + α2
− tanh(βz−/2)z−√
h2 + α2
]
dk (3.144)
where we have converted the sum to an integral and used the symmetry9 of the BZ. Finally,
we obtain
9For this case, the integrand is a symmetric function, so this simplification may be made;
however in the case of higher dimensions the integral over the full Brillouin zone should be used
instead, since care must be taken to insure that all quadrants of a higher dimensional Brillouin
zone are included.
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φ =
J
2π
ˆ pi
0
sin(k)
[
tanh(βα/2) +
tanh(βz+/2)z+√
h2 + α2
− tanh(βz−/2)z−√
h2 + α2
]
dk. (3.145)
This equation gives a self-consistent expression for the Dimer order parameter φ which
we plot here for J = 1. Figure 3.7 shows the magnitude of the order parameter for a 1D
Ising chain in transversal field, as calculated from the saddle-point expression calculated
through assumption of a finite Majorana Dimer order parameter.
Figure 3.7: The order parameter φ for the 1D transverse field Ising model, from the
Majorana Dimer decoupling saddle-point. Order extends to the maximum Tc = 1/4
(units of J) but extends indefinitely with respect to transverse field h. For large
transverse fields the order extends in temperature to Tc = 1/8.
Now we consider the RPA correction to this saddle-point expression. In the case of
RPA alterations to the dimer decoupled saddle-point expression, we are able to use most
of the formalism described above. Again, equation (3.42) holds, which is reproduced here
S ≃ S0 + Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
δϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl +
1
8
tr [G0[φ]M1[δϕ]G0[φ]M1[δϕ]] (3.146)
and so does equation (3.43), which allows us to compute the second order term. This
is done in the same manner as for the Ising magnetic case, although in this case the
k-momentum sum cannot be evaluated trivially. This gives for the second order term
(including the factor 1/8):
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18
BZ∑
kq
∑
ωmωl
αkαk+q
(
h4 +
(
h2 + 8iαkωm + 8ω
2
m
)) (
h2 + 8iαk+q (ωm + ωl) + 8 (ωm + ωl)
2
)
φ2 (αk − iωm) (h2 + 4iαkωm + 4ω2m) (αk+q − i (ωl + ωm))
× δϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl(
h2 + 4iαk+q (ωl + ωm) + 4 (ωl + ωm)
2
) (3.147)
where on this occasion the extrinsic momentum sum may not be trivially evaluated, as
before. We may write this as a contour integral and determine the poles. To make this
task marginally simpler, we have defined αk = φ sin(k). The above becomes
=− β
16
BZ∑
kq
∑
ωl
˛
dz
2πi
[(
h4 +
(
h2 + 8αkz − 8z2
) (
h2 + 8αk+q (iωl + z) + 8 (ωl − iz)2
))
φ2 (αk − z) (h2 + 4αkz − 4z2) (αk+q − iωl − z)
× tanh(βz/2)(
h2 + 4αk+q (iωl + z) + 4 (ωl − iz)2
)
]
αkαk+qδϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl
=− β
256
BZ∑
kq
∑
ωl
˛
dz
2πi
[(
h4 +
(
h2 + 8αkz − 8z2
) (
h2 + 8αk+q (iωl + z) + 8 (ωl − iz)2
))
φ2 (z − αk) (z − z+k )(z − z−k )
× tanh(βz/2)
(z + iωl − αk+q) (z + iωl − z+k+q)(z + iωl − z−k+q)
]
αkαk+qδϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl (3.148)
where in the second line we have defined
z±k =
αk
2
± 1
2
√
h2 + α2k. (3.149)
The second order term therefore has six poles, which are at z = αk, z
±
k , αk+q−iωl, z±k+q−iωl.
We compute them independently, giving
z = αk :
˛
dz
2iπ
[
. . .
]
=
32 tanh
(
β
2φ sin(k)
)
iωl + φ sin(k)− φ sin(k + q)
z = z+k :
˛
dz
2iπ
[
. . .
]
= −2h2 tanh
(
β
2
z+k
)
×
(
h2 − 4ω2l + 4iωl
√
h2 + α2k + 2αk
√
h2 + α2k + 2(2iωl + αk)(αk − αk+q)− 2
√
h2 + α2kαk+q
)
√
h2 + α2kz
−
k
(
iωl + z
+
k − αk+q
) (
iωl + z
+
k − z+k+q
)(
iωl + z
+
k − z−k+q
)
z = z−k :
˛
dz
2iπ
[
. . .
]
= 2h2 tanh
(
β
2
z−k
)
×
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(
h2 − 4ω2l − 4iωl
√
h2 + α2k − 2αk
√
h2 + α2k + 2(2iωl + αk)(αk − αk+q) + 2
√
h2 + α2kαk+q
)
√
h2 + φ2α2kz
+
k
(
iωl + z
−
k − αk+q
) (
iωl + z
−
k − z−k+q
)(
iωl + z
−
k − z+k+q
)
z = αk+q − iωl :
˛
dz
2iπ
[
. . .
]
= −
32 tanh
(
β
2 (φ sin(k + q)− iωl)
)
iωl + φ sin(k) − φ sin(k + q)
z = z+k+q − iωl :
˛
dz
2iπ
[
. . .
]
=
−
8 tanh
(
β
2
(
z+k+q − iωl
))
z+k+q
(
h2 − 4ω2l + 4(αk+q − 2iωl)z+k+q − 4αk
(
z+k+q − iωl
))
√
h2 + α2k+q
(
iωl + αk − z+k+q
)(
iω + z+k − z+k+q
)(
iωl + z
−
k − z+k+q
)
z = z−k+q − iωl :
˛
dz
2iπ
[
. . .
]
=
8 tanh
(
β
2
(
z−k+q − iωl
))
z−k+q
(
h2 − 4ω2l + 4(αk+q − 2iωl)z−k+q + 4αk
(
iωl − z−k+q
))
√
h2 + α2k+q
(
iωl + αk − z−k+q
)(
iωl + z
−
k − z−k+q
)(
iωl + z
+
k − z−k+q
)
(3.150)
and as previously we call the sum of these quantities Π, giving for the effective action
S ≃S0 + Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
δϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl −
β
64
BZ∑
kq
∑
ωl
Πsin(k) sin(k + q)δφqωlδφ−q−ωl
S ≃S0 + Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
δϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl −
Nβ
128π
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
δφqωlδφ−q−ωl
ˆ pi
−pi
Πsin(k) sin(k + q)dk
S ≃S0 + Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
δϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl
[
1− J
16π
ˆ pi
−pi
Πsin(k) sin(k + q)dk
]
(3.151)
which yields
FRPA = F − F0 = W′
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
ln
[
1− J
16π
ˆ pi
−pi
Πsin(k) sin(k + q)dk
]
. (3.152)
In its current form, this free energy is difficult to analyse, but we attempt to simplify the
problem by assuming only the existence of small frequency (and momentum) oscillations
around the mean-field state. We notice that
lim
q→0
(
lim
ω→0
Πsin(k) sin(k + q)
)
= lim
ω→0
(
lim
q→0
Πsin(k) sin(k + q)
)
(3.153)
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which is unlike the Lindhard case of a free electron gas. Furthermore, the leading order
term in both frequency and momentum is zeroth order. In the limit of small ω and q the
first and fourth terms together give
16β sech2
[
β
2
φ sin(k)
]
, (3.154)
the second & fifth terms give
(
h2
(
− h2β (2h2 + φ2 − φ2 cos(2k)) (√2√2h2 + φ2 − φ2 cos(2k) − 2αk)
− 16
(
h4 + 5h2α2k + 4α
4
k − 3h2αk
√
h2 + α2k − 4α3k
√
h2 + α2k
)
tanh
[
β
2
z+k
]
+
h2β
(
2h2 + φ2 − φ2 cos(2k)) (√2√2h2 + φ2 − φ2 cos(2k) − 2αk) tanh2 [β2 z+k ] )
)
8
(
h2 + α2k
)2 (
z−k
)3
(3.155)
where, to be clear, the denominator divides all terms, not just those on the bottom line
of the expression. Meanwhile the third and sixth terms give
−
(
h2
(
− h2β (2h2 + φ2 − φ2 cos(2k)) (√2√2h2 + φ2 − φ2 cos(2k) + 2αk)
+ 16
(
h4 + 5h2α2k + 4α
4
k + 3h
2αk
√
h2 + α2k + 4α
3
k
√
h2 + α2k
)
tanh
[
β
2
z−k
]
+
h2β
(
2h2 + φ2 − φ2 cos(2k)) (√2√2h2 + φ2 − φ2 cos(2k) + 2αk) tanh2 [β2 z−k ] )
)
8
(
h2 + α2k
)2 (
z+k
)3
(3.156)
and this gives a reduced expression for Π in the free energy, but still vastly more complic-
ated than for the magnetic case. In an attempt to simplify these equations, we note that,
under the transformation k → −k, the second & fifth terms become equal to the third
& sixth terms and of course vice versa. This transformation comes from the fact that
z+−k = −z−k and α−k = −αk. Therefore the k-integral between −π and π may be replaced
by twice the integral between 0 and π, which assists with numerical calculations. At zero
transverse field this reduces dramatically to
Π = 16β sech2
[
β
2
φ sin(k)
]
. (3.157)
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If we now set the order parameter φ = 0 then the argument of the logarithm in the free
energy reduces further, giving
FRPA = W
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
ln [1− βJ ] (3.158)
Interestingly, the same Stoner-like criterion is found as in the magnetic case. Furthermore,
we consider a low temperature expansion which is valid only when the transverse field is
not zero (and for low momenta and frequencies). Again, we see that the polarisation
bubble simplifies greatly to
Π ≃ 32h
2(
h2 + φ2 sin2(k)
)3/2 (3.159)
and the RPA free energy becomes
FRPA = W
′ ln
[
1− 4Jh
2
π
ˆ pi
0
sin2(k)(
h2 + φ2 sin2(k)
)3/2 dk
]
, h 6= 0. (3.160)
Returning to the polarisation bubble defined by Equations (3.154), (3.155) & (3.156) we
may write a simplified expression for Π, which is
Π =
β
φ2
sech2
(
βαk
2
)
α2k
+
h2α2k
4φ2z−k (4h2 + α
2
k)
3/2
(
tanh(βz−k )
(
4z−k + β(h
2 + αkz
+
k ) tanh(βz
+
k )− β(h2 + αkz+k )
))
+
h2α2k sech
2(βz−k )
φ2(h2 + αkz
+
k )(4h
2 + α2k)
(
β(h2 + αkz
−
k )− 2z+k sinh(2βz−k )
)
. (3.161)
This last expression may be used to find a general solution for the RPA correction to the
free energy. Figure 3.8 shows the magnitude of the RPA correction to the free energy
for a 1D Ising chain in transversal field, as calculated from the saddle-point expression
calculated through assumption of a finite Majorana Dimer order parameter.
3.2.2 The Square Lattice
The 2D antiferromagnetic (AFM) Hamiltonian is
H =J
N∑
j
[
Szj S
z
j+a + S
z
j S
z
j+b
]− h N∑
j
Sxj
=− J
4
N∑
j
[
ηxj η
y
j η
x
j+aη
y
j+a + η
x
j η
y
j η
x
j+bη
y
j+b
]
+
hi
2
N∑
j
ηyj η
z
j (3.162)
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Figure 3.8: The real component of the RPA correction to the free energy of the 1D
transverse-field Ising model calculated using the Majorana Dimer decoupling. The
phase survives the RPA corrections to the free energy, even at high transverse fields
not plotted here, and diverges when φ reaches zero.
where the two lattice directions are
a =
(
1 0
)
,
b =
(
0 1
)
. (3.163)
The action for this model becomes
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
χαj ∂τχ
α
j ++
hi
2
χy
j
χzj
+
J
4
[
χxj χ
x
j+aχ
y
jχ
y
j+a + χ
x
j χ
x
j+bχ
y
jχ
y
j+b
] ]
(3.164)
and to remove the quartic terms we use two decoupling fields
ϕxj →ϕxj −
iJ√
Nβ
(
χxj χ
x
j+a + χ
y
j
χy
j+a
)
ϕyj →ϕyj −
iJ√
Nβ
(
χxj χ
x
j+b + χ
y
jχ
y
j+b
)
(3.165)
so the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation gives
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1 =N
ˆ
D(ϕx, ϕy)e
−βN
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0 dτ
[
(ϕxj )
2
+(ϕyj )
2
]
=N
ˆ
D(ϕx, ϕy)e
−βN
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0 dτ
(
ϕx
j
− iJ√
Nβ
(χxj χ
x
j+a+χ
y
j
χy
j+a)
)2
× e−
βN
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0
dτ
(
ϕy
j
− iJ√
Nβ
(χxj χ
x
j+b+χ
y
j
χy
j+b)
)2
(3.166)
and the transformed action becomes
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
βN
8J
((
ϕxj
)2
+
(
ϕy
j
)2)
+
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
χαj ∂τχ
α
j +
hi
2
χy
j
χzj
− i
√
Nβ
4
a,b,x,y∑
κ,κ
ϕκj
(
χxj χ
x
j+κ + χ
y
j
χy
j+κ
)]
(3.167)
where we have used κ = x, y as the boson index and κ = a,b as the site index. When
κ = x, κ = a etc. Now we perform a Dirac transform, using
χxj = cj + c¯j, χ
y
j = i(cj − c¯j), χzj = dj + d¯j, χwj = i(dj − d¯j) (3.168)
and we also define Fourier transforms
(cj, dj) =
1√
βN
BZ∑
k
fermi∑
ωm
ei(j·k−τωm)(ckωm , dkωm)
(c¯j, d¯j) =
1√
βN
BZ∑
k
fermi∑
ωm
e−i(j·k−τωm)(c¯kωm , d¯kωm)
ϕj =
1√
βN
BZ∑
q
bose∑
ωl
ei(j·q−τωl)ϕqωl
ϕ¯j =
1√
βN
BZ∑
q
bose∑
ωl
e−i(j·q−τωl)ϕ¯qωl . (3.169)
Noting that the majority of the calculation is the same as for the 1D case, we write down
the action
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S =
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
[
βN
8J
(
ϕxkωmϕ
x
−k−ωm + ϕ
y
kωm
ϕy−k−ωm
)
+ iωm
(
ckωm c¯kωm + dkωm d¯kωm
)
− h
2
(
ckωmd−k−ωm − c¯kωmdkωm + ckωm d¯kωm − c¯kωm d¯−k−ωm
) ]
+
1
2
BZ∑
kk′
∑
ωmωm′
a,b,x,y∑
κ,κ
[
ϕκ k−k′
ωm−ωm′
c¯kωmck′ωm′
(
eiκ·k
′ − e−iκ·k
)
− ϕκ k−k′
ωm−ωm′
c¯k′ωm′ ckωm
(
e−iκ·k
′ − eiκ·k
) ]
. (3.170)
As per the 1D calculations we set
S = S0 + Sfluc. (3.171)
where k = k′ and ωm = ωm′ in S0, which is given by
S0 =
βN
8J
(φxφx + φyφy) +
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
[
iωm
(
ckωm c¯kωm + dkωm d¯kωm
)
− h
2
(
ckωmd−k−ωm − c¯kωmdkωm + ckωm d¯kωm − c¯kωm d¯−k−ωm
)
+ (φx sin(a · k) + φy sin(b · k)) c¯kωmckωm
]
(3.172)
where, as before, φa ≡ ϕaq=0,ωl=0 for a = x, y, z. Again following the 1D calculation, we
may evaluate the fermionic integral and write this equation (now the effective action) as
S0 =
βN
8J
(φxφx + φyφy)− 1
4
tr ln
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
M0[φ
x, φy] (3.173)
and by comparison with equation (3.128) the matrix M0[φ
x, φy] is given by

0 iωm4 − γk4 0 0 0 −h8 −h8 0
γk
4 − iωm4 0 0 0 h8 0 0 h8
0 0 0 γk4 − iωm4 −h8 0 0 −h8
0 0 iωm4 − γk4 0 0 h8 h8 0
0 −h8 h8 0 0 iωm4 0 0
h
8 0 0 −h8 − iωm4 0 0 0
h
8 0 0 −h8 0 0 0 − iωm4
0 −h8 h8 0 0 0 iωm4 0


(3.174)
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where we have defined the quantity γk = φ
x sin(a · k) + φy sin(b · k). The self-consistency
equation is generated by minimising the effective action. In this case we must minimise
with respect to two independent bosonic fields. Individually, the self-consistency equations
are similar to the 1D case, although here we seek the solutions to
∂S
∂φx
=
βN
4J
φx − 1
4
tr
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
M−10
∂M
∂φx
= 0
∂S
∂φy
=
βN
4J
φy − 1
4
tr
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
M−10
∂M
∂φy
= 0 (3.175)
and the solutions are quickly found after defining
z±k =
γk
4
± 1
4
√
4h2 + γ2k. (3.176)
Now, the two self-consistency equations are given by
φa =
J
4π2
¨ pi
−pi
dk sin(ka)
×

tanh(βγk/4) + 2z+k tanh(βz+k /2)√
4h2 + γ2k
− 2z
−
k tanh(βz
−
k /2)√
4h2 + γ2k

 (3.177)
for a = x, y. We have defined dk = dkxdky here and the limits on the integrals correspond
to all three orthogonal lattice directions. We may determine the transition temperature
at zero transverse field by taking the Taylor series for small φa for a = x, y. By doing
this we are assuming that both order parameters become finite at the same temperature,
although this does seem perfectly natural prima facie since they are both coupled to
similar fermionic pairs. At zero transverse field we Taylor expand the integrand for small
φ and find that the transition temperature is given by
Tcφ
a =
J
8π2
¨ pi
−pi
dk sin(ka)γk (3.178)
from which we can derive an expression relating the auxiliary fields. By adding these
equations, the transition temperature changes depending on the relations between the
auxiliary fields, where the highest transition temperature is given by
Tc =
J
4
(3.179)
in the case where both fields are equal. The zero transversal-field transition temperature
therefore matches that of the mean-field approach presented in Chapter 2. Finally, since
we observe that the configuration with the highest transition temperature has both fields
equal, i.e.
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φ ≡ φx = φy (3.180)
where we have defined the new quantity φ and for later convenience we also define
γ˜k = φ(sin(kx) + sin(ky)). (3.181)
Now we consider the RPA corrections to the free energy. The second order term is cal-
culated and written below in the fully polarised case where both classical bosonic fields
are equal; hence γ˜k is used in place of γk. For clarity, we note that q = ( qx, qy ). The
second order term (including the 1/8) is
1
8
BZ∑
kq
∑
ωmωl
4γ˜kγ˜k+q
(
h4 +
(
h2 + 2iγ˜kωm + 2ω
2
m
) (
h2 + 2iγ˜k+q(ωl + ωm) + 2(ωl + ωm)
2
))
φ2 (γ˜k − iωm) (h2 + iγ˜kωm + ω2m) (γ˜k+q − i (ωl + ωm))
×
(
eia·qδϕxqωl + e
ib·qδϕyqωl
) (
e−ia·qδϕx−q−ωl + e
−ib·qδϕy−q−ωl
)
(
h2 + iγ˜k+q (ωl + ωm) + (ωl + ωm)
2
) (3.182)
where the exponential q factors multiplying the bosonic fields arise from consideration of
the M1 terms in the second order term of the action. We evaluate the ωm Matsubara sum
first10, by setting this term equal to
=− 1
2
BZ∑
kq
∑
ωl
β
2
˛
dz
2πi
[
tanh(βz/2)γ˜kγ˜k+q
(h2 + γ˜k+q(iωl + z)− (iωl + z)2)
]
×
[
h4 +
(
h2 + 2γ˜kz − 2z2
) (
h2 + 2γ˜k+q(iωl + z)− 2(iωl + z)2
)
φ2 (γ˜k − z) (h2 + γ˜kz − z2) (γ˜k+q − (iωl + z))
]
× (δφxqωl + δφyqωl) (δφx−q−ωl + δφy−q−ωl)
=− β
4
BZ∑
kq
∑
ωl
˛
dz
2πi
[
tanh(βz/2)γ˜k γ˜k+q
(z + iωl − 2z+k+q)(z + iωl − 2z−k+q)
]
×
[
h4 +
(
h2 + 2γ˜kz − 2z2
) (
h2 + 2γ˜k+q(iωl + z)− 2(iωl + z)2
)
φ2(z − γ˜k)(z − 2z+k )(z − 2z−k ) (z + iωl − γ˜k+q)
]
×
(
eia·qδϕxqωl + e
ib·qδϕyqωl
)(
e−ia·qδϕx−q−ωl + e
−ib·qδϕy−q−ωl
)
(3.183)
There are again six poles at z = γ˜k, 2z
+
k
, 2z−
k
, γ˜k+q − iωl, 2z+k+q − iωl, 2z−k+q − iωl and we
evaluate them individually and calculate low momentum and frequency expansions. For
brevity, although the individual residues are calculated in the same manner as previously,
we present here results for pairs of residues which combine to form components of the
polarisation bubble. These results have also been Taylor expanded for low q and ωl; in
particular q is sub-dominant to k and as such only appears to quadratic level, which is
as indices to the auxiliary fields themselves. The momentum q does not appear explicitly
10For large ωm the sum is of the form 1/ω
2
m and is convergent.
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in the polarisation bubble itself. The integrand is evaluated and found to be equal to
Π2D = R1 +R2 +R3, which are in turn (from the first and fourth residues listed above)
R1 =
β
φ2
sech2
(
βγ˜k
2
)
γ˜2k (3.184)
and (from the second and fifth residues)
R2 =
h2γ˜2k
4φ2z−
k
(4h2 + γ˜2
k
)3/2
(
tanh(βz−k )
(
4z−k + β(h
2 + γ˜kz
+
k ) tanh(βz
+
k )− β(h2 + γ˜kz+k )
))
(3.185)
and (from the third and sixth residues)
R3 =
h2γ˜2k sech
2(βz−k )
φ2(h2 + γ˜kz
+
k )(4h
2 + γ˜2k)
(
β(h2 + γ˜kz
−
k )− 2z+k sinh(2βz−k )
)
(3.186)
where we see a close parallel between these results and those for the 1D case. We call the
sum of these three terms the polarisation bubble Π2D and the second order term therefore
becomes
− β
4
BZ∑
kq
∑
ωl
Π2D
(
δφxqωl + δφ
y
qωl
) (
δφx−q−ωl + δφ
y
−q−ωl
)
. (3.187)
We notice in the previous expression that only terms up to quadratic order in q have
been kept, since all terms in this second order expression are multiplied by two bosonic
fields with q dependence. The most energetically favourable state is the one in which
the momentum vector q tends to zero. This assumption effectively decouples the second
order term from the size of the momentum bubble associated with the RPA correction.
We determine the full expression for the action to be
S ≃S0 + Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
[ (
δϕxqωlδϕ
x
−q−ωl + δϕ
y
qωl
δϕy−q−ωl
)
− J
2π2
¨ pi
−pi
dkΠ2D
(
δϕxqωl + δϕ
y
qωl
) (
δϕx−q−ωl + δϕ
y
−q−ωl
) ]
. (3.188)
where we have used dk = dkxdky and the integration limits correspond to both ortho-
gonal directions. Finally, the free energy with RPA correction is given by (see previous
calculations for a clear derivation)
F 2DRPA = F − F0 = W′ln
[
1− J
π2
¨ pi
−pi
dkΠ2D
]
. (3.189)
This expression gives precisely the same RPA correction to the free energy as the 1D case
and is plotted below. This RPA correction is small for low-temperatures and rises, until it
diverges (and develops an imaginary component) when the order parameter becomes zero.
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We also note that long-range order in 2D is not subject to the same Landau argument
precluding long-range order in 1D; the Peierls argument described in Chapter 1 is relevant
in 2D, which does not preclude long range order. Figure 3.9 shows the magnitude of the
RPA correction to the free energy for a 2D Ising model in transversal field, as calculated
from the saddle-point expression calculated through assumption of a finite Majorana Dimer
order parameter.
Figure 3.9: The real component of the RPA correction to the free energy of the 2D
transverse-field Ising model calculated using the Majorana Dimer decoupling. The
phase survives the RPA corrections to the free energy, even at high transverse fields
not shown here, and diverges when φ reaches zero. The RPA correction in this case
is precisely the same as in lower dimensional cases.
3.2.3 The Cubic Lattice
The 3D antiferromagnetic (AFM) Hamiltonian is
H =J
N∑
j
[
Szj S
z
j+a + S
z
j S
z
j+b + S
z
j S
z
j+c
]− h N∑
j
Sxj
=− J
4
N∑
j
[
ηxj η
y
j η
x
j+aη
y
j+a + η
x
j η
y
j η
x
j+bη
y
j+b + η
x
j η
y
j η
x
j+cη
y
j+c
]
+
hi
2
N∑
j
ηyj η
z
j (3.190)
where the three lattice directions are
a =
(
1 0 0
)
,
b =
(
0 1 0
)
,
c =
(
0 0 1
)
. (3.191)
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The action for this model becomes
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
χαj ∂τχ
α
j ++
hi
2
χy
j
χzj
+
J
4
[
χxj χ
x
j+aχ
y
jχ
y
j+a + χ
x
j χ
x
j+bχ
y
jχ
y
j+b + χ
x
j χ
x
j+cχ
y
jχ
y
j+c
] ]
(3.192)
and to remove the quartic terms we use three decoupling fields
ϕxj →ϕxj −
iJ√
Nβ
(
χxj χ
x
j+a + χ
y
j
χy
j+a
)
ϕyj →ϕyj −
iJ√
Nβ
(
χxj χ
x
j+b + χ
y
jχ
y
j+b
)
ϕzj →ϕzj −
iJ√
Nβ
(
χxj χ
x
j+c + χ
y
j
χy
j+c
)
(3.193)
so the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation gives
1 =N
ˆ
D(ϕx, ϕy, ϕz)e
−βN
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0
dτ
[
(ϕxj )
2
+(ϕyj )
2
+(ϕzj )
2
]
=N
ˆ
D(ϕx, ϕy, ϕz)e
−βN
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0 dτ
(
ϕx
j
− iJ√
Nβ
(χxj χ
x
j+a+χ
y
j
χy
j+a)
)2
× e−
βN
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0
dτ
(
ϕy
j
− iJ√
Nβ
(χxj χ
x
j+b+χ
y
j
χy
j+b)
)2
× e−
βN
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0
dτ
(
ϕz
j
− iJ√
Nβ
(χxj χ
x
j+c+χ
y
j
χy
j+c)
)2
(3.194)
and the transformed action becomes
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
βN
8J
((
ϕxj
)2
+
(
ϕyj
)2
+
(
ϕzj
)2)
+
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
χαj ∂τχ
α
j +
hi
2
χyj χ
z
j
− i
√
Nβ
4
a,b,c∑
κ
x,y,z∑
κ
ϕκj
(
χxj χ
x
j+κ + χ
y
j
χy
j+κ
)]
(3.195)
where we have used κ = x, y, z as the boson index and κ = a,b, c as the site index. When
κ = x, κ = a etc. Now we perform a Dirac transform, using
χxj = cj + c¯j, χ
y
j = i(cj − c¯j), χzj = dj + d¯j, χwj = i(dj − d¯j) (3.196)
and we also define Fourier transforms
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(cj, dj) =
1√
βN
BZ∑
k
fermi∑
ωm
ei(j·k−τωm)(ckωm , dkωm)
(c¯j, d¯j) =
1√
βN
BZ∑
k
fermi∑
ωm
e−i(j·k−τωm)(c¯kωm , d¯kωm)
ϕj =
1√
βN
BZ∑
q
bose∑
ωl
ei(j·q−τωl)ϕqωl
ϕ¯j =
1√
βN
BZ∑
q
bose∑
ωl
e−i(j·q−τωl)ϕ¯qωl . (3.197)
Noting that the majority of the calculation is the same as for the 1D case, we write down
the action
S =
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
[
βN
8J
(
ϕxkωmϕ
x
−k−ωm + ϕ
y
kωm
ϕy−k−ωm + ϕ
z
kωmϕ
z
−k−ωm
)
+ iωm
(
ckωm c¯kωm + dkωm d¯kωm
)
− h
2
(
ckωmd−k−ωm − c¯kωmdkωm + ckωm d¯kωm − c¯kωm d¯−k−ωm
) ]
+
1
2
BZ∑
kk′
∑
ωmωm′
a,b,c∑
κ
[
ϕx k−k′
ωm−ωm′
c¯kωmck′ωm′
(
eiκ·k
′ − e−iκ·k
)
− ϕx k−k′
ωm−ωm′
c¯k′ωm′ ckωm
(
e−iκ·k
′ − eiκ·k
) ]
(3.198)
and as per the 1D calculations we set
S = S0 + Sfluc. (3.199)
where k = k′ and ωm = ωm′ in S0, which is given by
S0 =
βN
8J
(φxφx + φyφy + φzφz) +
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
[
iωm
(
ckωm c¯kωm + dkωm d¯kωm
)
− h
2
(
ckωmd−k−ωm − c¯kωmdkωm + ckωm d¯kωm − c¯kωm d¯−k−ωm
)
+ (φx sin(a · k) + φy sin(b · k) + φz sin(c · k)) c¯kωmckωm
]
(3.200)
where, as before, φa ≡ ϕaq=0,ωl=0 for a = x, y, z. Again following the 1D calculation, we
may evaluate the fermionic integral and write this equation (now the effective action) as
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S0 =
βN
8J
(φxφx + φyφy + φzφz)− 1
4
tr ln
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
M0[φ
x, φy, φz] (3.201)
and by comparison with equation (3.128) the matrix M0[φ
x, φy, φz] is given by

0 iωm4 − γk4 0 0 0 −h8 −h8 0
γk
4 − iωm4 0 0 0 h8 0 0 h8
0 0 0 γk4 − iωm4 −h8 0 0 −h8
0 0 iωm4 − γk4 0 0 h8 h8 0
0 −h8 h8 0 0 iωm4 0 0
h
8 0 0 −h8 − iωm4 0 0 0
h
8 0 0 −h8 0 0 0 − iωm4
0 −h8 h8 0 0 0 iωm4 0


(3.202)
where we have defined the quantity γk = φ
x sin(a · k) + φy sin(b · k) + φz sin(c · k). The
self-consistency equation is generated by minimising the effective action. In this case we
must minimise with respect to three independent bosonic fields, which we see from the
analysis of the 2D case are necessarily equal. Individually, the self-consistency equations
are similar to the 1D case, although here we seek the solutions to
∂S
∂φx
=
βN
4J
φx − 1
4
tr
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
M−10
∂M
∂φx
= 0
∂S
∂φy
=
βN
4J
φy − 1
4
tr
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
M−10
∂M
∂φy
= 0
∂S
∂φz
=
βN
4J
φz − 1
4
tr
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
M−10
∂M
∂φz
= 0 (3.203)
and the solutions are quickly found after defining
z±k =
γk
4
± 1
4
√
4h2 + γ2k. (3.204)
Now, the three self-consistency equations are
φa =
J
8π3
˚ pi
−pi
dk sin(ka)
×

tanh(βγk/4) + 2z+k tanh(βz+k /2)√
4h2 + γ2k
− 2z
−
k
tanh(βz−
k
/2)√
4h2 + γ2k

 (3.205)
for a = x, y, z. We have defined dk = dkxdkydkz here and the limits on the integrals
correspond to all three orthogonal lattice directions. We may determine the transition
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temperature at zero transverse field by taking the Taylor series for small φa for a = x, y, z.
By doing this we are assuming that all three order parameters become finite at the same
temperature, although this does seem perfectly natural prima facie. At zero transverse
field we Taylor expand the integrand for small φ and find that the transition temperature
is given by
Tcφ
a =
J
16π3
˚ pi
−pi
dk sin(ka)γk (3.206)
from which we can derive an expression relating the auxiliary fields. Adding these equa-
tions, the transition temperature changes depending on the relations between the auxiliary
fields, where the highest transition temperature is given by
Tc =
J
4
(3.207)
in the case where all three fields are equal. The zero transversal-field transition temper-
ature therefore matches that of the mean-field approach presented in Chapter 2. Finally,
since we observe that the configuration with the highest transition temperature has all
three fields equal, i.e.
φ ≡ φx = φy = φz (3.208)
where we have defined the new quantity φ and for later convenience we also define
γ˜k = φ(sin(kx) + sin(ky) + sin(kz)). (3.209)
Now we consider the RPA corrections to the free energy. The second order term is calcu-
lated and written below in the fully polarised case where all three classical bosonic fields
are equal; hence γ˜k is used in place of γk. For clarity, we again recall q = ( qx, qy, qz ).
The second order term (including the 1/8) is
1
8
BZ∑
kq
∑
ωmωl
4γ˜kγ˜k+q
(
h4 +
(
h2 + 2iγ˜kωm + 2ω
2
m
) (
h2 + 2iγ˜k+q(ωl + ωm) + 2(ωl + ωm)
2
))
φ2 (γ˜k − iωm) (h2 + iγ˜kωm + ω2m) (γ˜k+q − i (ωl + ωm))
× 1(
h2 + iγ˜k+q (ωl + ωm) + (ωl + ωm)
2
)
×
(
eia·qδϕxqωl + e
ib·qδϕyqωl + e
ic·qδϕzqωl
)
×
(
e−ia·qδϕx−q−ωl + e
−ib·qδϕy−q−ωl + e
−ic·qδϕz−q−ωl
)
(3.210)
where the exponential q factors multiplying the bosonic fields arise from consideration of
the M1 terms in the second order term of the action. We evaluate the ωm Matsubara sum
first11, by setting this term equal to
11For large ωm the sum is of the form 1/ω
2
m and is convergent.
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=− 1
2
BZ∑
kq
∑
ωl
β
2
˛
dz
2πi
[
tanh(βz/2)γ˜kγ˜k+q
(h2 + γ˜k+q(iωl + z)− (iωl + z)2)
]
×
[
h4 +
(
h2 + 2γ˜kz − 2z2
) (
h2 + 2γ˜k+q(iωl + z)− 2(iωl + z)2
)
φ2 (γ˜k − z) (h2 + γ˜kz − z2) (γ˜k+q − (iωl + z))
]
× (δφxqωl + δφyqωl + δφzqωl) (δφx−q−ωl + δφy−q−ωl + δφz−q−ωl)
=− β
4
BZ∑
kq
∑
ωl
˛
dz
2πi
[
tanh(βz/2)γ˜kγ˜k+q
(z + iωl − 2z+k+q)(z + iωl − 2z−k+q)
]
×
[
h4 +
(
h2 + 2γ˜kz − 2z2
) (
h2 + 2γ˜k+q(iωl + z)− 2(iωl + z)2
)
φ2(z − γ˜k)(z − 2z+k )(z − 2z−k ) (z + iωl − γ˜k+q)
]
×
(
eia·qδϕxqωl + e
ib·qδϕyqωl + e
ic·qδϕzqωl
)
×
(
e−ia·qδϕx−q−ωl + e
−ib·qδϕy−q−ωl + e
−ic·qδϕz−q−ωl
)
(3.211)
There are again six poles at z = γ˜k, 2z
+
k
, 2z−
k
, γ˜k+q − iωl, 2z+k+q − iωl, 2z−k+q − iωl and we
evaluate them individually and calculate low momentum and frequency expansions. For
brevity, although the individual residues are calculated in the same manner as previously,
we present here results for pairs of residues which combine to form components of the
polarisation bubble. These results have also been Taylor expanded for low q and ωl; in
particular q is sub-dominant to k and as such only appears to quadratic level, which is
as indices to the auxiliary fields themselves. The momentum q does not appear explicitly
in the polarisation bubble itself after this Taylor expansion has been performed. The
exponential factors multiplying the bosonic fields can be seen to vanish as the momentum
q tends to zero. The integrand is evaluated and found to be equal to Π3D = R1+R2+R3,
which are in turn (from the first and fourth residues listed above)
R1 =
β
φ2
sech2
(
βγ˜k
2
)
γ˜2k (3.212)
and (from the second and fifth residues)
R2 =
h2γ˜2k
4φ2z−k (4h2 + γ˜
2
k)
3/2
(
tanh(βz−
k
)
(
4z−
k
+ β(h2 + γ˜kz
+
k
) tanh(βz+
k
)− β(h2 + γ˜kz+k )
))
(3.213)
and (from the third and sixth residues)
R3 =
h2γ˜2k sech
2(βz−
k
)
φ2(h2 + γ˜kz
+
k )(4h
2 + γ˜2k)
(
β(h2 + γ˜kz
−
k
)− 2z+
k
sinh(2βz−
k
)
)
(3.214)
where we see a close parallel between these results and those for the 1D case. We call the
sum of these three terms the polarisation bubble Π3D and the second order term therefore
becomes
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− β
4
BZ∑
kq
∑
ωl
Π3D
(
δφxqωl + δφ
y
qωl
+ δφzqωl
) (
δφx−q−ωl + δφ
y
−q−ωl + δφ
z
−q−ωl
)
. (3.215)
We notice in the previous expression that only terms up to quadratic order in q have been
kept, since all terms in this second order expression are multiplied by two bosonic fields
with q dependence. This assumption effectively decouples the second order term from the
size of the momentum bubble associated with the RPA correction. We determine the full
expression for the action to be
S ≃S0 + Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
[ (
δϕxqωlδϕ
x
−q−ωl + δϕ
y
qωl
δϕy−q−ωl + δϕ
z
qωl
δϕz−q−ωl
)
− J
4π3
˚ pi
−pi
dkΠ3D
(
δϕxqωl + δϕ
y
qωl
+ δϕzqωl
) (
δϕx−q−ωl + δϕ
y
−q−ωl + δϕ
z
−q−ωl
) ]
.
(3.216)
where we have used dk = dkxdkydkz and the integration limits correspond to all three or-
thogonal directions. Finally, the free energy with RPA correction is given by (see previous
calculations for a clear derivation)
F 3DRPA = F − F0 = W′ln
[
1− 3J
4π3
˚ pi
−pi
dkΠ3D
]
. (3.217)
which yields precisely the same RPA correction to the free energy as in lower dimensional
cases. Figure 3.10 shows the magnitude of the RPA correction to the free energy for a 3D
Ising model in transversal field, as calculated from the saddle-point expression calculated
through assumption of a finite Majorana Dimer order parameter.
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Figure 3.10: The real component of the RPA correction to the free energy of the 3D
transverse-field Ising model calculated using the Majorana Dimer decoupling. The
phase survives the RPA corrections to the free energy, even at high transverse fields
not shown here, and diverges when φ reaches zero. The RPA correction in this case
is precisely the same as in lower dimensional cases.
3.3 Path Integral Calculations: Twist Decoupling
Next, we consider the third obvious decoupling in the path-integral formalism, which we
call Twist Decoupling due to its similarities with the Ising magnetic decoupling, but having
Majorana fermions on neighbouring sites.
3.3.1 One Dimensional Chain
We consider the ferromagnetic transverse-field Ising model given by
H =
J
4
N∑
j
ηxj η
y
j η
x
j+1η
y
j+1 +
hi
2
N∑
j
ηyj η
z
j (3.218)
and write down the corresponding Euclidean action
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
χαj ∂τχ
α
j +
J
4
χxjχ
y
jχ
x
j+1χ
y
j+1 +
hi
2
χyjχ
z
j
]
. (3.219)
which we do by comparison with previous cases. We perform the Hubbard-Stratonovich
decoupling
1 =N
ˆ
Dϕe−
Nβ
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0
dτϕ2j
=N
ˆ
Dϕe
−Nβ
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0 dτ
[
ϕ2j− 2iJ√Nβϕj(χxjχ
y
j+1+χ
y
jχ
x
j+1)− 2J
2
√
Nβ
χxj χ
y
j+1χ
y
jχ
x
j+1
]
(3.220)
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the application of which gives an action
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
Nβ
8J
ϕ2j +
1
4
x,y,z∑
α
χαj ∂τχ
α
j −
i
√
Nβ
4
ϕj
(
χxjχ
y
j+1 + χ
y
jχ
x
j+1
)
+
hi
2
χyjχ
z
j
]
.
(3.221)
We apply a Fourier transform to this action of the same form as those applied in previous
sections. Note that the result will be the same as previous calculations, except for the
term which couples the fermionic and auxiliary fields; for brevity, we call this term Sϕ
(including the leading minus sign) and write12
Sϕ =− i
4
BZ∑
kk′
∑
ωmωm′
ϕ−k−k′,−ωm−ωm′
(
χxkωmχ
y
k′ωm′
eik
′
+ χykωmχ
x
k′ωm′
eik
′)
=− i
4
BZ∑
kk′
∑
ωmωm′
ϕk−k′,ωm−ωm′
(
χx−k−ωmχ
y
k′ωm′
+ χy−k−ωmχ
x
k′ωm′
)
eik
′
. (3.222)
We now assume that the saddle-point corresponding to the ordered phase exists at k = k′
and that the action may be split into
S = S0 + Sfluc.[k 6= k′, ωm 6= ωm′ ], (3.223)
where S0φ is the part of S0 which is linear in φ; thus
S0φ =−
iφ
4
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
(
χx−k−ωmχ
y
kωm
+ χy−k−ωmχ
x
kωm
)
eik
= − iφ
4
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
(
χx−k−ωmχ
y
kωm
+ χx−kωmχ
y
k−ωm + χ
y
−k−ωmχ
x
kωm + χ
y
−kωmχ
x
k−ωm
)
eik
(3.224)
where in the last line we have split the Matsubara sum in the same manner as previous
cases. In doing so we have defined the sum
∑(+)
ωm
which spans the range [0,∞). Now,
we may again write down S0 in the form of a six-by-six matrix, using the results from
previous sections. The expression for the saddle-point action is
S0 =
βN
8J
φ2 +
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
UTM0U (3.225)
where U is the row vector with UT its transpose and M0 is the matrix, which is block
diagonal in the momentum and Matsubara sums such that they may be extracted. The
vector U is given by
12Where we shall again only consider the G = 0 reciprocal lattice vector.
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UT =
(
χx−k−ωmχ
y
−k−ωmχ
z
−k−ωmχ
x
kωm
χykωmχ
z
kωm
)
(3.226)
meanwhile the matrix M0[φ] is given by
M0[φ] =


0 0 0 − iωm4 φ sin(k)4 0
0 0 0 φ sin(k)4 − iωm4 ih4
0 0 0 0 − ih4 − iωm4
iωm
4 −φ sin(k)4 0 0 0 0
−φ sin(k)4 iωm4 ih4 0 0 0
0 − ih4 iωm4 0 0 0


. (3.227)
It is now possible to integrate out the fermions using equation (3.8) and we again insert
the factor of 1/2, which is necessary to give the same results as standard Bogoliubov mean-
field theory. Again at this stage we extremise the effective action in order to determine
the classical trajectory. This is done by calculating the derivative
dS0
dφ
= 0. (3.228)
At this point we can take advantage of previous calculations to write down the saddle-point
equation generated by this extremisation, which is
Nβ
4J
φ =
1
4
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
4φ sin2(k)
h2 + φ2 sin2(k) + ω2
=
1
8
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
4φ sin2(k)
h2 + φ2 sin2(k) + ω2
=
β
4
BZ∑
k
˛
dz
2πi
[
φ sin2(k) tanh(βz/2)
(z −
√
h2 + φ2 sin2(k))(z +
√
h2 + φ2 sin2(k))
]
(3.229)
which simplifies to
π =
J
2
ˆ pi
−pi
dk

sin2(k) tanh
(
β
2
√
h2 + φ2 sin2(k)
)
√
h2 + φ2 sin2(k)

 (3.230)
The zero-field transition occurs at Tc = J/4 and the zero-temperature transition out of
the ordered phase occurs at h = J/2. These results corroborate those found using the
Bogoliubov mean-field theory treatment. Figure 3.11 shows the magnitude of the order
parameter for a 1D Ising chain in transversal field, as calculated from the saddle-point
expression calculated through assumption of a finite Twist order parameter.
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Figure 3.11: The order parameter φ of the 1D ferromagnetic transverse-field Ising
model, calculated in the Twist Order decoupling using the path integral method.
We again augment this calculation by determining the RPA correction to the saddle-
point relation. The results maintain a close parallel with those of the magnetic case,
so we draw extensively upon that calculation. Splitting the action into stationary and
fluctuating parts as
S = S0 + Sfluc.[k 6= k′, ωm 6= ωm′ ] (3.231)
we again consider contributions to the lowest non-zero order of the Sfluc.[k 6= k′, ωm 6= ωm′ ]
term, which are second order. To do this, we must split the auxiliary field as
ϕqωl = φ× δq0δωl0 + δϕqωl (3.232)
and then allowing corrections to the saddle-point theory which involves small perturbations
around the classical phase. Returning to the modified equation for the effective action,
which has had the fermions integrated out, we have
S =
Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
ϕqωlϕ−q−ωl −
1
4
BZ∑
kk′
(+)∑
ωmωm′
tr lnM [ϕ] (3.233)
where, by virtue of ϕqωl = φ× δq0δωl0 + δϕqωl we may split the matrix into
M [ϕ] k,k′
ωm,ωm′
=M0[φ]k,ωm +M1[δϕ] k,k′
ωm,ωm′
(3.234)
components as before. The action may now be expanded in terms of the field δϕqωl into
S ≃ S0 + Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
δϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl +
1
8
tr [G0[φ]M1[δϕ]G0[φ]M1[δϕ]] (3.235)
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where S0 is the classical action. The factor of two introduced before the tr ln term also
affects the term quadratic in the δϕqωl fields. The matrices G0 are now momentum de-
pendent but are of the same form as in the magnetic case; we immediately write down the
second order term explicitly, which (defining αk = φ sin(k)) is
1
8
BZ∑
kq
(+)∑
ωm
∑
ωl
2
(
2ωlωm
(
h2 − αkαk+q + 2ω2m
)
+ 2ω2m
(
h2 − αkαk+q + ω2m
)
+ ω2l
(
h2 + 2ω2m
))
ωm (ωl + ωm)
(
h2 + α2k + ω
2
m
) (
h2 + α2k+q + 2ωlωm + ω
2
l + ω
2
m
)
× sin(k) sin(k + q)δϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl (3.236)
and, as in the magnetic case, we simplify the polarisation bubble by taking the limits of
small q and frequency ωl. As opposed to the case of the Coulomb gas, the result of taking
these two limits is independent of the order of operation. The polarisation bubble becomes
Π ≃
βα2k sin
2(k) sech2
(
β
2
√
h2 + α2k
)
h2 + α2k
+
2 sin2(k)h2 tanh
(
β
2
√
h2 + α2k
)
(
h2 + α2k
)3/2 (3.237)
and the action to RPA level is therefore
S ≃ S0 + Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
δϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl −
β
8
BZ∑
kq
∑
ωl
Π× δϕqωlδϕ−q−ωl . (3.238)
To determine the free energy, we calculate
Z = 23N
ˆ
Dϕe−S[ϕ] (3.239)
which gives13
Z
Z0
= 23N
ˆ
Dϕe
− β
8J
∑BZ
q
∑
ωl
δϕqωl [N−J
∑BZ
k Π]δϕ−q−ωl (3.240)
and the latter yields
FRPA = F − F0 = W
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
ln
[
1− J
2π
ˆ pi
−pi
Πdk
]
(3.241)
with a new normalisation W. In this case as for the Majorana Dimer decoupling, the
momentum integral cannot be analytically evaluated, however a full numerical analysis is
possible by solving self-consistently for φ. Figure 3.12 shows the magnitude of the RPA
correction to the free energy for a 1D Ising chain in transversal field, as calculated from the
saddle-point expression calculated through assumption of a finite Twist order parameter.
13We use Z0 =
´
Dϕe−S0 here.
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Figure 3.12: The real component of the RPA correction to the free energy of the
1D transverse-field Ising model calculated using the Twist decoupling. The phase
survives the RPA corrections to the free energy, which diverges when φ reaches zero.
3.3.2 The Square Lattice
The same analysis may be performed in higher dimensions, however in contrast to the
magnetic case and similarly to the Majorana Dimer case, the transition temperatures
and RPA correction are independent of dimension, which shall be demonstrated here.
In performing the 2D and 3D calculations, we shall not include any new techniques to
determine the saddle-point and RPA corrections, we are therefore at liberty to be brief
with the calculational aspects of the proceeding two sections. In 2D, the ferromagnetic
Hamiltonian is
H =
J
4
N∑
j
[
ηxj η
y
j
ηxj+aη
y
j+a + η
x
j η
y
j
ηxj+bη
y
j+b
]
+
hi
2
N∑
j
ηy
j
ηzj (3.242)
where we define the vectors a = ( 1 0 ) and b = ( 0 1 ). The action is a simple
extension of the 1D case and the calculation of the self-consistency relation and RPA
correction follow very similar procedures. The shifts of the auxiliary fields used in the
Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation are
ϕxj → ϕxj −
iJ√
Nβ
(
χxj χ
y
j+a + χ
y
jχ
x
j+a
)
(3.243)
ϕy
j
→ ϕy
j
− iJ√
Nβ
(
χxj χ
y
j+b + χ
y
j
χxj+b
)
. (3.244)
These two shifts, when applied to the appropriate Gaussian integral, remove the quartic
terms from the action and leave it in a form which contains an interaction term between
the fermions and auxiliary fields. Fourier transforms are then applied to this action,
transforming it into momentum and frequency space.14 The only term which differs (in
more than the replacement k → k) from the 1D case is the interaction term, which becomes
14We retain the condition that only the reciprocal lattice vector G = 0 is included in the sum.
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Sϕ = − i
4
BZ∑
kk′
∑
ωmωm′
(
ϕx k−k′
ωm−ωm′
eik
′·a + ϕy
k−k′
ωm−ωm′
eik
′·b
)(
χx−k−ωmχ
y
k′ωm′
+ χy−k−ωmχ
x
k′ωm′
)
.
(3.245)
Integrating out the fermions will be our next step, however this is found to be an impossibly
complex problem without prior simplification. To overcome the complexity of a solution to
the full action, we assume that the auxiliary fields have some solution at some preordained
momentum and frequency. We choose these values to both be zero and minimise the action
to find the saddle-point given by that choice. Further to this choice, in the 1D case we
altered the range of Matsubara frequencies from (−∞,∞) to [0,∞) and denoted this
alteration by replacing
∑
ωm
→ ∑(+)ωm . The purpose of this transformation was to allow
us a strictly independent basis from which to perform the integration of the Grassmann
numbers and hence exculpate us of any double-counting errors. Although we have seen in
the previous section that this step does not change the result (and leads to complications
when attempting to evaluate the Matsubara sum) we shall perform it here for a more
rigorous solution. Defining e.g. ϕx00 = φx, the action becomes
S0 =
βN
8J
(
φ2x + φ
2
y
)
+
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
UTM0U (3.246)
which is a simple extension of the 1D case. The vector U gives the fermionic basis of the
bosonic matrix M0. The action here contains two auxiliary fields, however minimisation
implies that they must be equal, hence we define φ = φx = φy which simplifies the forth-
coming calculation. For brevity here and later we also define αk = φ (sin(kx) + sin(ky)).
The same basis is chosen as in the 1D case and the matrix M0 is
M0[φ] =


0 0 0 − iωm4 αk4 0
0 0 0 αk4 − iωm4 ih4
0 0 0 0 − ih4 − iωm4
iωm
4 −αk4 0 0 0 0
−αk4 iωm4 ih4 0 0 0
0 − ih4 iωm4 0 0 0


(3.247)
as before. Integrating out the fermions using equation (3.8) and inserting the factor of
1/2 (necessary to recover the standard Bogoliubov mean-field theory result) yields an
expression for the action which may be minimised by calculating
∂S0
∂φx
=
∂S0
∂φy
= 0. (3.248)
This expression gives rise to the self-consistency relation
φ =
J
4π2
¨ pi
−pi
dkxdky
αk sin(kx) tanh
(
β
2
√
h2 + α2k
)
√
h2 + α2k
(3.249)
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which has transition temperature kBTc = J/4 and zero-temperature critical field h = J/2,
which is the same as the 1D case - this mirrors the results of the mean-field calculations
in higher dimensions shown in the previous Chapter. Figure 3.13 shows the magnitude
of the order parameter for a 2D Ising model in transversal field, as calculated from the
saddle-point expression calculated through assumption of a finite Twist order parameter.
Figure 3.13: The order parameter φ of the 2D ferromagnetic transverse-field Ising
model, calculated in the Twist Order decoupling using the path integral method.
The saddle-point defines a region in the phase diagram where order of this type may exist;
we now calculate the RPA correction terms, which may reduce the size of the ordered part
of the phase diagram. Again, following closely the results of the 1D case (and including
the factor of 1/2 necessary to retain consistency with the mean-field theory), we find
S =
Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
(
ϕxqωlϕ
x
−q−ωl + ϕ
y
qωl
ϕy−q−ωl
)− 1
4
BZ∑
kk′
(+)∑
ωmωm′
tr lnM [ϕx, ϕy ] (3.250)
and the matrix may again be split into
M [ϕ] k,k′
ωm,ωm′
=M0[φ]k,ωm +M1[δϕ] k,k′
ωm ,ωm′
(3.251)
components as before and the action expanded in terms of the field δϕqωl into
S ≃ S0 + Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
(
δϕxqωlδϕ
x
−q−ωl + δϕ
y
qωl
δϕy−q−ωl
)
+
1
8
tr [G0[φ]M1[δϕ
x, δϕy ]G0[φ]M1[δϕ
x, δϕy ]] (3.252)
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where S0 is the classical action and we have used φ = φx = φy. The factor of two intro-
duced before the tr ln term also affects the term quadratic in the δϕqωl fields. Explicitly,
the second order term is
1
8
BZ∑
kq
(+)∑
ωm
∑
ωl
(
2ωlωm
(
h2 − αkαk+q + 2ω2m
)
+ 2ω2m
(
h2 − αkαk+q + ω2m
)
+ ω2l
(
h2 + 2ω2m
))
ωm (ωl + ωm)
(
h2 + α2k + ω
2
m
) (
h2 + α2k+q + 2ωlωm + ω
2
l + ω
2
m
)
× (−2)αkαk+q
φ2
(
δϕxqωle
iq·a + δϕyqωle
iq·b
)(
δϕx−q−ωle
−iq·a + δϕy−q−ωle
−iq·b
)
(3.253)
and we calculate the polarisation bubble Π, which is defined as the whole summand, not
including the bosonic fields. The exponential factors multiplying the bosonic fields arise
in the same manner as in the magnetic and Majorana Dimer cases and can be shown
to be satisfied by small q; to simplify further calculations q = 0 is assumed in these
exponential factors (see, for instance, the derivation of the 2D ferromagnetic RPA term
for a complete discussion). This process closely mirrors that of the magnetic and Majorana
Dimer calculations. As in the magnetic case, we simplify the polarisation bubble by taking
the limits of small q and ωl. The polarisation bubble becomes
Π2D ≃
βα4k sech
2
(
β
2
√
h2 + α2
k
)
φ2
(
h2 + α2k
) + 2α2kh2 tanh
(
β
2
√
h2 + α2
k
)
φ2
(
h2 + α2
k
)3/2 (3.254)
and the action to RPA level is therefore
S ≃S0 + Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
(
δϕxqωlδϕ
x
−q−ωl + δϕ
y
qωl
δϕy−q−ωl
)
− β
8
BZ∑
kq
∑
ωl
Π2D × (δϕxqωl + δϕyqωl) (δϕx−q−ωl + δϕy−q−ωl) . (3.255)
To determine the free energy, we calculate
Z = 23N
ˆ
Dϕe−S[ϕ] (3.256)
and calculate the free energy in the same manner as previous cases; here the dimensionality
gives rise to a factor of two in front of the first term quadratic in the bosons and a factor
of four in front of the polarisation bubble. The free energy is therefore
FRPA = F − F0 = W
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
ln
[
2− 4J
4π2
¨ pi
−pi
Π2Ddk
]
(3.257)
with a new normalisation W. In this case as for the Majorana Dimer decoupling, the
momentum sum cannot be analytically evaluated, however a full numerical analysis is
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possible. Figure 3.14 shows the magnitude of the RPA correction to the free energy
for a 2D Ising model in transversal field, as calculated from the saddle-point expression
calculated through assumption of a finite Twist order parameter.
Figure 3.14: The real component of the RPA correction to the free energy of the
2D transverse-field Ising model calculated using the Twist decoupling. The phase
survives the RPA corrections to the free energy, which diverges when φ reaches zero.
3.3.3 The Cubic Lattice
As the last of the ferromagnetic Twist Decoupling interactions discussed in this section,
we calculate the 3D saddle-point expression and RPA correction. The Hamiltonian in this
case is
H =
J
4
N∑
j
[
ηxj η
y
j
ηxj+aη
y
j+a + η
x
j η
y
j
ηxj+bη
y
j+b + η
x
j η
y
j
ηxj+cη
y
j+c
]
+
hi
2
N∑
j
ηy
j
ηzj . (3.258)
The quartic terms are removed by use of the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation applied
to the Gaussian integral
1 = N
ˆ
Dϕe−
Nβ
8J
´ β
0 dτ
∑N
j (ϕxj +ϕ
y
j
+ϕz
j )
2
(3.259)
The Hubbard-Stratonovich decoupling is performed on this occasion by the modification
of the Gaussian integral via the following shifts, which are
ϕxj → ϕxj −
iJ√
Nβ
(
χxj χ
y
j+a + χ
y
jχ
x
j+a
)
ϕy
j
→ ϕy
j
− iJ√
Nβ
(
χxj χ
y
j+b + χ
y
j
χxj+b
)
ϕzj → ϕzj −
iJ√
Nβ
(
χxj χ
y
j+c + χ
y
j χ
x
j+c
)
. (3.260)
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The action becomes
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
Nβ
8J
((
ϕxj
)2
+
(
ϕyj
)2
+
(
ϕzj
)2)
+
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
χαj ∂τχ
α
j +
hi
2
χyj χ
z
j
− i
√
Nβ
4
ϕxj
(
χxj χ
y
j+a + χ
y
jχ
x
j+a
)
− i
√
Nβ
4
ϕyj
(
χxj χ
y
j+b + χ
y
jχ
x
j+b
)
− i
√
Nβ
4
ϕzj
(
χxj χ
y
j+c + χ
y
jχ
x
j+c
)]
(3.261)
Fourier transforms are applied to this quantity; for brevity we write down only the in-
teraction term between bosons and fermions, which in momentum and frequency space
becomes
Sϕ = − i
4
BZ∑
kk′
∑
ωmωm′
(
ϕx k−k′
ωm−ωm′
eik
′·a + ϕy
k−k′
ωm−ωm′
eik
′·b + ϕz k−k′
ωm−ωm′
eik
′·c
)
×
(
χx−k−ωmχ
y
k′ωm′
+ χy−k−ωmχ
x
k′ωm′
)
. (3.262)
The other components of the action are identical with those of the other 3D models
discussed in this section. Integrating out the fermions will be our next step, however this
is found to be an impossibly complex problem without prior simplification. To bypass the
complexity of a solution to the full action, we assume that the auxiliary fields have a non-
trivial saddle-point solution at zero momentum and frequency. In the 1D case we altered
the range of Matsubara frequencies from (−∞,∞) to [0,∞) and denoted this alteration
by replacing
∑
ωm
→∑(+)ωm . The purpose of this transformation was to allow us a strictly
independent basis from which to perform the integration of the Grassmann numbers - we
shall perform this operation again here. Defining e.g. ϕx00 = φx, the action becomes
S0 =
βN
8J
(
φ2x + φ
2
y + φ
2
z
)
+
BZ∑
k
(+)∑
ωm
UTM0U (3.263)
which is again a simple extension of the 1D case. The vector U gives the Grassmannian
basis of the bosonic matrix M0. The action here contains two auxiliary fields, however
minimisation implies that they must be equal, hence we define φ = φx = φy = φz which
simplifies the forthcoming mathematics. For brevity here and later we also define αk =
φ (sin(kx) + sin(ky) + sin(kz)). The same basis is chosen as in the 1D case and the matrix
M0 is
M0[φ] =


0 0 0 − iωm4 αk4 0
0 0 0 αk4 − iωm4 ih4
0 0 0 0 − ih4 − iωm4
iωm
4 −αk4 0 0 0 0
−αk4 iωm4 ih4 0 0 0
0 − ih4 iωm4 0 0 0


(3.264)
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as before. Integrating out the fermions using equation (3.8) and inserting the factor of
1/2 (necessary to recover the standard Bogoliubov mean-field theory result) yields an
expression for the action which may be minimised by calculating
∂S0
∂φx
=
∂S0
∂φy
=
∂S0
∂φz
= 0. (3.265)
This expression gives rise to the self-consistency relation
φ =
J
8π3
˚ pi
−pi
dkxdkydkz
αk sin(kx) tanh
(
β
2
√
h2 + α2k
)
√
h2 + α2
k
(3.266)
which has transition temperature kBTc = J/4 and zero-temperature critical field h = J/2,
which is the same as the 1D and 2D cases - this mirrors the results of the mean-field
calculations shown in the previous Chapter. We note that φx = φy = φz follows from
the three saddle-point equations. The saddle-point defines a region in the phase diagram
where order of this type may exist; we now calculate the RPA correction terms, which
may reduce the size of the ordered part of the phase diagram. Again, following closely
the results of the 1D case (and including the factor of 1/2 necessary to retain consistency
with the mean-field theory), we find
S =
Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
(
ϕxqωlϕ
x
−q−ωl + ϕ
y
qωl
ϕy−q−ωl + ϕ
z
qωl
ϕz−q−ωl
)
− 1
4
BZ∑
kk′
(+)∑
ωmωm′
tr lnM [ϕx, ϕy , ϕz] (3.267)
and the matrix may again be split into
M [ϕ] k,k′
ωm,ωm′
=M0[φ]k,ωm +M1[δϕ] k,k′
ωm ,ωm′
(3.268)
components as before and the action expanded in terms of the field δϕqωl into
S ≃ S0 + Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
(
δϕxqωlδϕ
x
−q−ωl + δϕ
y
qωl
δϕy−q−ωl + δϕ
z
qωl
δϕz−q−ωl
)
+
1
8
tr [G0[φ]M1[δϕ
x, δϕy , δϕz ]G0[φ]M1[δϕ
x, δϕy , δϕz ]] (3.269)
where S0 is the classical action. The factor of two introduced before the tr ln term also
affects the term quadratic in the δϕqωl fields. Explicitly, the second order term is
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BZ∑
kq
(+)∑
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ωl
(
2ωlωm
(
h2 − αkαk+q + 2ω2m
)
+ 2ω2m
(
h2 − αkαk+q + ω2m
)
+ ω2l
(
h2 + 2ω2m
))
ωm (ωl + ωm)
(
h2 + α2k + ω
2
m
) (
h2 + α2k+q + 2ωlωm + ω
2
l + ω
2
m
)
× (−2)αkαk+q
φ2
(
δϕxqωle
iq·a + δϕyqωle
iq·b + δϕzqωle
iq·c
)
×
(
δϕx−q−ωle
−iq·a + δϕy−q−ωle
−iq·b + δϕz−q−ωle
−iq·c
)
(3.270)
and we calculate the polarisation bubble Π, which we define as the entire summand, not
including the bosonic fields. The exponential factors multiplying the bosonic fields arise
in the same manner as in the magnetic and Majorana Dimer cases and can be shown to be
satisfied by small q; to simplify further calculations q = 0 is assumed in these exponential
factors (see, for instance, the derivation of the 2D ferromagnetic RPA term for a complete
discussion). As in previous cases, we simplify the polarisation bubble by taking the limits
of small q and ωl. The polarisation bubble becomes
Π3D ≃
βα4k sech
2
(
β
2
√
h2 + α2
k
)
φ2
(
h2 + α2k
) + 2α2kh2 tanh
(
β
2
√
h2 + α2
k
)
φ2
(
h2 + α2k
)3/2 (3.271)
and the action to RPA level is therefore
S ≃S0 + Nβ
8J
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
(
δϕxqωlδϕ
x
−q−ωl + δϕ
y
qωl
δϕy−q−ωl + δϕ
z
qωl
δϕz−q−ωl
)
− β
8
BZ∑
kq
∑
ωl
Π3D × (δϕxqωl + δϕyqωl + δϕzqωl) (δϕx−q−ωl + δϕy−q−ωl + δϕz−q−ωl) .
(3.272)
To determine the free energy, we note that
Z = 23N
ˆ
Dϕe−S[ϕ] (3.273)
and calculate the free energy in the same manner as previous cases; here the dimensionality
gives rise to a factor of three in front of the first term quadratic in the bosons and a factor
of nine in front of the polarisation bubble. The free energy is therefore
FRPA = F − F0 = W
BZ∑
q
∑
ωl
ln
[
3− 9J
8π3
˚ pi
−pi
Π3Ddk
]
(3.274)
with a new normalisation W. This result is the same as in lower dimensions, hence we do
not plot the RPA correction here.
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3.4 Path Integral Calculations: Alternate Major-
ana Dimer Decoupling
The Majorana Dimer decoupling may also be applied to a ferromagnetic transverse-field
Ising model, giving the same results for the saddle-point and RPA correction as in the
antiferromagnetic case. This equivalence is due to the symmetry which exists between the
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic Hamiltonians and will be demonstrated here for the
1D case only. The FM TFIM is given by the Hamiltonian
H =
J
4
N∑
j
ηxj η
y
j η
x
j+1η
y
j+1 +
hi
2
N∑
j
ηyj η
z
j (3.275)
and write down the corresponding Euclidean action
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
χαj ∂τχ
α
j +
J
4
χxjχ
y
jχ
x
j+1χ
y
j+1 +
hi
2
χyjχ
z
j
]
. (3.276)
We perform the Hubbard-Stratonovich decoupling
1 =N
ˆ
Dϕe−
Nβ
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0
dτϕ2j
=N
ˆ
Dϕe
−Nβ
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0 dτ
[
ϕ2j− 2iJ√Nβϕj(χxjχxj+1−χ
y
jχ
y
j+1)+
2J2√
Nβ
χxj χ
x
j+1χ
y
jχ
y
j+1
]
(3.277)
the application of which gives an action
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
Nβ
8J
ϕ2j +
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
χαj ∂τχ
α
j −
i
√
Nβ
4
ϕj
(
χxjχ
x
j+1 − χyjχyj+1
)
+
hi
2
χyjχ
z
j
]
.
(3.278)
We apply a Dirac transformation and a Fourier transform to this action, noting that the
result will be the same as previous calculations, except for the term which couples the
fermionic and auxiliary fields. For brevity, we call this term Sϕ (including the leading
minus sign) and write
Sϕ =− i
2
BZ∑
kk′
∑
ωmωm′
[
ϕ −k−k′−ωm−ωm′
ckωmck′ωm′ e
ik′ − ϕ k+k′
ωm+ωm′
c¯kωm c¯k′ωm′ e
−ik′
]
=− i
2
BZ∑
kk′
∑
ωmωm′
ϕ k−k′
ωm−ωm′
[
c−k−ωmck′ωm′ e
ik′ + c¯kωm c¯−k′−ωm′ e
ik′
]
(3.279)
We now assume that the saddle-point corresponding to the ordered phase exists at k = k′
and that the action may be split into
S = S0 + Sfluc.[k 6= k′, ωm 6= ωm′ ], (3.280)
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where S0φ is the part of S0 which is linear in φ; thus
S0φ =−
i
2
φ
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
[c−k−ωmckωm + c¯kωm c¯−k−ωm] e
ik
=
φ
4
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
sin(k) (c−k−ωmckωm + c¯kωm c¯−k−ωm − ckωmc−k−ωm − c¯−k−ωm c¯kωm) .
(3.281)
Now, we may again write down S0 in the form of an eight-by-eight matrix, using the
results from previous sections. This matrix is
S0 =
βN
8J
φ2 +
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
UM0U
T (3.282)
where U is the row vector with UT its transpose and M0 is the matrix, which is block
diagonal in the momentum and Matsubara sums such that they may be extracted. The
vector U is given by
U =
(
ckωm c¯kωm c−k−ωm c¯−k−ωm dkωm d¯kωm d−k−ωm d¯−k−ωm
)
(3.283)
meanwhile the matrix M0[φ] is given by

0 iωm2 −φ2 sin(k) 0 0 −h4 −h4 0
− iωm2 0 0 φ2 sin(k) h4 0 0 h4
φ
2 sin(k) 0 0 − iωm2 −h4 0 0 −h4
0 −φ2 sin(k) iωm2 0 0 h4 h4 0
0 −h4 h4 0 0 iωm2 0 0
h
4 0 0 −h4 − iωm2 0 0 0
h
4 0 0 −h4 0 0 0 − iωm2
0 −h4 h4 0 0 0 iωm2 0


. (3.284)
Again at this stage we extremise the effective action in order to determine the classical
trajectory. This is done by calculating the derivative
dS0
dφ
= 0. (3.285)
We again take advantage of previous calculations to write down the saddle-point equation
generated by this extremisation, which is
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φ =
J
4π
ˆ pi
−pi
dk
[
2 sin(k)(tanh
(
β
2
α
)
+
sin(k)
(
α−√h2 + α2
)
tanh
(
β
4
(√
h2 + α2 − α
))
√
h2 + α2
+
sin(k)
(√
h2 + α2 + α
)
tanh
(
β
4
(√
h2 + α2 + α
))
√
h2 + α2
]
(3.286)
which exactly matches the result of the AFM case; we have again defined α = φ sin(k).
The zero-field transition again occurs at Tc = J/4 and the phase extends to infinite
transverse-field, with the critical temperature tending to J/8 at infinite field. Figure 3.15
shows the magnitude of the order parameter for a 1D Ising chain in transversal field,
as calculated from the saddle-point expression calculated through assumption of a finite
Alternate Majorana Dimer order parameter.
Figure 3.15: The order parameter φ of the 1D ferromagnetic transverse-field Ising
model, calculated in the Alternate Majorana Dimer decoupling using the path integ-
ral method. Note the similarity with the ordered phase generated by the Majorana
Dimer decoupling applied to the antiferromagnetic model.
Given that the self-consistency relation is the same in this case as for the Majorana
Dimer decoupling applied to the AFM, and the only differences in general between the
two cases are that the difference of bilinears is taken instead of the sum and the RPA
correction to this result should be identical with the results presented in that section; we
therefore do not present RPA results in the FM case.
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3.5 Path Integral Calculations: Alternate Twist
Decoupling
Now we consider the Twist Order decoupling applied to the antiferromagnetic chain. When
represented in terms of Dirac fermions, Alternate Twist Order takes a different form to
Twist Order, as shown in table (3.2), so the results may also be different. We consider
the antiferromagnetic transverse-field Ising model given by
H = −J
4
N∑
j
ηxj η
y
j η
x
j+1η
y
j+1 +
hi
2
N∑
j
ηyj η
z
j (3.287)
and write down the corresponding Euclidean action
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
χαj ∂τχ
α
j −
J
4
χxjχ
y
jχ
x
j+1χ
y
j+1 +
hi
2
χyjχ
z
j
]
. (3.288)
We perform the Hubbard-Stratonovich decoupling
1 =N
ˆ
Dϕe−
Nβ
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0 dτϕ
2
j
=N
ˆ
Dϕe
−Nβ
8J
∑N
j
´ β
0
dτ
[
ϕ2j− 2iJ√Nβϕj(χxjχ
y
j+1−χyjχxj+1)+ 2J
2
√
Nβ
χxj χ
y
j+1χ
y
j
χxj+1
]
(3.289)
the application of which gives an action
S =
N∑
j
ˆ β
0
dτ
[
Nβ
8J
ϕ2j +
1
4
x,y,z,w∑
α
χαj ∂τχ
α
j −
i
√
Nβ
4
ϕj
(
χxjχ
y
j+1 − χyjχxj+1
)
+
hi
2
χyjχ
z
j
]
.
(3.290)
We apply a Fourier transform and a Dirac transform to this action, noting that the result
will be similar to the Twist decoupling discussed previously. For brevity, we call this term
Sϕ (including the leading minus sign) and write
Sϕ =
1
2
BZ∑
kk′
∑
ωmωm′
[
ϕ k−k′
ωm−ωm′
c¯kωmck′ωm′ e
ik′ − ϕ k′−k
ωm′−ωm
ckωm c¯k′ωm′ e
−ik′
]
(3.291)
We now assume that the saddle-point corresponding to the ordered phase exists at k = k′
and that the action may be split into
S = S0 + Sfluc.[k 6= k′, ωm 6= ωm′ ], (3.292)
where S0φ is the part of S0 which is linear in φ; thus
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S0φ =
1
2
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
φ
[
c¯kωmckωme
ik − ckωm c¯kωme−ik
]
=
φ
4
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
cos(k) (c¯kωmckωm − ckωm c¯kωm + c¯−k−ωmc−k−ωm − c−k−ωm c¯−k−ωm) .
(3.293)
Now, we may again write down S0 in the form of an eight-by-eight matrix, using the
results from previous sections. This matrix is
S0 =
βN
8J
φ2 +
BZ∑
k
∑
ωm
UM0U
T (3.294)
where U is the row vector with UT its transpose and M0 is the matrix, which is block
diagonal in the momentum and Matsubara sums such that they may be extracted. The
vector U is given by
U =
(
ckωm c¯kωm c−k−ωm c¯−k−ωm dkωm d¯kωm d−k−ωm d¯−k−ωm
)
(3.295)
Figure 3.16: The order parameter φ of the 1D antiferromagnetic transverse-field Ising
model, calculated in the Alternate Twist Order decoupling using the path integral
method. The zero-field transition occurs at Tc = J/4 and the zero-temperature
critical-field is hc = J/2, as in the case of the 1D Twist Decoupling.
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meanwhile the matrix M0[φ] is given by

0 iωm4 − κk4 0 0 0 −h8 −h8 0
κk
4 − iωm4 0 0 0 h8 0 0 h8
0 0 0 − iωm4 − κk4 −h8 0 0 −h8
0 0 κk4 +
iωm
4 0 0
h
8
h
8 0
0 −h8 h8 0 0 iωm4 0 0
h
8 0 0 −h8 − iωm4 0 0 0
h
8 0 0 −h8 0 0 0 − iωm4
0 −h8 h8 0 0 0 iωm4 0


(3.296)
where we temporarily define κk = φ cos(k) to keep the solution compact. Again at this
stage we extremise the effective action in order to determine the classical trajectory. This
is done by calculating the derivative
dS0
dφ
= 0. (3.297)
We again take advantage of previous calculations to write down the saddle-point equation
generated by this extremisation, which is
π =
J
2
ˆ pi
−pi
dk

cos2(k) tanh
(
β
2
√
h2 + φ2 cos2(k)
)
√
h2 + φ2 cos2(k)

 (3.298)
The zero-field transition occurs at Tc = J/4 and the zero-temperature transition out
of the ordered phase occurs at hc = J/2, however the form of the solution is different from
that of equivalent the Twist Decoupling given in (3.230), however the two can be seen to
be similar by applying the following transformation
cos(k) ≡ sin(k + π
2
) (3.299)
hence the Alternate Twist Decoupling gives rise to the same structure as Twist Decoup-
ling but with a Brillouin zone recentring. Figure 3.16 shows the magnitude of the order
parameter for a 1D Ising chain in transversal field, as calculated from the saddle-point
expression calculated through assumption of a finite Alternate Twist order parameter.
3.6 High Transversal Field States of the Order
Parameters
To increase our understanding of the ordered phases discussed in this and the preceding
Chapter, it is helpful to further explore the physics at high transversal field. In Chapter
1 we saw that the Majorana Dimer Order parameter on a two-site basis was capable of
existing at high transverse-fields, through an unphysical effect caused by doubling of the
Hilbert space in that situation. In Chapter 2, mean-field theory calculations demonstrated
the existence of Majorana Dimer order (in multiple dimensions) whose Tc is halved through
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the application of a large transverse-field. In this Chapter, we have seen that RPA cor-
rections to the free energy do not affect these results significantly. The reason for the
existence of Majorana Dimer order at high transverse-fields is understood, however this
Section explicitly explains why it is only Majorana Dimer order which is calculated to
exist in that regime. These are states where the dominant Hamiltonian is of the form
Hh = −h
N∑
j
Sxj =
ih
2
N∑
j
ηyj η
z
j . (3.300)
We consider the forms of the order parameters of the three types of order discussed in
this Chapter. In the case of Majorana Dimer, the 1D order parameter considered in this
Chapter is
D = i
(
ηxj η
x
j+1 + η
y
j η
y
j+1
)
. (3.301)
The effect of the transversal field term may be elucidated through consideration of the
form of the commutator between Hh and this order parameter. We note that
[
Hh, iη
x
j η
x
j+1
]
= 0,
[
Hh, iη
y
j η
y
j+1
]
6= 0. (3.302)
The bilinear ηxj η
x
j+1 always commutes with Hh (and its expectation 〈ηxj ηxj+1〉 can thus take
any value) while the bilinear ηyj η
y
j+1 does not commute in all cases. The expectation value
〈ηyj ηyj+1〉 = 4i〈Sxj∆x,xj,j+1Szj+1〉 = 0 (3.303)
as the spins act to flip the jth and j+1th spin from their original locations in the basis of
x, so the new state has no overlap with the original state. A part of the Majorana Dimer
order parameter always commutes with the high transversal-field term and action of the
transversal field will not affect the order due to this part of the order parameter. Now,
considering the Ising magnetic order parameter M and Twist decoupling order parameter
T, which are given by
M = i
(
ηxj η
y
j + η
x
j+1η
y
j+1
)
, T = i
(
ηxj η
y
j+1 + η
y
j η
x
j+1
)
, (3.304)
we see that both of the terms which make up each of M and T do not commute with at
least one term in Hh. Therefore in both of these cases a transversal field acts as a ladder
operator which destroys the ordered phases.
3.7 Reprise: Representations of Majorana Fermi-
ons
Chapter 1 discussed several approaches to the representation of Majorana fermions in
terms of spin operators, in order to assist in determining the meaning of the decoupling
channels used in Chapters 2 and 3. The non-local transformations discussed in Chapter
1 broke SU(2) invariance, as the representation of one of the three spin components was
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different to the representations of the other two. It is not possible to write down a site-
local representation of an individual Majorana fermion in terms of spins alone, however
it is possible to re-express Majorana fermions as non-local strings of operators built up
out of the bond operators used in the Majorana Dimer order and Twist order decoupling
channels. These can take the form
η
cj
j = i
N−j−1∆cj,cj+1j,j+1 . . .∆
cN−1,cN
N−1,N η
cN
N (3.305)
where ∆
cj ,cj+1
j,j+1 = −iη
cj
j η
cj+1
j+1 . The cj are taken from the set {x, y, z}. Other similar rep-
resentations are also possible, for instance the Twist bond operators can be incorporated
by alternating resolutions of the identity between x and y Majorana fermion flavours on
adjacent sites. The bond operators are generally bosonic, however neighbouring bond
operators do not commute. This representation still has a single Majorana fermion at the
end of the string, however if we consider the two site bilinear
iη
cj
j η
cj′
j′ = i
j′−j∆cj ,cj+1j,j+1 . . .∆
cj′−1,cj′
j′−1,j′ (3.306)
then we see that the representation is entirely made up of bond operators, when j 6= j′.
The long-distance correlator of two Majorana fermions of arbitrary flavour may then be
represented purely in terms of bond operators.
We note that it is not possible to represent Majorana fermions as strings which in-
corporate the magnetic order parameter used in Chapters 2 and 3, which is iηxj η
y
j . This
highlights a difference between the “physical” magnetic order parameter and the “non-
physical” Majorana Dimer and Twist order parameters. Since the spin components on
different sites commute, a non-local string containing some number of spin operators from
several sites is equivalent to a product of independent spin operators from each of those
sites. As, by inspection, it can be demonstrated that spins from a particular site are
insufficient to represent a single Majorana fermion, this leads us to the conclusion that a
general (not breaking SU(2) invariance) representation of Majorana fermions in terms of
spins alone is not possible. Finally, a brief examination of the form of the order parameters
used in Chapter 3, using the Majorana-Jordan-Wigner transformation (defined by Equa-
tion (1.126) and Szj = −(i/2)ηxj ηyj ) yields their representations in terms of spins. In the
cases of the Majorana Dimer and Twist order parameters, these representations include
reference to the components Sxj and S
y
j , which have the effect of flipping spins in the z
basis.
3.8 Reprise: The Roˆle of Φ
We also revisit the form of the operators Φj, which may be represented in terms of the
bond operators which form the order parameters of the types of order discussed in this
Chapter. Firstly, we recall the relationship between these Majorana fermions and the
spins, given by
Saj =
1
2
Φjη
a
j (3.307)
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where a is any component from the set {x, y, z}. We now consider the operators Φj in
relation to the spins and bond operators. By comparison to Equation (3.305), we can
see that the Φj take a similar form, however also include a spin component on the site j,
depending on which bond operators are chosen. For instance, using Equation (1.113) we
have in the Majorana Dimer case
Φj = 2i
N−jSxj∆
x,x
j,j+1 . . .∆
x,x
N−1,Nη
x
N (3.308)
where ∆x,xj,j+1 = −iηxj ηxj+1. The long-range correlator
ΦjΦj′ = −4ij′−jSxj∆x,xj,j+1 . . .∆x,xj′−1,j′Sxj′ (3.309)
is therefore related closely to the transversal field, which couples to Sxj . As discussed in
Chapter 1 the expectation values of each 〈Sxj 〉 = 0. The bilinear ΦjΦj′ can be made to
exactly take the form shown in Equation (3.309) which contains spin components with
zero expectation values. If the expectation value of Equation (3.309) was zero, it would
be suggestive that the Majorana representation of the Ising model has spare degrees of
freedom in the bond operators which are at liberty to move without affecting the ordering
of physical spins in the system. It is not necessarily clear that it is so, hence further analysis
of the correlators may therefore be instructive. Also, it is possible to construct similar
operator strings using the original three Majorana fermions defined on each site, hence
it is not necessarily the case that the Φj have a special roˆle to play in the relationship
between spins and Majorana fermions. Indeed, from the two-site analysis presented in
Chapter 1, it was shown that the Hilbert space in the Majorana representation is doubled
into two degenerate sectors, and in the high transverse-field limit the Majorana Dimer
operator ∆x,xj,j+1 was forced to take a non-zero expectation value as the system broke the
symmetry between the two sectors in order to minimise the free energy of the system.
As this high transverse-field limit may be explained purely in terms of the Hilbert space
without special reference to Φ, this suggests that the roˆle of Φ is not a central one in these
calculations.
3.9 Conclusions of the Path Integral Calculations
We have seen from the calculations in this Chapter that in general the phases calculated by
mean-field theory in the previous Chapter survive the RPA corrections to the free energy.
We were therefore forced to explain the unusual Majorana Dimer phase, whose existence
continued indefinitely with increasing transversal-field strength, in some other manner.
The Majorana Dimer ordered phase, as discussed in Chapter 1, exists at high transverse-
field due to the dimer order parameter existing in two sectors of the Majorana Hilbert
space. Due to the high-field degeneracy, it is possible for dimer ordering to manifest which
takes advantage of this degeneracy in order to lower the free energy of the high-field state.
The factor of 1/2 introduced in this Chapter reduces the weighting associated with each
of these Hilbert state sectors and leads to accurate calculations of the high-temperature
entropy. The calculation presented in Chapter 1 suggests that in order to produce results
which yield the correct high-field state, it would be necessary to prevent the interaction
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Hamiltonian Order Type Tc (h = 0) hc (T = 0)
1D FM TFIM Ising magnetic (FM) J/2 J
Twist Order J/4 J/2
Alt. Majorana Dimer J/4 No critical field
1D AFM TFIM Ising magnetic (AFM) J/2 J
Majorana Dimer J/4 No critical field
Alt. Twist Order J/4 J/2
2D FM TFIM Ising magnetic (FM) J 2J
Twist Order J/4 J/2
2D AFM TFIM Ising magnetic (AFM) J 2J
Majorana Dimer J/4 No critical field
3D FM TFIM Ising magnetic (FM) 3J/2 3J
Twist Order J/4 J/2
3D AFM TFIM Ising magnetic (AFM) 3J/2 3J
Majorana Dimer J/4 No critical field
Table 3.5: A summary of the results of path-integral calculations for various phases
in the ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) transverse-field Ising model
(TFIM). The order parameters of the various phases are given in table 3.1. In all of
the cases where an RPA correction was calculated, this did not affect the transition
temperatures presented here.
between the two sectors of the Hilbert space, which may be performed at the density
matrix level. The operator necessary to perform this correction would be non-local, hence
the calculation may be non-trivial.
A synopsis of the numerical results presented in this Chapter is presented in the table
below.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
In this thesis, an approach to dealing with systems of localised spins by using Majorana
fermions was developed and discussed, with particular emphasis on determining the free
energy of the Ising model in transversal field and furthering our understanding of the forms
of order which may prevail in higher dimensions in that model. Majorana fermions allow
for a canonical representation (preserving commutation relations) of spins and preserving
the total spin. As such, they are a natural tool for use in the study of these types
of systems. A Bogoliubov mean-field theory was applied to the transverse-field Ising
model after representing the spins in term of Majorana fermions. Three different spin
decompositions were considered, as per a Wick decomposition process. In 1D, these order
parameters took the form
m = i〈ηxj ηyj 〉 = i〈ηxj+aηyj+a〉
V = i〈ηxj ηxj+a〉 = i〈ηyj ηyj+a〉
τ = i〈ηxj ηyj+a〉 = i〈ηyj ηxj+a〉. (4.1)
The free energy of the transverse-field Ising model was calculated for each of these decom-
positions, putatively demonstrating the existence (to the mean-field level) of three different
possible ordered phases. To provide greater insight into these results, a path-integral for-
mulation of the problem was developed and tested by comparison with standard mean-field
results for the case of a purely magnetic order. The RPA free energy contribution in each
case was determined, demonstrating that the putative phases were stable to RPA cor-
rections. These calculations were performed in 1D, 2D and 3D. The physical meaning
of the decoupling channels used in the mean-field and RPA calculations was considered,
suggesting that the Majorana fermion order parameters may contain degrees of freedom
which are free to fluctuate without affecting the spin configuration. In the Majorana
fermion representation, the physical Hilbert space is doubled into two equivalent sectors.
Within each sector a full set of dynamics representing the physical system is possible,
however no spin operator is capable of providing a transition pathway between the two
sectors. Analysis of the high transverse-field case indicates that the dimer order parameter
defined in this thesis was not only robust to high-transverse fields but dimer order was
actually guaranteed in this case, due to a spontaneous symmetry breaking involving the
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two sectors. This argument would account for the fact that RPA calculations appear to
demonstrate the existence of phases in the Ising model in transversal field which are not
apparent in physical systems, or in exact calculations such as those performed in 1D by
Ising and in the 2D zero-field case by Onsager. Additionally, the factor of 1/2 introduced
in the path integral calculations presented in this thesis (in order to provide consistency
with the mean-field calculations presented in Chapter 2) is necessary to recover the ex-
pected entropy results. It arises from a need to compensate for the additional dynamics
permitted by the doubling of the Hilbert space.
In conclusion, therefore, the Majorana fermion approach to systems of half-integer
spin was developed extensively during this thesis, however no new predictions regarding
physical systems were presented.
4.1 Avenues of Further Investigation
In addition, several longer term goals should be considered, including:
• Determining an appropriate method to prevent the spontaneous symmetry breaking
between the two equivalent sectors in the Majorana Hilbert space. It is likely that
a factor must be inserted into the density matrix which prevents the coherence
between the two sectors;
• Applying the methods presented in this thesis to an anisotropic Heisenberg model,
in order to determine the extent of the phase boundary of the so-called Dimer order;
• Applying the methods presented in this thesis to systems of itinerant fermions,
Kondo lattice models or quantum dot models;
• Applying these methods to lattices of geometries other than those which are ortho-
gonal and bipartite, such as CoNb2O6 [107, 108, 109] / CoV2O6 [110] in 1D and
Cs2CuCl4 [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39] in 3D (the final reference considers doping with
Bromine.)
• Further consideration of crystals with cubic symmetry such as LiHoF4.[25, 26, 27,
28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]
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